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Abstract

Natural language processing is an interdisciplinary research field deal-
ing with human-computer interaction in natural language. It involves many
scientific challenges as for instance natural language understanding, docu-
ment classification, machine translation, punctuation generation, dialogue
management, automatic dialogue act recognition and many others.

This habilitation thesis shows the importance of lexical information, syn-
tax and semantics to improve the results of the three above mentioned im-
portant natural language processing tasks: dialogue act recognition, punc-
tuation generation and automatic document classification. Several novel
approaches in these research areas are proposed, implemented and experi-
mentally validated on the different data-sets mainly in the Czech language.

We demonstrate that lexical information plays a crucial role in all these
jobs. We further show that syntax is very important for dialogue act recog-
nition and for punctuation generation. We also prove that semantic infor-
mation is beneficial to improve the document classification accuracy.

Another important scientific contribution consists in proposing a novel
semi-supervised parsing approach based on a discriminative graphical model.
The proposed method uses only a few manual rules as constraints instead
of a few labelled sentences.

The author’s research work has also an important impact on the com-
mercial usage as proved, for instance, by the experimental version of the
document classification system which is already used by the Czech News
Agency.

This thesis is a collection of seven articles. These papers are first shortly
presented with their main contributions in the textual part of this document.

Index terms— Czech News Agency; Dialogue Act; Document Classifi-
cation; Language Model; Lexical Information; Natural Language Processing;
Parsing; Punctuation Generation; Semantics; Sentence Structure; Syntax
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1 Introduction

Natural Language Processing (NLP) [1] is an interdisciplinary research field
dealing with human-computer interaction in natural language. This area
connects three main scientific disciplines: artificial intelligence, linguistics
and computational linguistics. NLP involves many research challenges such
as natural language understanding (inferring the discourse meaning from an
input in natural language), machine translation (automatic text translation
from one language to another one), dialogue management (understanding
the user’s intention in the dialogue and providing an appropriate response)
and many others.

This research field became very popular in the last decade, since with
increasing amount and quality of linguistic data, significant progress in sta-
tistical machine learning and sufficient computation power many successful
commercial NLP applications are emerging.

This thesis is focused on the usage of lexical information, syntax and
semantics [2] to improve the results of three important natural language
processing tasks: dialogue act recognition, punctuation generation and au-
tomatic document classification. We would like to demonstrate that lexical
information plays a crucial role in all above mentioned jobs. We want further
to show that syntax is more important for dialogue act recognition and for
punctuation generation, rather than for document classification. However,
we wish also to prove that semantic information is beneficial to improve the
document classification accuracy.

1.1 About Lexis, Syntax and Semantics

In order to facilitate reading of this thesis, the three information sources
that we used are briefly defined and described below.

Lexis term is originated from Greek and means the whole set of words
in a language. Lexical information refers to the words and their positions in
sentences, paragraphs or in documents. Since it represents a rich source of
information, it is used in the majority of NLP tasks [3].

Syntax is a linguistic discipline dealing with the relationships between
words in a sentence (i.e. clauses), the correct creation of the sentence struc-
ture and with word order. In the traditional concept, syntax is a part of the
grammar together with morphology. It is not surprising that this knowledge
contained in the sentence structure can also help in many speech and natural
language processing applications. However, mainly due to the difficulty of
obtaining this information fully-automatically, it is often used in a reduced
form (word n-grams or other local structures, etc.) [4, 5].

Semantics term is also originated from the Greek language. This term
comes from the word “sēmantikós” which means significant and is a study
of the meaning. The meaning can be studied at different language levels
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as for instance the morphemes, words, phrases, sentences, and so on. Au-
tomatically obtaining this information is very challenging, however it can
significantly increase the performance of many NLP systems [6].

1.2 Motivation and Objectives

We further shortly introduce the NLP tasks on which this document focuses.
Our motivations and objectives will be also described in this section.

A dialogue act (DA) represents the meaning of an utterance at the level
of illocutionary force [7]. In other words, the dialogue act is the function
of a sentence (or its part) in a dialogue. For instance, a “question” and an
“acknowledgement” are both dialogue acts.

Automatic recognition of dialogue acts is seen as a first step of dialogue
understanding and is crucial to interpret users’ discourse and control natural
human-computer interactions. The DA labels might be used for example in
a dialogue system to check whether the user is asking for some information,
or to process and evaluate the user’s feedback.

Automatic speech transcripts (outputs of a speech recognizer) are avail-
able often without any punctuation marks and are thus difficult to read.
Moreover, a further processing as for instance parsing or information ex-
traction is very complicated.

Therefore, automatic punctuation generation [8] is introduced in order
to insert this missing sentence punctuation (full stops, commas, question
marks, exclamation marks, etc.) into the “raw” texts. This task is strictly
related to sentence segmentation and represents an essential feature for many
speech-to-text transcription applications.

Document classification means automatic assigning of a topic (or topics)
to a text document. This task becomes very important for information
organization and storage because of the fast increasing amount of electronic
text documents and the rapid growth of the World Wide Web.

Here we focus on the multi-label document classification1 in the context of
a real application for the Czech News Agency (CTK)2. CTK produces about
one thousand text documents daily. These documents belong to different
categories such as weather, politics, sport, etc. Nowadays, documents are
manually annotated but this annotation is often not accurate enough. More-
over, the manual labelling represents a very time consuming and expensive
task. Therefore, automatic document classification is extremely important.

The main goal of this thesis is to show the impact of lexical information,
syntax and semantics in the context of three important NLP tasks. We
focus on dialogue act recognition, punctuation generation and automatic

1One document is usually labelled with more than one label from a predefined set of
labels.

2http://www.ctk.eu
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document classification. First, we show the importance of global word po-
sition for dialogue act recognition. Three different approaches to handle
this information are proposed, evaluated and compared for this purpose.
The second contribution consists in proposing novel syntactic features de-
rived from the dependency tree. These features are further integrated into
the dialogue recognition system to improve resulting recognition accuracy.
The next goal consists in the use of syntactic information for punctuation
generation. We propose several novel syntactic features and integrate them
into this task with a conditional random fields classifier. Next, we show the
impact of semantic information for automatic document classification. We
propose several novel features for this goal and integrate them further into
a document classification system. One experimental version of this system
is currently deployed in the Czech News Agency platform to simplify the
current manual task. Another goal of this thesis is to propose a novel semi-
supervised dependency syntactic parser based on a discriminative graphical
model. This parser uses only a few manual rules as constraints instead of
a few annotated sentences which are currently used.

1.3 Document Structure

Section 2 describes the syntactic parsing and our contributions into this
area. The results of this task will then be used in our following work. Sec-
tion 3 presents the current trends in automatic dialogue act recognition field
and our contributions to this domain. Next, we shortly introduce the ex-
isting and our proposed approaches for automatic punctuation generation.
Section 5 details the task of automatic document classification. We will fur-
ther show out contributions into this area. In the next section, we conclude
this thesis and propose the future research directions. The last section is
composed of the main author’s NLP papers in order to present the details
of the proposed approaches and to show experimental evaluation of these
methods.
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2 Syntactic Parsing

Supervised dependency parsing deals with automatic construction of the
annotated syntactic trees using a labelled corpus [9]. The resulting parse
trees are thus highly dependent on the size and quality of the annotated
corpora. A price and unavailability of such corpora for some languages have
accelerated the progress of the unsupervised and semi-supervised methods.

Unsupervised parsing is a task to automatically produce syntactic trees
on top of a raw, unlabelled text corpus. The most successful approaches in
the field [10, 11, 12] exploit some stochastic process to decompose parents-
children dependencies. The model parameters are usually trained so as to
maximize the sparsity of selectional preferences in the corpus. Although no
manual annotations are given, one can argue that some ”linguistic” knowl-
edge is nevertheless introduced in the model’s definition, for example in
the set of conditional independencies, priors and initial parameters. It has
further been shown that introducing some knowledge can significantly im-
prove the performances of unsupervised parsers and help to control their
convergence and the resulting structures.

The posterior regularization framework [13] is often used to integrate
constraints during inference, e.g., with a sparsity-inducing bias over unique
dependency types [14] or with a few universal rules that are valid across lan-
guages [15]. Most of these works rely on a generative Bayesian model because
of fundamental theoretical limitations concerning unsupervised training of
discriminative models.

Semi-supervised discriminative parsers can be also very efficient. They
use a few annotated sentences, such as in the SEARN paradigm [16, 17].

2.1 Contributions

In our work [18], we propose and implement a new weakly supervised parser
for speech transcripts based on a discriminative directed graphical model.
It exploits a few hand-crafted rules as a substitute to corpus annotations
to generate constraints on the values that the latent variables can take.
The parser is evaluated on English and Czech newspaper texts, and is then
validated on French broadcast news transcriptions. The performances of
our system are encouraging across all conditions, and match those of related
state-of-the-art weakly and semi-supervised systems.

The proposed approach differs from other related works in the following
aspects:

• While the majority of unsupervised parsing systems aim at producing
syntactic structures on several languages without an additional effort,
we rather aim at developing a framework that helps the user to build
a specialized parser for his target task at a very low cost.
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• An important concern in constraint-driven learning is related to the
ease with which the user can design efficient constraints [19]. We argue
that a natural and easy way to express constraints is by writing simple
rules that describe when a specific dependency type may occur. This is
precisely the intuition that led to the first rule-based systems, although
in our case complex structures are obtained by combining these simple
rules together and applying them in different orders. Unlike purely
rule-based systems, our rules rely on a very limited definition of context
and hence can be kept simple, because ambiguity is handled by the
Bayesian model.

• We describe the rules creation process as an enriched annotation pro-
cedure. This better involves the rules designer within the training
process, and thus leads to a joint weakly supervised training and in-
teractive learning [20] process.

• Unsupervised parsing approaches do not produce labelled dependency
arcs, because of the requirement to be generic across languages and
annotation schemes. The proposed framework rather creates labelled
dependency arcs for a given specific language and annotation scheme.

• Other works that exploit both hand-crafted rules and Bayesian infer-
ence combine the former on top of the latter, in the form of posterior
constraints. We do the opposite, by including the rules as random
variables in the inference process. This approach gives more impor-
tance to rules than other works in the field. In other words, while most
previous works guide Bayesian inference with rules, we rather focus on
rules and exploit a Bayesian model to help them to achieve parsing.

• Unlike many unsupervised parsers that decompose the syntactic tree
with a stochastic process [10], we propose an alternative tree-decompo-
sition paradigm, which also considers parent-children relations, but
preserves the full subcategorization frame within a single random vari-
able. Keeping the factor that involves a head and its subcategorization
frame complete gives more freedom to design frame-coding adapted
heuristics and, at the same time, is more rich in terms of amount of
information modelled.

Selected Paper:

• C. Cerisara, A. Lorenzo, P. Král, Weakly Supervised Parsing with
Rules, in Interspeech 2013, Lyon, France, August 25-29 2013, ISCA,
pp. 2192-2196, ISBN: 978-1-62993-443-3.
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3 Automatic Dialogue Act Recognition

Modelling and automatically identifying the structure of spontaneous dia-
logues are very important for better interpretation and understanding. Un-
fortunately, their precise representation is still an open issue, however several
specific characteristics have already been clearly identified. Dialogue Acts
(DAs) are one of these characteristics.

To the best of our knowledge, there is very few existing work on au-
tomatic modelling and recognition of dialogue acts in the Czech language.
Alternatively, a number of studies have been published for other languages,
and particularly for English and German.

In most of these works, the first step consists in defining a set of dialogue
acts to recognize, as presented in [21, 22, 23]. Automatic recognition of
dialogue acts is then usually realized using one, or a combination of the
three following models:

1. DA-specific language models;

2. Dialogue grammar;

3. DA-specific prosodic models.

The first class of models infers the DA from the words sequence. Usually,
probabilistic approaches are based on language models such as n-gram [21,
24], or knowledge based approaches such as semantic classification trees [24].

The methods based on probabilistic language models exploit the fact
that different DAs use distinctive words. Some cue words and phrases can
serve as explicit indicators of dialogue structure. For example, 88.4 % of the
trigrams ”<start> do you” occur in English in investigation questions [25].

Semantic classification trees are decision trees that operate on word se-
quences with rule-based decision. These rules are trained automatically on
a corpus. Alternatively, in classical rule based systems, these rules can be
coded manually.

A dialogue grammar is used to predict the most probable next dialogue
act based on the previous ones. It can be modelled by hidden Markov models
(HMMs) [21], Bayesian Networks [26], Discriminative Dynamic Bayesian
Networks (DBNs) [27], or n-gram language models [28].

Prosodic models [29] can be used to provide additional clues to classify
sentences in terms of DAs. A lexical and prosodic classifiers are combined
in [21].

Another class of approaches use multi-level information to automatically
recognize DAs. Rosset [30] assumes that the word position is more important
than the exact word itself. Therefore, only the first word is used as lexical
information. The following remaining multi-level information are computed:
speaker identification, DAs history and number of utterance units in each
turn.
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Manually annotating dialogue acts on every new corpus may be very
costly and efforts have been put into developing semi-automatic methods
for dialogue act tagging and discovery. Hence, the authors of [31] propose
a predictive paradigm where dialogue act models are first trained on a small-
size corpus and used afterwards to predict future sentences or dialogue acts.
In a related vein, unsupervised dialogue act tagging of unlabelled text has
recently raised a lot of attention [32, 33, 34], but we will limit ourselves in
this thesis on supervised approaches.

Apart from prosodic and contextual lexical features, only a few works
actually exploit syntactic relationships between words for dialogue act recog-
nition. Some syntactic relations are captured by HMM word models, such
as the widely-used n-grams [21], but these approaches only capture local
syntactic relations, while we consider in our work global syntactic trees.
Most other works thus focus on morphosyntactic tags, as demonstrated for
instance in [35], where a smart compression technique for feature selection
is introduced. The authors use a rich feature set with POS-tags included
and obtain with a decision tree classifier an accuracy of 89.27%, 65.68%
and 59.76% respectively on the ICSI, Switchboard and on a selection of the
AMI corpus. But while POS-tags are indeed related to syntax, they do not
encode actual syntactic relations.

A very few papers have nevertheless proposed some structured syntactic
features, such as for instance the subject of verb type [36]. The authors
of [37, 5] exploit a few global syntactic features, but conclude that such
features are useless for dialogue act recognition. However, the features that
were used in this work are very limited (POS-tags and the MapTask SRule
annotation that indicates the main structure of the utterance, i.e., Declar-
ative, Imperative, Inverted or Wh-question), and the authors acknowledge
in the discussion that syntactic features may prove useful when used in
a different manner and support this remark with two references. Syntax is
a very rich source of information and can certainly neither be reduced to
POS-tags nor to SRule. Also, the potential impact of syntactic information
highly depends on the chosen integration approach and experimental setup.
Hence, given the experimental setup described in [37], neither POS-tags nor
dialogue act history bring any improvement, when several other works have
concluded differently for such features. We thus propose in the next sec-
tion other types of syntactic features and a different model and show that
syntax might indeed prove itself useful for dialogue act recognition. But let
us first support our hypothesis by briefly reviewing a few other papers that
also support the use of syntax for both dialogue act recognition and closely
related domains.

First, as already shown, word n-grams features, with n greater than 1, do
implicitly encode local syntactic relations and are used successfully in most
dialogue act recognition systems. But more importantly, a recent work [38]
concludes that both dialogue context and syntactic features dramatically
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improve dialogue act recognition, compared to words only, more precisely
from an accuracy of 48.1% to 61.9% when including context and 67.4%
when including syntactic features as well. They use in their experiments
a Bayesian Network model and their syntactic features are the syntactic
class of the predicate, the list of arguments and the presence of a negation.
Although this work actually focuses on predicate-argument structures, while
our main objective is rather to exploit the full syntactic tree without taking
into account any semantic-level information for now, this work supports
our claim that syntactic information may prove important for dialogue act
recognition. In addition, Zhou et al. employ in [39] three levels of features:
1) word level (unigram, bigram and trigram), 2) syntax level (POS-tags and
chunks recognized as Base Noun Phrase (BNP)) and 3) restraint information
(word position, utterance length, etc.). Syntactic and semantic relations are
acquired by information extraction methods. They obtain 88% of accuracy
with a SVM classifier on a Chinese corpus and 65% on the SWBD corpus.

3.1 Contributions

As already stated, several different dialogue act recognition approaches have
been proposed in the literature. The main goal of our work presented in [40]
is to give a brief overview of these approaches. A short description is thus
given for each of them, and is usually complemented by a discussion of their
theoretical and practical advantages and drawbacks.

We have discovered that a major concern in the DA recognition domain
is that, although a few DA annotation schemes seem now to emerge as
standards, the DA tag-sets often have to be adapted to the specifics of a given
application. This prevents the deployment of standardized DA databases
and evaluation procedures.

The main focus of our review is put on the various kinds of information
that can be used to recognize DAs, such as prosody, lexical, etc., and on
the types of models proposed so far to capture this information. Combining
these information sources tends to appear nowadays as a prerequisite to
recognize DAs and our future work is based on the conclusions of this review.

We investigated in [41] a new kind of information for dialogue act recog-
nition, that is the word position in the utterance. In contrast to the previous
methods (usually word n-grams), this information is global at the sentence
level. Intuitively, this information is quite important for this task, as for
instance, the word “who” is often at the beginning of sentences for ques-
tions, and at other positions for declarative sentences. A novel approach
that takes into account this information consists in analyzing the sentence
into a syntactic tree, but such analyzers are also known to work with errors
in spontaneous speech. Hence, our first work in this field is rather based on
statistical methods.

Three original dialogue act recognition methods including sentence struc-
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ture information are proposed:

• The first multiscale position method considers the relative positions in
a multiscale tree to smooth the models likelihoods;

• Let p be a random variable representing word position in the utterance
W . The second non-linear merging method models the dependency
between W and p by a non-linear function that includes p;

• The third best position method decouples the positions from the lexical
identities to maximize the available training corpus.

First, we evaluated these approaches on manually transcribed input sen-
tences. Then, the manual transcription has been replaced by an automatic
one obtained by the Czech speech recognizer jLASER [42]. This experiment
was realized in order to validate the proposed approaches in real applica-
tions that are often based on an automatic speech recognition. The resulting
decrease in performances is very small, which confirms the validity of the
proposed approaches.

We further extended our work and proposed in [43] another approach
that derives several simple as well as more complex syntactic features from
the deep sentence parse tree. These features are then used as an input to
the Conditional Random Fields.

The parse trees are defined within the dependency framework [44] and
are automatically computed on the input sentences. We evaluated this ap-
proach in two conditions, when the input sentences are manually or automat-
ically transcribed on the Czech Railways corpus [45], respectively. We have
shown that the use of such features indeed significantly improves in both
cases the dialogue act recognition performances. Finally, we have studied
the robustness of the proposed approach and have shown that, as expected,
the most complex syntactic features are also the most sensitive to speech
recognition errors.

Hence, given the evidence collected in this work, we conclude that syn-
tactic information is important for dialogue act recognition, as it has already
been shown to be relevant for many other natural language processing tasks.
The main challenge that remains is to increase its robustness to speech recog-
nition errors, but we expect this challenge to be soon overcome, thanks to
the great progresses realized in the automatic parsing community in the
recent years.

Selected Papers:

• P. Král, C. Cerisara and J. Klečková, Lexical Structure for Di-
alogue Act Recognition, in Journal of Multimedia (JMM), ISSN:
1796-2048, Volume 2, Issue 3, 2007, pp. 1-8.
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• P. Král, C. Cerisara, Dialogue Act Recognition Approaches, in
Computing and Informatics, ISSN: 1335-9150, Volume 29, No 2, 2010,
pp. 227-250.

• P. Král, C. Cerisara, Automatic Dialogue act Recognition with
Syntactic Features, in Language Resources and Evaluation, ISSN:
1574-020X, E-ISSN: 1574-0218, doi: 10.1007/s10579-014-9263-6, Febru-
ary 2014, pp. 1-23, Springer.
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4 Automatic Punctuation Generation

Automatic speech transcriptions are quite difficult to read, because of recog-
nition errors, but also because of the missing structure of the document and
in particular capitalization and punctuation. We focus here on the improve-
ment of automatic generation of one of the most difficult punctuation marks,
commas, in Czech and French. Adding this information into speech tran-
scripts will make automatic speech transcriptions more understandable and
may also help subsequent automatic processing such as parsing or mining.

Punctuation generation is often based on prosodic (pauses, pitch con-
tours, energy) and lexical (surrounding words, n-grams) features, such as
in [46], where full stops, commas and question marks are recovered using
a finite state approach that combines lexical n-grams and prosodic features.
Both prosodic and lexical features are also combined via a maximum entropy
model in [8], where commas are recovered on the Switchboard corpus.

In [47], automatic capitalization is realized along with automatic gener-
ation of full stops and commas in Portuguese. Both punctuation marks are
detected with a maximum entropy model that exploits acoustic and lexical
features.

The authors of [48] exploit a hidden-event n-gram model combined with
a prosodic model to recover punctuation marks on the Czech broadcast news
corpus.

In [49], a maximum entropy model is also exploited to recover 14 punc-
tuation marks from the Penn Chinese TreeBank. The authors also use syn-
tactic features derived from the manual syntactic annotations.

The authors of [50] focus on the study of comma prediction in En-
glish with syntactic features. They have compared three sequence models:
Hidden-Event Language Model (HELM), factored-HELM and Conditional
Random Fields (CRF). They report that the best results have been obtained
with CRF, although CRFs may not scale easily to large databases.

4.1 Contributions

We extend in [51] the work of [50] in the following aspects:

• Design of new syntactic features dedicated to comma recovery and
derived from dependency structures;

• Proposing a novel comma generation approach (briefly described next)
based on the Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) which use the above
proposed features;

• Evaluation of these features and approach on two European languages:
Czech and French in comma generation task.
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In Czech and French, the available corpora are far from being as large
as in English, and scaling is not yet an issue. We have thus decided to base
our work on CRF models. Furthermore, considering the relatively limited
impact of prosodic features for commas recovery as reported in the literature,
only lexical and syntactic features are exploited next. A CRF model is then
trained to classify every subsequent word into two classes: the class of words
that are followed by a comma, and the class of words without comma. The
CRF input features are only local and derived from the current, previous
and next words. These features are then concatenated, with special words
inserted at sentence boundaries, into a feature stream that is used to train
the CRF model.

We show that in both languages, the syntactic features improve the
performances largely above significance levels. This supports our conclusions
on the importance of syntax for this task and extends them from English to
Czech and French languages.

Selected Paper:

• C. Cerisara, P. Král, C. Gardent, Commas recovery with syntactic
features in French and in Czech, in Interspeech 2011, Florence,
Italy, 27 - 31 August 2011, ISCA, pp. 1413-1416, ISSN: 1990-9772,
ISBN: 978-1-61839-270-1.
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5 Automatic Document Classification

Document classification relies usually on supervised machine learning meth-
ods that exploit a manually annotated training corpus to train a classifier,
which in turn identifies the class of new unlabelled documents. Most ap-
proaches are based on the Vector Space Models (VSMs), which mostly rep-
resent each document as a vector of all occurring words usually weighted by
their Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF).

One important issue of this task is that the feature space in VSM has
a high dimension which negatively affects the performance of the classifiers.
Numerous feature selection/reduction approaches have been proposed in or-
der to solve this problem [52, 53].

In the last years, multi-label document classification [54, 55] becomes
a popular research field, because it corresponds usually better to the needs
of the real applications than the single-label document classification.

Furthermore, a better document representation may lead to decreasing
the feature vector dimension, e.g. using lexical and syntactic features as
shown in [56]. Chandrasekar et al. further show in [57] that it is beneficial
to use POS-tag filtration in order to represent a document more accurately.
The authors of [58] and [59] use a set of linguistic features. Unfortunately,
they do not show any impact on the document classification task. How-
ever, they conclude that more complex linguistic features may improve the
classification score.

More recently, an advanced technique based on Labelled Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (L-LDA) [60] has been introduced. L-LDA incorporates supervi-
sion by constraining the topic model to use only the topics that correspond
to document labels. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [61] incorporat-
ing semantic concepts [62] has been also successfully used for the document
classification.

Most of the proposed approaches are focused on English. Unfortunately,
only little work about the document classification in other non-mainstream
languages, particularly in Czech, exists. Hrala et al. [63] use lemmatization
and POS-tag filtering for a precise representation of the Czech documents.
The authors further show the performance of three multi-label classification
approaches [64].

5.1 Contributions

We present in [65, 66] a set of novel sofisticated features to improve the doc-
ument classification task. We follow the conclusions of [58, 59] and therefore
we are not focusing on the linguistic features. We rather study the impact of
semantic and related information sources to improve the classification score.

Our first contribution presented in [65] consists in proposing new features
based on the Named Entities (NEs). We believe that NEs, representing
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usually the semantically richest words, bring important information, which
can improve the performance of our document classification system.

We propose and evaluate five novel approaches to employ the information
contained in the named entities for the document classification task:

1. Add directly the named entities to the feature vector (which is com-
posed of words or lemmas) as new tokens;

2. Concatenate words related to multiple-word entities to one individual
token;

3. Combine (1) and (2);

4. Concatenate words and named entities to one individual token;

5. Replace words related to the named entities by their NEs.

Note that, as far as we know, named entities were never used previously
as features for classification of the Czech documents. Moreover, we have not
found another work which uses NEs similarly for document classification.

We evaluate these methods on the Czech CTK corpus of the newspaper
text documents. The experimental results show that these features do not
improve significantly the score over the baseline word-based features. The
improvement of the classification error rate is about 0.42% when the best
approach is used.

We have further analyzed and compared the confusion matrices of the
baseline approach with our proposed methods. This analysis has shown
that named entities bring some additional information for document clas-
sification. Unfortunately, this information is not sufficient to improve the
document classification accuracy significantly.

One important issue in the document classification field is the high di-
mensionality and insufficient precision of the feature vector. Several feature
selection methods and sophisticated language specific features have been
proposed. The main drawback of these methods is that they need a signifi-
cant amount of the annotated data. Furthermore, a complete re-annotation
is necessary when the target language is modified. We address these issues
in [66] by proposing novel fully unsupervised features. The first feature
is based on an unsupervised stemmer, while the other ones introduce se-
mantic information using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and semantic
spaces (HAL and COALS). These features are further integrated into the
multi-label document classification task.

The use of semantic space models (i.e. HAL and COALS) is a very im-
portant contribution, because they have not been used for document clas-
sification yet. The proposed approaches are evaluated on Czech, as a rep-
resentative of morphologically rich language. It is noteworthy that, to the
best of our knowledge, this evaluation has never been done before.
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We have experimentally shown that almost all proposed features signif-
icantly improve the document classification score.

Selected Papers:

• P. Král, Named Entities as new Features for Czech Docu-
ment Classification, 15th International Conference on Intelligent
Text Processing and Computational Linguistics (CICLing 2014), Kath-
mandu, Nepal, April 6-12, 2014, Springer, pp. 417-427.

• T. Brychćın, P. Král, Novel Unsupervised Features for Czech
Multi-label Document Classification, in 13th Mexican Interna-
tional Conference on Artificial Intelligence (MICAI2014), Tuxtla Gutir-
rez, Chiapas, Mexico, November 1622, 2014, Springer, pp. 70-79,
ISBN: 978-3-319-13646-2, doi: 10.1007/978-3-319-13647-9 8.
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6 Conclusions & Future Work

The main goal of this habilitation thesis is to show the importance of lex-
ical information, syntax and semantics for three fundamental NLP tasks:
dialogue act recognition, punctuation generation and automatic document
classification.

The first contribution is the demonstration that global word position is
beneficial for dialogue act recognition. We have proposed, evaluated and
compared three different approaches for this task. Another scientific contri-
bution consists in proposing novel syntactic features for dialogue act recog-
nition. These features are derived from the whole dependency tree and are
further integrated into the dialogue recognition system to improve the recog-
nition results. The proposed approaches were experimentally evaluated on
the Czech language. Based on our experiments, we concluded that syntactic
information is important for dialogue act recognition, as it has already been
shown for many other NLP tasks.

The next contribution is the use of syntax for automatic punctuation
generation. We proposed novel syntactic features and integrated them into
this task with a CRFs classifier. The validity of the proposed approach
was demonstrated on Czech and French languages. We have experimen-
tally shown that in both languages, the syntactic features improve signif-
icantly the performances of the punctuation generation system. We have
thus demonstrated the importance of syntax in two European languages
different from English.

We have further shown the importance of semantics for automatic doc-
ument classification. We proposed several mainly unsupervised features for
this purpose and integrated them into a document classification task. We
experimentally evaluated the proposed approaches on the Czech language.
The realized experiments have shown that almost all novel features sig-
nificantly improve the document classification accuracy. We have further
implemented an experimental document classification system which is cur-
rently deployed in the Czech News Agency platform to simplify the manual
processing. This system successfully used the novel proposed features.

Another scientific contribution consists in proposing the novel semi-
supervised dependency syntactic parser based on a discriminative graphical
model. This parser uses only a few manual rules as constraints instead of
some annotated sentences. The parser performance is evaluated on three lan-
guages, English, French and Czech, on two domains, newspaper texts and
broadcast news transcriptions, and with and without gold part-of-speech
tags. The performances of our system are encouraging in all conditions, and
match those of related state-of-the-art weakly and semi-supervised systems.
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6.1 Future Work

6.1.1 Automatic Dialogue Act Recognition

Our dialogue act recognition approaches were evaluated on the Czech Rail-
ways corpus which is limited size and with limited DA number. Therefore,
the first perspective consists in evaluating our approaches on larger corpora
with more dialogue acts. These corpora will include more languages as for
instance French and English.

Our current dialogue act models do not use semantics. Therefore, we
would like to improve our methods by including this information. We have
good experience with semantic spaces and topic modelling in the document
classification task. Therefore, the semantic information will be firstly pro-
vided by these models. Then, we would like to explore the other semantic
sources.

Another important information that has not been taken into account
in this work is dialogue act grammar, which models the most probable se-
quences of dialogue acts. It is straightforward to use such information in
our DA recognition system, but we have not yet done so because it some-
how masks the influence of the proposed features we focus on in this work.
Indeed, this grammar certainly improves the recognition results.

We have used supervised machine learning methods in all above men-
tioned dialogue act recognition approaches. Unfortunately, these approaches
need significant amount of annotated data. Our last perspective in this re-
search area thus consists in using the approaches with minimal or without
supervision. These novel approaches will be more general and much more
adaptable to the other applications/languages.

6.1.2 Automatic Punctuation Generation & Syntactic Parsing

Our experiments in the automatic punctuation generation field have been
realized on manually transcribed speech recordings. We will extend our
work to successfully process automatic speech recognition outputs, with the
objective of enriching such transcripts with punctuation. However, this
requires first to solve the weakness of the current Czech and French parsers,
which are not robust enough to recognition errors.

We will further adapt our weakly syntactic parsing framework for punc-
tuation generation. This requires to define novel syntactic rules to discover
the different punctuation marks in the speech transcripts and to adapt the
discriminative graphical model. One advantage of this novel semi-supervised
approach should be its simple adaptation to the other languages/domains.
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6.1.3 Automatic Document Classification

First, we plan to validate our methods on other corpora in different lan-
guages with different document labels. We will also consider different docu-
ment/labels distributions. Due to the unsupervised character of the majority
of the proposed features, no additional annotations will be required.

Several work [58, 59] concluded that linguistics features do not have
any positive impact on the document classification. Therefore, we did not
used these features in this work. However, based on our conclusions in the
dialogue act recognition and punctuation generation fields and on the recent
work of Moschitti [67], we believe that more sophisticated syntactic features
can play also a positive role for document classification. Therefore, we would
like to use syntactic information to help in some document classification
tasks. For example, it is evident that different persons usually use different
syntactic structures. Therefore, syntax should help for classification of the
speaker turns.

6.1.4 Combining of Natural Language & Image Processing

We have done with Ph.D. student Ladislav Lenc a significant work in the
automatic face recognition field (see [68, 69, 70]) and we have thus also
a good know-how in the pattern recognition field. We would like to further
focus on the tasks where both information (textual and graphical) play an
important role.

Our first scientific challenge consists in designing and implementing a sys-
tem to search appropriate photographs for the newspaper articles from
a database of images associated with a short description. One solution
is to use only the text data and NLP methods. However, we believe that
graphical information contained in the images can improve the matching
results. Therefore, we would like to adapt and employ our previously de-
veloped pattern matching techniques and combine them with the results of
the natural language processing. Note that this research is motivated by the
needs of the Czech News Agency to implement a commercial image retrieval
application for automatic association of the newspaper articles with suitable
photographs.
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Abstract

This work proposes a new research direction to address the lack
of structures in traditional n-gram models. It is based on a
weakly supervised dependency parser that can model speech
syntax without relying on any annotated training corpus. La-
beled data is replaced by a few hand-crafted rules that encode
basic syntactic knowledge. Bayesian inference then samples the
rules, disambiguating and combining them to create complex
tree structures that maximize a discriminative model’s posterior
on a target unlabeled corpus. This posterior encodes sparse se-
lectional preferences between a head word and its dependents.
The model is evaluated on English and Czech newspaper texts,
and is then validated on French broadcast news transcriptions.
Index Terms: speech parsing, unsupervised training, inference

1. Introduction
N-gram models have several well-known theoretical limitations,
most notably regarding the fact that they reduce natural language
syntax to a small linear context. Despite these limitations, most,
if not all, current state-of-the-art automatic speech recognition
systems are based on n-gram models. Several interesting alter-
native have been proposed that try to introduce structure back
into such systems. Probably the most well-known is the Struc-
tured Language Model of Chelba and Jelinek [1]. However,
these approaches have so far not been able to outperform the
n-grams by a large-enough margin to make them become the
new mainstream type of language models. The reason for this
might come, partially, from both the lack of robustness of cur-
rent parsers to speech recognition errors and the difficulty to
accurately model speech syntax, which does not benefit from
as large treebanks as written text in many languages. Thus, we
believe that a solution to these issues would be to further inves-
tigate the weakly supervised machine learning area and how it
could be used to replace corpus annotations by other types of
knowledge that shall guide the unsupervised training of parsers
designed for speech. Our long-term objective is thus to design
accurate parsers for speech transcriptions that would not rely on
large annotated treebanks and still would be good enough to be
integrated into speech recognition systems thus compensating
the lack of structures of current n-gram models.

This work describes the first part of this ambitious goal, that
is the proposal of a new weakly supervised parser for speech
transcripts that exploits a few hand-crafted rules as a substitute
to corpus annotations. We first review the litterature about un-
supervised training in Section 2, and then describe our model in
Section 3. We then validate experimentally the proposed model
in Section 5, first on written text corpora for English and Czech,
in order to show that the approach can be used to train new mod-

els for different languages at a low cost, and finally on French
speech transcripts. The integration of this model into a speech
recognition system is another challenging task that is left for
future work.

2. Related works

Unsupervised parsing aims at automatically producing syntactic
trees on top of a raw, unlabeled text corpus. Many amongst the
most successful approaches in the field [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] exploit
some stochastic process to decompose parents-children depen-
dencies. The parameters of these models are typically trained
so as to maximize the sparsity of selectional preferences in the
corpus. Although no manual annotations are given, one can ar-
gue that some “linguistic” knowledge is nevertheless introduced
in the model’s definition, for instance in the set of conditional
independencies, priors and initial parameters. It has further been
shown that adding some kind of knowledge might greatly im-
prove the performances of unsupervised parsers and help to con-
trol their convergence and the resulting structures.

Hence, [7] exploit phylogenetic dependencies between hu-
man languages, [8] replace standard corpus annotations with a
few syntactic prototypes and [9] make use of semantic cues. The
posterior regularization framework [10] is often used to integrate
constraints during inference, e.g., with a sparsity-inducing bias
over unique dependency types [11] or with a few universal rules
that are valid across languages [5].

Most of these works rely on a generative Bayesian model
because of fundamental theoretical limitations concerning un-
supervised training of discriminative models. Nevertheless, as
discussed in Section 3.2, using knowledge to constrain infer-
ence makes the training of discriminative models possible even
without any supervised annotation [12]. Several different ap-
proaches have thus been proposed to train discriminative parsers
on unlabeled corpora, for instance by transferring dependency
grammars from English to other languages within the posterior
regularization framework and with discriminative models [13]
or by defining preferred dependency constraints within the gen-
eralized expectation framework with tree CRFs [14]. Semi-
supervised discriminative parsers can also make a very efficient
use of even a few annotated sentences, such as in the SEARN
paradigm [15, 16]. Our work has also been inspired by the
“Constraint-Driven Learning” paradigm, as proposed in [17, 18]
and generalized in [19], as well as with [20, 8].

3. Proposed framework

We propose a weakly supervised approach that relies on two main
components: a set of rules that generate dependency structures

Copyright © 2013 ISCA 25-29 August 2013, Lyon, France
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over input sentences annotated with part-of-speech (POS) tags 1,
and a model that evaluates the trees that are produced by the rules
on some raw text corpus 2. The rules shall describe, for every
possible dependency type (such as subject, object...), the most
standard situations in which this relation may occur.

3.1. Rules design process

The proposed framework was originally designed to be used with
hand-crafted rules. However, validating the framework only
with manually defined rules may leave some doubts about two
potentially problematic aspects: first, the difficulty to reproduce
our experimental results, because of the subjectivity in the rules
design process. Hence, different users will most likely write
different rules for the same task; second, excessive tuning to the
task, as it is always possible to improve the results by writing
more rules, or fine-tuning them.

To address both issues, we propose next to automatically
train and extract the rules from a small labeled corpus. There-
after, we further validate our approach with hand-crafted rules,
to support our original motivation that is to develop a parser
without any annotated corpus.

3.1.1. Automatically trained rules

In order to automatically extract our set of rules from a small
labeled corpus C, we first define the parametric form of every rule
as R(u, w, h, d, sR, C), where R is the rule that creates one and
only one dependency arc with label d from word w of sentence u
to the head word h of sentence u. The fifth parameter is the score
sR that represents the level of confidence of this rule: the larger
sR is the more chance has the rule to be correct. This score is
computed with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) that is trained
on C. The SVM uses the same basic features as the ones used
in the MATE parser [22]. An example of a feature is the tuple
(d,form(h),postag(h),word order(w,h)). The full set of features
used in our classifier includes all the first-order features 3 listed
in Table 4 in [22].

At test time, all possible rules that link every pair of words
with every possible dependency labels are first built for each
input sentence. Then, the score sR of every rule is computed
with the SVM, and all rules which score is below 0 are removed.
The inference algorithm described in Section 3.3 is then applied
with these rules, just as it is done with the manual rules, with
the exception of two minor differences, which both come from
the fact that there are much more automatic rules (up to 4000
rules per sentence) than manual rules (up to 40 rules instances
per sentence), leading to a much larger search space. We have
thus slightly adapted the proposed inference algorithm to ac-
commodate this increased search space by choosing as initial
configuration the trees produced by the MATE parser, which
has also been trained on C.

The performances of both the initial MATE model and the
proposed model with automatically trained rules are shown in
Table 1.

3.1.2. Manually designed rules

The proposed framework supports many types of rules, which
shall only take as input a sequence of words, check that some
preconditions are met in the input, such as the existence of a noun

1In the following English and Czech experiments, the gold POS-tags
are considered, while in the French experiments, they are automatically
computed with the Treetagger [21]

2Initially, the corpus is unlabeled, and the only supervision consid-
ered in this work comes from the rules.

3i.e., excluding grandparent and siblings features

followed by a verb, and output new annotations on the sentence,
such as a subject relation between the noun and the verb.

The user has thus a lot of freedom in the types of rules
he may write, and even correlated, ambiguous, incomplete and
logically inconsistent rules are allowed, thanks to Bayesian in-
ference that filters-out irrelevant rules. For instance, on the one
hand, the user could write a single rule that links any word to any
other word with any dependency label. This situation reflects the
purely unsupervised case 4. On the other hand, the user could
instead write a large set of so precise rules that the correct parse
trees can be derived from them without ambiguity, leading to
an ideal rule-based deterministic parser, in which case the pro-
posed Bayesian model is useless. The current work rather aims
at some intermediate stage, where the user should write one or
a few rules per dependency type, which, when combined, lead
to relatively ambiguous parses, and where Bayesian inference
should take care of resolving ambiguity to find the correct tree.
The potential of the proposed method to support such uncon-
strained and intuitive rules makes the proposed approach unique
in the field.

Given these general guidelines, we have implemented a “rule
definition language” that extends traditional regular expressions
to manipulate tree-like structures. This allows the user to write
a simple text file with regular expressions to match some tree
or sequence patterns and produce new dependency arcs. When
these regular expressions are not expressive enough for the user,
he can directly implement the rule interface in Java code, and
thus manipulate the dependency tree structure the way he wants.
In the following French and English experiments, the rules are
defined using both formats, while only regular expressions are
used for Czech.

In order to decide which rules he shall write, the user may use
an existing annotation guide or examples of annotated sentences.
In the following experiments, as it is difficult to master the three
English, French and Czech annotation guides, we have rather
given the first 50 labeled sentences per language as examples
to the rules designer. Although he actually used only a small
fraction of these annotations, we have nevertheless compared
the resulting system with other semi-supervised approaches that
exploit twice as much annotated sentences.

3.2. Scoring model

The second component of the framework is the model, which
scores the full set of trees produced by the rules on the corpus.
This score reflects two linguistic criteria: the sparsity of lexical
preferences and lists of dependents for a given head word 5.
The search algorithm, described in Section 3.3, then looks for
the best sequences of rules, one per sentence of the corpus, that
maximize the global model’s score. Note that the size of the
search space depends on the level of ambiguity of the rules set.

In the following, the scoring model is implemented as a dis-
criminative directed graphical model, shown in Figure 1. Clas-
sically, generative models are used in unsupervised systems, be-
cause discriminative models cannot learn from unlabeled data 6.
However, our model is not purely unsupervised, because of the
rules that constrain the values that the latent variables can take,
leading to a weakly supervised training algorithm.

In Figure 1, Ru is the main latent variable; it is the se-

4This case requires to use a generative model instead of the discrim-
inative model proposed in Section 3.2

5The DMV model [2] uses similar criteria. Another choice may be
to maximize sparsity of recurrent elementary trees, such as in [4]

6At least in a theoretically purely unsupervised setting without con-
straints. See [12] for a discussion and some solutions.
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Figure 1: Plate diagram of the scoring model. Shaded nodes are
observed and double arrows represent deterministic relations.
Nu is the number of utterances in the corpus, Nu,w is the number
of words in utterance u, Nh is the size of the vocabulary and n
is the constant (per head word) maximum number of dependents
pre-computed over all possible rules sequences.

quence of rules currently applied onto utterance u. Hu,t is the
only observed variable; its value is the tth word of utterance u.
Du,t = (Du,t,1, · · · , Du,t,n) represents the resulting syntactic
frame of Hu, i.e., the ordered list of dependency types governed
by Hu and produced by the rules sequence Ru. Wu,t encodes
lexical preferences, i.e., all words governed by Hu,t produced
by Ru. The prior of Hu,t is assumed uniform, and the only pa-
rameters are thus the multinomial parameters θD and θW , which
have respective symmetric Dirichlet priors αD and αW . Their
concentration parameter is arbitrarily set to 0.001 for both in all
experiments.

3.3. Inference

Following standard practice, we perform inference using a Col-
lapsed Gibbs sampler, where the model parameters, θD and θW ,
are marginalized out. In each iteration, we want to sample a
sequence of rules Ru for each sentence u in turn. In this sam-
pling process, the Ru variable is not decomposed into each of
the individual rules that form this sequence, because this may
lead to very slow mixing chains, for instance in cases where sev-
eral rules in the sequence have to be permuted to jump from one
mode of the posterior to another. Therefore, besides Gibbs, we
still face the challenge of sampling a full sequence of rules per
sentence. This may be achieved in several ways. The solution
used in the following experiments explores the full search tree
of all possible rules permutations in a depth-first manner, which
is made possible thanks to the limited length of sentences and to
an aggressive pruning based on a topological score that favors
projective trees. For longer sentences, Ru sampling may be ap-
proximated with an inner loop of Metropolis sampling, which
would reject samples that makeP (Ru|R−u, H)decrease. Some
local hill-climbing search may also be considered to speed-up
convergence towards a local optimum, eventually with multiple
random restarts or simulated annealing.

4. Experimental validation

All experiments exploit the very same model, with the same α
parameters, but of course with different rules sets. The valida-

tion procedure consists of first removing the punctuation 7 from
all sentences of the corpus, as it is common in the other works
we compare to; second, filtering out all sentences that are strictly
longer than 10 (for English and Czech) or 15 words (for French);
third, initializing the dependency trees by applying all applica-
ble rules in a random order 8; fourth, running 5000 iterations
of Gibbs sampling. The corpus trees that give the highest log-
posterior probability are chosen, and the "test" subset of these
trees is compared against the gold corpus to compute the stan-
dard CoNLL Labeled (LAS) and Unlabeled (UAS) Attachment
Scores metrics. The LAS is the ratio of correct head attachments
with correct dependency label, while the UAS is the accuracy of
head attachments, independently of their labels.

In order to limit the issue of data sparsity during inference,
Wu,t takes as value the inflected form for words that occur more
than 50 times in the corpus and their POS-tag otherwise; the
domain of Du,t also only considers a few amongst all possible
dependency types: (OBJ, NMOD, PRD, SBJ, VC) for English,
(Sb, Obj, Pred, AuxV and AuxT) for Czech, and (AUX, DET,
OBJ, SUJ and POBJ) for French.

4.1. English evaluations

Our validation corpus for English is derived from the Penn Tree-
bank [23], after removing all punctuation marks and filtering out
all sentences that are strictly longer than 10 words, leading to
the standard WSJ10 corpus. The LAS and UAS are reported
on Section 23 of this corpus. The first 100 sentences of Sec-
tions 2 to 21 are extracted and used with their gold dependency
tree to train the MATE parser and to extract our set of automatic
rules (see 3.1.1). The rest of Sections 2 to 21 are merged with
Section 23 to perform inference, after all dependency trees have
been deleted from this corpus.

The last four rows in Table 1 report performances respec-
tively for (i) a baseline that applies the manual rules in a random
order; (ii) the proposed system with manual rules; (iii) a baseline
formed by the supervised MATE parser trained on the first 100
sentences; (iv) the proposed system with automatic rules trained
on the same first 100 sentences and combined with Bayesian
inference.

UAS [%] LAS [%]
DMV (no rules) 47.1 -
Improved DMV (Headden) 68.8 -
TSG-DMV (Cohn) 66.4 -
Phylogenetic (Berg-Kirkpatrick) 62.3 -
Posterior regularization (Druck) 61.3 -
Post. reg. Universal rules (Naseem) 71.9 -
Post. reg. Collins rules (Naseem) 73.8 -
SEARN 10 sentences (Daumé) ∼ 72 -
SEARN 100 sentences (Daumé) ∼ 75 -
SEARN 1000 sentences (Daumé) ∼ 78 -
Random rules order (10 runs avg) 71.1 50.7
Bayesian inference (5000 iters) 75.6 57.0
MATE parser trained on 100 sent. 73.4 64.9
Bayes. inf. with automatic rules 75.0 65.9

Table 1: Dep. parsers on the WSJ10 corpus. The confidence
interval is ±0.4%.

The state-of-the-art results presented in Table 1 come from

7Arcs below a punctuation mark are recursively moved up to rather
attach to the first head word that is not a punctuation.

8Or, for the automatically trained rules, with the trees produced by
the MATE parser that has been trained on the first 100 labeled sentences
of the training corpus

Ru Hu,t
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DMV [2], Improved DMV [3], TSG-DMV [4], Phylogenetic [7],
Posterior regularization [14], Post. reg. Universal and Collins
rules [5] and SEARN [15].

22 rules have been used in these experiments9. This ex-
periment validates the proposed approach on a standard English
corpus, and shows that it obtains good results as compared to
the state-of-the-art. Our weakly supervised model obtains the
best UAS scores with 22 manual rules only, while the best LAS
scores are obtained by our model with rules automatically ex-
tracted from 100 annotated sentences. The large difference in
LAS scores between manual and automatic rules is due to the
limited number of manual rules, which cover only 19 out of the
44 dependency types in the WSJ10.

4.2. Czech evaluations

Our Czech evaluation corpus is extracted from the training part
of the Prague Dependency Treebank(PDT) [24], with punctua-
tions removed and sentences longer than 10 words filtered out.
The remaining corpus, composed of 140 Kwords in 24.5 Ksen-
tences, has further been split into a training (80%) and a test part
(20%) in order to match the experimental conditions in [11].
Bayesian inference is realized on the joint train and test corpus,
and performances are computed on the test part only. The PDT
contains about 2% of non-projective arcs. Although our pruning
strategy favors projective trees (see Section 3.3), it does allow
crossing dependencies and the rules provide enough constraints
to output non-projective trees. Hence, we have observed 2.5%
of non-projective arcs in the trees produced by our model. Ta-
ble 2 reports the obtained results and compare them with the
system described in [11], which is an unsupervised DMV-based
approach that is trained with additional constraints for depen-
dency type sparsity. The proposed system gives very competitive
results with only 14 simple rules.

System UAS [%] LAS [%]
DMV (EM algorithm, no rules) 29.6 -
E-DMV (EM-(3,3)) 48.9 -
Posterior regularization (Gillenwater) 55.5 -
Random rules order (10 runs avg) 57.3 48.1
Bayesian inference (5000 iters) 58.8 49.4

Table 2: Dep. parsers on the Czech PDT corpus. The confidence
interval is ±0.57%.

4.3. French evaluations

Although previous semi-supervised parsers have been proposed
for French written texts [25], there is no semi-supervised state-
of-the-art results to compare with for French broadcast news. We
thus compare in Table 3 the proposed model with the supervised
MATE parser trained on the 50,000 words that form the training
corpus of the Ester Treebank [26]. The Ester Treebank is the only
corpus available annotated with dependencies and composed of
broadcast news manual speech transcriptions in French. After
filtering out all utterances longer than 15 words, the total corpus
size on which Bayesian inference is applied is 16,000 words,
while the gold contains 1309 words, which leads to a much
larger statistical confidence interval than in English.

Although our model’s performances are still well below
those of a fully trained supervised parser, they give encouraging

9We only list next the French rules, because of paper size. English
and Czech rules will be made available with the software

System UAS [%] LAS [%]

Random rules order (10 runs avg) 61.2 57.0
Bayesian inference (5000 iters) 67.2 62.6

Supervised MATE 83.3 78.2

Table 3: Experimental results on the French broadcast news
corpus. The confidence interval is ±2.48%.

results without relying on any annotated corpus. We further ex-
pect better results by dedicating more time to writing new rules.

Table 4: Rules set for French broadcast news

5. Conclusions
We have proposed a weakly supervised parser that may be used,
in a future work, to leverage traditional n-grams with structured
dependencies. The integration of this model into a speech recog-
nizer is not described here, but we plan to use it as an additional
nbest rescoring pass to start with. This work focuses on the defi-
nition and training of the model, which is realized with Bayesian
inference on a raw unlabeled corpus. Hand-crafted rules act as
constraints to guide inference towards the most plausible solu-
tions from the point of view of the target domain, and especially
speech transcripts. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed
approach is the first one that includes the rules as latent variables
in a discriminative model for parsing, which allows to precisely
define their influence on the other meaningful model’s variables.
Furthermore, the rules are sampled just like any other latent vari-
able, hence giving the model the possibility to ignore some badly
defined constraints and increasing its robustness to user mistakes.
Another advantage is the high degree of freedom that the user has
to write the rules, and the fact that our framework supports both
generative and discriminative models. The proposed model is
evaluated on three languages, English, French and Czech, on two
domains, newspaper texts and broadcast news transcriptions, and
with and without gold part-of-speech tags. The model’s perfor-
mances are encouraging across all conditions, and match those
of related state-of-the-art weakly and semi-supervised systems.
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Rule
Root Any verb or NP head can be the root of the utterance.
DET Link any determiner (or number) to the NP head with DET.

AUX
avoir|être ... VER:pper

AUX

ATTS
paraı̂tre|être|devenir ... NP|adjective

ATTS

OBJ Link with OBJ any NP head or VER:infi or relative pronoun to
the preceding verb, or any personal pronoun to the following verb.

SUJ Link any pronoun or NP head to the next verb with SUJ
COMP Link any NP head to the preceding preposition, or

any verb to the preceding conjunction with COMP
MOD Link any adverb to the closest adverb, verb, or adjective with MOD
REF Link any se or s’ to the following verb with REF
DUMMY Link any y to the following verb with DUMMY

rel.
NP|pronoun rel. pronoun ... [avoir|être] ... verb

OBJ|SUJ|POBJ MOD

PP Link any preposition to the preceding verb with POBJ or MOD,
or to the preceding NP head with MOD

time
[à] N heure(s) [N]

DET MOD

COMP

and link à to the closest verb or noun with MOD
proper Link any NAM to the immediately preceding NAM with MOD
names
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Abstract. This paper deals with automatic dialogue act (DA) recognition. Di-
alogue acts are sentence-level units that represent states of a dialogue, such as
questions, statements, hesitations, etc. The knowledge of dialogue act realizations
in a discourse or dialogue is part of the speech understanding and dialogue analysis
process. It is of great importance for many applications: dialogue systems, speech
recognition, automatic machine translation, etc. The main goal of this paper is
to study the existing works about DA recognition and to discuss their respective
advantages and drawbacks. A major concern in the DA recognition domain is that,
although a few DA annotation schemes seem now to emerge as standards, most of
the time, these DA tag-sets have to be adapted to the specificities of a given applica-
tion, which prevents the deployment of standardized DA databases and evaluation
procedures. The focus of this review is put on the various kinds of information that
can be used to recognize DAs, such as prosody, lexical, etc., and on the types of
models proposed so far to capture this information. Combining these information
sources tends to appear nowadays as a prerequisite to recognize DAs.

Keywords: Bayesian approaches, dialogue act, lexical information, prosody, syn-
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modeling and automatically identifying the structure of spontaneous dialogues is
very important to better interpret and understand them. The precise modeling of
spontaneous dialogues is still an open issue, but several specific characteristics of
dialogues have already been clearly identified. Dialogue Acts (DAs) are one of these
characteristics.

Austin defines in [1] the dialogue act as the meaning of an utterance at the level
of illocutionary force. In other words, the dialogue act is the function of a sentence
(or its part) in the dialogue. For example, the function of a question is to request
some information, while an answer shall provide this information.

Dialogue acts can also be used in the context of Spoken Language Understand-
ing. In such systems, dialogue acts are defined much more precisely, but are also
application-dependent. Hence, Jeong et al. define in [2] a dialogue act as a domain-
dependent intent, such as “Show Flight” or “Search Program” respectively in the
flight reservation and electronic program guide domains.

Table 1 shows an example of the beginning of a dialogue between two friends,
with Peter (A) calling Michal (B) on the phone. The corresponding DA labels are
also shown. Each utterance is labeled with a unique DA.

Speaker Dialogue Act English

A Conventional-
opening

Hallo!?

B Conventional-
opening

Hi Peter!

B Statement It’s me, Michael.
B Question How are you?

A Conventional-
opening

Hello Michael!

A Statement Very well.
A Question And you?

B Statement I’m well too.

Table 1. Example of the beginning of a dialogue between persons A and B in English with
the corresponding DA labels

1.1 Applications

There are many applications of automatic dialogue acts detection. We mention here
only the most important ones: dialogue systems, machine translation, Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR), topic identification [3] and animation of talking head.

In dialogue systems, DAs can be used to recognize the intention of the user,
for instance when the user is requesting some information and is waiting for it, or
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when the system is trying to interpret the feedback from the user. An example of
a dialogue management system that uses DA classification is the VERBMOBIL [4]
system.

In machine translation, dialogue acts can be useful to choose the best solution
when several translations are available. In particular, the grammatical form of an
utterance may depend on its intention.

Automatic detection of dialogue acts can be used in ASR to increase the word
recognition accuracy, as shown for example in [5]. In this work, a different language
model is applied during recognition depending on the actual DA.

A talking head is a model of the human head that reproduces the speech of
a speaker in real time. It may also render facial expressions that are relevant to the
current state of the discourse. Exploiting DA recognition in this context might make
the animation more natural, for example by raising the eyebrows when a question
is asked. Another easier option is to show this complementary information with
symbols and colors near the head.

1.2 Objectives

Recognizing dialogue acts thus can be seen as the first level of dialogue understanding
and is an important clue for applications, as it has been shown in the previous
section. Several different dialogue act recognition approaches have been proposed
in the literature. The main goal of this paper is to give a brief overview of these
approaches. A short description is thus given for each of them, and is most often
complemented by a discussion of their theoretical and practical advantages and
drawbacks.

1.3 Paper Structure

This paper is organized as follows. The first section presents an introduction about
the importance of dialogue act recognition with its main applications and objectives.
Section 2 briefly describes the task of dialogue act recognition. Sections 3 and 4
describe the most common existing DA recognition approaches. The last section
summarizes and discusses them altogether.

2 DIALOGUE ACT RECOGNITION

The first step to implement a dialogue act recognition system consists in defining
the set of DAs labels that is relevant for the task. Then, informative features have
to be computed from the speech signal and DA models are trained on these features.
The segmentation of the dialogue into utterances may be carried out independently
from DA recognition, or alternatively realized during the recognition step with joint
DA recognition and segmentation models.
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2.1 Dialogue Act Tag-set

The DA tag-set definition is an important but difficult step, because it results from
a compromise between three conflicting requirements:

1. the DA labels should be generic enough to be useful for different tasks, or at least
robust to the unpredictable variability and evolution of the target application;

2. the DA labels must be specific enough to encode detailed and exploitable cha-
racteristics of the target task;

3. the DA labels must be clear and easily separable, in order to maximize the
agreement between human labelers.

Many different DA tag-sets can be found in the literature, the oldest being
reviewed in [6]. Recently, a few of them seem to emerge as a common baseline, from
which application-specific DA tags are derived. These are the Dialogue Act Markup
in Several Layers (DAMSL) [7], the Switchboard SWBD-DAMSL [8], the Meeting
Recorder [9], the VERBMOBIL [10] and the Map-Task [6] DAs tag-sets.

DAMSL was initially designed to be universal. Its annotation scheme is com-
posed of four levels (or dimensions): communicative status, information level, for-
ward looking functions and backward looking functions. Generally, these dimensions
are considered as orthogonal and it shall be possible to build examples for any pos-
sible combination of them. The communicative status states whether the utterance
is uninterpretable, abandoned or it is a self-talk. This feature is not used for most of
the utterances. The information level provides an abstract characterization of the
content of the utterance. It is composed of four categories: task, task-management,
communication-management and other-level. The forward looking functions are or-
ganized into a taxonomy, in a similar way as actions in traditional speech act theory.
The backward looking functions show the relationship between the current utter-
ance and the previous dialogue acts, such as accepting a proposal or answering the
question. DAMSL is composed of 42 DA classes.

SWBD-DAMSL is the adaptation of DAMSL to the domain of telephone con-
versations. Most of the SWBD-DAMSL labels actually correspond to DAMSL la-
bels. The Switchboard corpus utterances have first been labeled with 220 tags.
130 of those labels that occurred less than 10 times have been clustered, leading
to 42 classes.

The Meeting Recorder DA (MRDA) tag-set is based on the SWBD-DAMSL
taxonomy. The MRDA corpus contains about 72 hours of naturally occurring multi-
party meetings manually-labeled with DAs and adjacency pairs. Meetings involve
regions of high speaker overlap, affective variation, complicated interaction struc-
tures, abandoned or interrupted utterances, and other interesting turn-taking and
discourse-level phenomena. The tags are not organized anymore on a dimensional
level (such as DAMSL), but the correspondences are rather listed at the tag level.
Each DA is described by one general tag, which may be for several DAs completed
by one (or more) specific tag. A specific tag is used when the utterance cannot be
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sufficiently characterised by a general tag only. For example, the utterance “Just
write it down!” is characterised by the general tag statement and by the additional
specific tag command. MRDA contains 11 general tags and 39 specific tags.

The DA hierarchy in VERBMOBIL is organized as a decision tree. This struc-
ture is chosen to facilitate the annotation process and to clarify relationships between
different DAs. During the labeling process, the tree is parsed from the root to the
leaves, and a decision about the next branch to parse is taken at each node (cf.
Figure 1).

Feedback positive

Accept Confirm

Fig. 1. Part of the VERBMOBIL DAs decision tree hierarchy

42 DAs are defined in VERBMOBIL for German, English and Japanese, with
18 DAs at the illocutionary level.

The DA tags in the Map Task corpus [6] are structured into three levels, the
highest modeling transactions, where each transaction accomplishes one major step
in the speakers’ plan. Transactions are then composed of conversational games,
which model the regularity between questions/answers, statements/denial or accep-
tance, and so on. Games are finally made up of conversational moves, which classify
different kinds of games according to their purposes. 19 moves are thus structured
hierarchically into a decision-tree that is used to label each DA. For instance, the
root of the trees splits into three moves: initiation, response and preparation. Initia-
tion itself is then splitted into command, statement and question, and so on. Moves
sequences are then delimited into conversational games, which start with an initia-
tion and ends when that initiation’s purpose is either fulfilled or abandoned. Each
game is labeled with its purpose, whether it is a top level game or an embedded
game, and is delimited in time. Transactions include task description, and are thus
application-dependent.

2.2 Dialogue Act Recognition Information

The most important types of information commonly used to recognize dialogue acts
are described below.

The first one is lexical information. Every utterance is composed of a sequence
of words. Generally, the DA of an utterance can be partly deduced from the lists
of words that form this utterance. For example, Wh-questions often contains an
interrogative word, which rarely occurs in other DA classes. Lexical information is
typically captured by words unigrams.
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The second one is syntactic information. It is related to the order of the words
in the utterance. For instance, in French and Czech, the relative order of the sub-
ject and verb occurrences might be used to discriminate between declarations and
questions. Words n-grams are often used in dialogue act recognition to model some
local syntactic information. Král et al. propose in [11] to further model words posi-
tion in the utterance in order to also take into account global syntactic information.
Another type of syntactic information recently used for DA recognition are “cue
phrases”, which actually corresponds to a subset of specific n-grams, where n may
vary from 1 to 4, which are selected based on their capacity to predict a specific
dialogue act and on their occurrence frequency [12]. These cue phrases actually
correspond to common and typical sequences of words. As they do not model the
whole lexical space, one might interpret them in a context of DA detection instead
of DA recognition.

Another information is semantic information. The DA also depends on the
meanings of the utterance and the words that compose it. However, many different
definitions of “semantic information” exist, ranging from broad topic categories such
as “weather”, “sports”, down to precise frame-based interpretations, e.g. “show
flights from London to Paris on March 12th”. The latter is typically used in spoken
language understanding applications, where a dialogue act is dependent on a specific
pre-defined action [2]. Another kind of semantic information that is used in DA
recognition is specific entities, such as named or task entities. For instance, date,
place or proper nouns, when they are uttered, may constitute important cues to
find out what is the utterance dialogue act [13]. Also, Bangalore et al. use in [14]
speaker and task entities as features. They obtain a DA error rate of 38.8% with
67 dialogue acts adapted from DAMSL on a product ordering task.

Yet another useful information to recognize DAs is prosody, and more particu-
larly the melody of the utterance. Usually, questions have an increasing melody at
the end of utterance, while statements are often characterised by a slightly decreas-
ing melody.

The last information mentioned here is the context of each DA. Hence, any
DA depends on the previous (and next) DAs, the most important context being the
previous one. For example, a “Yes” or “No” answer is most likely to follow a Yes/no
question. The sequence of DAs is also called the dialogue history.

We focus next on the three following information sources, which are the most
commonly used in application-independent DA recognition systems [15, 16]:

• Lexical (and syntactic) information

• Prosodic information

• Dialogue history

2.2.1 Lexical Information

Lexical and syntactic features can be derived from the word sequence in the dialogue.
The first broad group of DA recognition approaches that uses this type of features
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is based on the assumption that different dialogue acts are generally composed of
sequences of different words.

The correspondence between DAs and words sequences is usually represented
either by n-grams, Naive Bayes, Hidden Markov Models, Bayesian Networks, etc.
(see Section 3), or Non-Bayesian approaches, such as Neural Networks, Semantic
Classification and Regression Trees, etc. (see Section 4).

2.2.2 Prosodic Information

Most researchers agree on the fact that the lexical/syntactic information is not gene-
rally sufficient to explain DAs. Prosodic cues [17] are also related to DA instances.

For example, questions are usually characterized by an increasing melody at
the end of the utterance [18], and accepts have usually much more energy than
backchannels and acknowledgments [9].

Prosody is successfully used in [19] for French and Vietnamese question detec-
tion. Authors exploit the fact that French questions are usually characterized by
their intonation curves. The set of prosodic features is derived from the curve of the
fundamental frequency (F0). Some features are F0 statistics (Min, Max, Mean, etc.),
while other features describe whether F0 is raising or falling. According to the au-
thors, Vietnamese questions and affirmative sentence differ in the F0 contour at the
final segment of the sentence, both in register and intensity. They obtain 74% and
73% of accuraccy of the French DELOC (telephone meetings) and NESPOLE [20]
corpora, respectively. Their question detection accuracy on the Vietnamese VietP
corpus is 77%.

Prosodic features are usually modeled with the same Bayesian or Non-Bayesian
methods as used for lexical information.

2.2.3 Dialogue History

The third general type of information used in classical DA recognition systems is the
dialogue history. It is defined by the sequence of previous DAs that have been re-
cognized. It may be used to predict the next DA. Different formalisms are employed
to model this information: statistical models such as n-grams, Hidden Markov Mo-
dels (HMMs), Bayesian Networks, etc.

2.3 Segmentation

To recognize DAs, the dialogue must first be segmented into sentence-level units, or
utterances [21], where each utterance represents a single DA. Segmentation of the
dialogue into such utterances may be carried out separately or realized during the
recognition step.

The hidden-event language model has been proposed in [22] to automatically
detect utterance boundaries. Its basic principle consists in modeling the joint prob-
ability of words and sentence boundaries with an n-gram. The training of the model
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is realized as in the classical n-gram case with a new token that represents the DA
boundary. Shriberg et al. show in [23] that prosodic features give better results than
lexical features to segment utterances.

Kolář et al. show in [24] an extension of this approach. They adapt the hidden-
event language models to the speaker to improve dialogue act segmentation accuracy.
Speaker adaptation is realized by linear combination of the speaker independent and
speaker dependent language models. They use ICSI meeting corpus [25].

Ang et al. use in [26] a decision tree that estimates the probability of occurrence
of a DA boundary after each word based on the length of the pause between con-
tiguous words of the same speaker, and a bagging classifier that models prosodic
attributes. This approach is further combined via an HMM with an hidden-event
language model.

The main focus of this review being dialogue act recognition, in the following
we will not detail the works about utterance segmentation. Please refer for example
to [27] for an overview of this domain.

3 BAYESIAN APPROACHES

The main types of automatic DA recognition approaches proposed in the literature
can be broadly classified into Bayesian and Non-Bayesian approaches. Bayesian
approaches are presented in this section and Non-Bayesian approaches are described
in Section 4.

3.1 Lexical (and Syntactic) N-Gram DA Models

The Bayesian formalism has been the preferred approach in the DA recognition
domain for a long time now. For instance, [28] finds the best sequence of dialogue
acts Ĉ by maximizing the a posteriori probability P (C|O) over all possible sequences
of dialogue acts C as follows:

Ĉ = argmax
C

P (C|O)

= argmax
C

P (C).P (O|C)

P (O)
(1)

= argmax
C

P (C).P (O|C).

The most common methods model P (O|C) = P (W |C), where W is the word
sequence in the pronounced utterance with statistic models such as n-grams. These
methods are based on the observation that different DA classes are composed of
distinctive word strings. For example, 92.4% of the “uh-huh” occur in Backchannels
and 88.4% of the trigrams “<start> do you” occur in yes-no questions [15]. The
words order and positions in the utterance may also be considered. A theory of word
frequencies, which is the basis for DA modeling from word features, is described
in [3].
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3.1.1 DA Recognition from Exact Words Transcriptions

The following approach is based on the hypothesis that the words in the utterances
are known. Then, Equation 1 becomes:

argmax
C

P (C|W ) = argmax
C

P (C).P (W |C). (2)

The “Naive Bayes assumption”, which assumes independence between successive
words, can be applied and leads to:

argmax
C

P (C).P (W |C) = argmax
C

P (C).

T∏

i=1

P (wi|C). (3)

This equation represents the unigram model, also sometimes called the Naive
Bayes classifier. In this case, only lexical information is used. Higher order models,
such as 2-grams, 3-grams, etc., also take into account some local syntactic infor-
mation about the dependencies between adjacent words. Because of limited corpus
sizes, the use of 4-grams and more complex models is rare.

Reithinger et al. use in [29] unigram and bigram language models for DA recog-
nition on the VERBMOBIL corpus. Their DA recognition rate is about 66% for
German and 74% for English with 18 dialogue acts. In [30], a naive Bayes n-gram
classifier is applied to the English and German languages. The authors obtain a DA
recognition rate of 51% for English and 46% for German on the NESPOLE corpus.
Grau et al. use in [31] the naive Bayes and uniform naive Bayes classifiers with
3-grams. Different smoothing methods (Laplace and Witten Bell) are evaluated.
The obtained recognition rate is 66% on the SWBD-DAMSL corpus with 42 DAs.
Ivanovic also uses in [32] the naive Bayes n-grams classifier and obtains about 80%
of recognition rate in the instant messaging chat sessions domain with 12 DAs classes
derived from the 42 DAs of DAMSL.

One can further assume that all DA classes are equi-probable, and thus leave
the P (C) term out:

Ĉ = argmax
C

P (W |C). (4)

This approach is referred to as the uniform naive Bayes classifier in [31].

3.1.2 DA Recognition from Automatic Word Transcription

In many real applications, the exact words transcription is not known. It can be
computed approximately from the outputs of an automatic speech recognizer. Let A
be a random variable that represents the acoustic information of the speech stream
(e.g. spectral features).

The word sequence W is now a hidden variable, and the observation likelihood
P (A|C) can be computed as:

P (A|C) =
∑

W

P (A|W,C).P (W |C) (5)
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=
∑

W

P (A|W ).P (W |C) (6)

where C is the DA class and P (A|W ) is the observation likelihood computed by the
speech recognizer for a given hypothesized word sequence W . Most of the works
on Bayesian dialogue act recognition from speech, such as in [15], use this approach
and approximate the summation over the k-best words sequence only.

3.2 Dialogue Sequence N-Gram Models

The dialogue history also contains very important information to predict the cur-
rent DA based on the previous ones. The dialogue history is usually modeled by
a statistical discourse grammar, which represents the prior probability P (C) of a DA
sequence C.

Let Cτ be a random variable that represents the current dialogue act class at
time τ . The dialogue history H is defined as the previous sequence of DAs: H =
(C1, . . . , Cτ−1). It is usually reduced to the most recent n DAs: H = (Cτ−n+1, . . . ,
Cτ−1). The most common values for n are 2 and 3, leading to 2-gram and 3-gram
models. In order to train such models, the conditional probabilities P (Cτ |Cτ−n+1,
. . . , Cτ−1) are computed on a labeled training corpus. Smoothing techniques, such
as standard back-off methods [33], may also be used to train high-order n-grams.
n-grams are successfully used to model dialogue history in [15, 34].

Polygrams are mixtures of n-grams of varying order: n can be chosen arbitrarily
large and the probabilities of higher order n-grams are interpolated by lower order
ones. They usually give better recognition accuracy than standard n-grams and are
shown in [35].

3.3 Hidden Markov Models

Hidden Markov Models can also be used as in [15] to model sequences of dialogue
acts. Let O be a random variable that represents the observations and C the se-
quence of DAs classes. nth-order HMM can be considered, which means that each
dialogue act depends on the n previous DAs (in a similar way as for n-grams). Then,
each HMM state models one DA and the observations correspond to utterance level
features. The transition probabilities are trained on a DA-labeled training corpus.

DA recognition is carried out using some dynamic programming algorithm such
as the Viterbi algorithm.

HMMs with word-based and prosodic features are successfully used to model
dialogue history in [36]. [5] uses intonation events and tilt features such as: F0
(fall/rise, etc.), energy, duration, etc. She achieves 64% of accuracy on the DCIEM
map task corpus [37] with 12 DA classes. Ries combines in [38] HMMs with neural
networks (c.f. Section 4.1). He obtains about 76% of accuracy on the CallHome
Spanish corpus. In [39] language models and modified HMMs are applied on the
Switchboard corpus [40] with the SWBD-DAMSL tag-set.
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3.4 Bayesian Networks

A Bayesian network is represented by a directed acyclic graph. Nodes and arcs
respectively represent random variables and relations (dependencies) between nodes.
The topology of the graph models conditional independencies between the random
variables. In the following, we do not differentiate dynamic Bayesian networks (with
stochastic variables) from static Bayesian networks, as most of our variables are
stochastic, and when static Bayesian networks are drawn, they represent an excerpt
of a dynamic Bayesian network at a given time slice. The stochastic variables are
conditionally dependent of theirs descendants and independent of theirs ascendants.

F

W

C

Fig. 2. Example of Bayesian network for dialogue act recognition

An example of Bayesian network for dialogue act recognition is shown in Fi-
gure 2. Node C represents the current dialogue act. Utterance features are repre-
sented by nodes W (sequence of words in the utterance) and F (prosodic features).
The dialogue context is not considered there. The conditional independence asser-
tions of this network allows the following factorization:

P (C,W, F ) = P (W |C).P (F |C).P (C). (7)

In order to build such a network, the network structure (conditional dependen-
cies) and the conditional probability distributions must be defined. The conditional
probabilities are trained statistically on a training corpus. The topology of network
can be created manually or automatically.

Bayesian networks are successfully used in [41] for dialogue act recognition. In
the first experiment reported, three features are used: sentence type (declarative,
yes/no question, etc.), subject type (1st/2nd/3rd person) and punctuation (question
mark, exclamation mark, comma, etc). The Bayesian network is defined manually.
They achieve 44% of accuracy on the SCHISMA corpus [42]. In the second ex-
periment, a small corpus is derived from the dialogue system used to interact with
the navigation agent. Utterances are described by surface level features, mainly
keyword-based features. These features are computed automatically for each utter-
ance. Bayesian networks are further generated automatically iteratively, starting
from a small hand-labeled DA corpus. This network is used to parse another large
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corpus, and a new network is generated from this corpus. This approach gives 77%
of accuracy for classification of forward-looking functions (7 classes) and 88% of
accuracy for backward-looking functions (3 classes).

Another application of Bayesian network in dialogue act recognition is shown
in [43]. Two types of features are used: utterance features (words in the utter-
ance: wi) and context features (previous dialogue act: Cτ−1). The authors compare
two different Bayesian networks to recognize DAs (see Figure 3).

(a)

C1 C2 CT. . .

W1 W2 WT. . .

(b)

C1 C2 CT. . .

. . .W1 W2 WT

Fig. 3. Two Bayesian networks for dialogue act recognition: Ci represents a single DA,
while Wi is a sequence of words

These networks are built manually. In the left model of Figure 3, each dialogue
act is recognized from the words of the current utterance and from the previous DA.
In the right model of Figure 3, the authors further consider an additional dependency
between each word of the utterance and its previous dialogue act (diagonal arcs).
They achieve about 64% precision on a subset of the MRDA corpus and with the
reduced DA set size.

Another Bayesian model, the triangular-chain conditional random field, which
jointly models dialogue acts and named entities, has been proposed in [2]. This
model is shown in Figure 4.

xz z

yt−1 yt yt+1

xt−1 xt xt+1

Fig. 4. Triangular-chain Conditional Random Field, from [2]. It is used to jointly model
dialogue acts (represented by variables z) and named entities (represented by variab-
les y). Variable x encodes the words sequence.
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This joint model is shown to outperform sequential and cascade models, in
which dialogue acts are assumed independent of named entities. In the independent
approach, DAs are often modeled by a multivariate logistic regression (or maximum
entropy classifier)

p(z|x) = 1

Zz(x)
exp

(∑

k

νkhk(z, x)

)

that maximizes the entropy hk(z, x), where z is the DA and x the words sequence.
Alternatively, the joint model combines both maximum entropy and conditional
random fields approaches.

Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) have also successfully been used for DA
recognition in [44], where a switching DBN combines several partial models and
coordinates the DA recognition task. The relation between the sequences of tran-
scribed words and their DA labels is modeled by an interpolated Factored Language
Model (FLM), while the dialogue history is represented by a trigram language model.
Prosodic features (pitch, energy, etc.) are also used for segmentation. The proposed
approach is based on a switching DBN model that alternates between two sub-
models: an intra-DA model that represents a single DA class associated to a words
sequence, and an inter-DA model that is activated at DA boundaries. A dedicated
random variable of these models is used to detect these DA boundaries. The au-
thors obtain about 60% of DA tagging rate with 15 DA classes on the AMI Meeting
Corpus [45].

4 NON-BAYESIAN APPROACHES

Non-Bayesian approaches are also successfully used in the DA recognition domain,
but they are not so popular as Bayesian approaches. Examples of such approaches
are Neural Networks (NNs), such as Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) or Kohonen Net-
works, Decision Trees, Memory-Based Learning and Transformation-Based Learn-
ing.

4.1 Neural Networks

A neural network (NN) [46] is an interconnected group of artificial neurons that uses
a mathematical model or computational model for information processing based
on a connectionist approach to computation. It can be used to model complex
relationships between inputs and outputs or to find patterns in data.

4.1.1 Multi-Layer Perceptron

One of the most frequently used neural network technique in the DA recognition
domain is the multi-layer perceptron (MLP, see Figure 5), which consists of a set
of source nodes forming the input layer, one or more hidden layers of computation
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nodes, and one output layer. The input signal propagates through the network
layer-by-layer. An MLP can represent a non linear function.

Fig. 5. Example of multi-layer perceptron

Wright describes in [5] an approach with a one-hidden-layer MLP. 54 supraseg-
mental and duration prosodic features are used as inputs. She achieves 62% of
accuracy on the DCIEM map task corpus [37] with 12 DA classes. Ries successfully
uses in [38] an MLP both stand-alone, and in combination with HMMs. He obtains
a similar accuracy (about 76%) on the CallHome Spanish corpus with both setups.
Sanchis et al. also use in [47] an MLP to recognize DAs. The features considered
are the words of the lexicon restricted to the semantic task (138 inputs=size of the
lexicon). The experiments are performed on the Spanish dialogue corpus in the train
transport domain (16 DA classes). They achieve about 93% of accuracy on the text
data and about 72% of accuracy on the recognized speech. Note that this approach
may be difficult to apply on a large lexicon. Levin et al. use in [30] a set of binary
features to train an MLP. These features are computed automatically by combining
grammar-based phrasal parsing and machine learning techniques. They obtain a DA
recognition accuracy of about 71% for English and about 69% for German on the
NESPOLE corpus.

4.1.2 Kohonen Networks

Another type of neural network used in the dialogue act classification domain is
Kohonen Networks. A Kohonen network [48], also known as Self-Organizing Map
(SOM), defines an ordered mapping, a kind of projection from a set of given data
items onto a regular, usually two-dimensional grid. A model is associated with each
grid node (see Figure 6).

The topology of the SOMs is a single layer feedforward network where the dis-
crete outputs are arranged into a low dimensional (usually 2D or 3D) grid. Each
input is connected to all output neurons. A weight vector with the same dimensional-
ity as the input vectors is attached to every neuron. The number of input dimensions
is usually much larger than the output grid dimension. SOMs are mainly used for
dimensionality reduction.
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The models of the Kohonen network are estimated by the SOM algorithm [49].
A data item is mapped onto the node which model is the most similar to the data
item, i.e. has the smallest distance to the data item, based on some metric.

(a)

G11 G12 G13
. . .G1N

G21 G22 G23
. . .G2N

G31 G32 G33
. . .G3N

. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .
. . . . .

GN1GN2GN3
. . .GNN

(b)

C1 C2 G3

C4 C5 C6

C7 C8 C9

Fig. 6. Two Kohonen networks (from [50]) with a rectangular structure to model dialogue

acts: The inputs to the large network (on the left) are a set of binary utterance
features. Neurons representative of DA classes are grayed. The small network on
the right represents the outputs of system (DA classes). The connexions between the
neighboring nodes are not shown.

Kohonen networks are used for dialogue act recognition in [50]. The authors use
seven superficial utterance features: speaker, sentence mode, presence or absence of
a wh-word, presence or absence of a question mark, etc. Each utterance is repre-
sented by a pattern of these features, which is encoded into a binary format for the
SOM representation. Initially, the exact number of DA classes is not known a priori,
and only the large network on the left is created and trained. The clustering process
is interrupted after a given number of clusters have been found.

To interpret the clusters, another small Kohonen network is built (the right
model in Figure 6). This network contains as many neurons as DA classes. These
neurons are initialized by the values of the weight-vectors of the representative neu-
rons from the large network.

The quality of classification is evaluated by the Specificity Index (SI) [51] and by
the Mean number of Conditions (MoC). They achieve about 0.1 for SI and about 2.6
for MoC on the SCHISMA corpus, with 15 DA classes and a network with 10 × 10
neurons. Another experiment has been performed with 16 DA classes and a larger
network with 12 × 12 neurons with comparable results. Generally, unsupervised
methods such as Kohonen networks are rarely used for DA recognition.

4.2 Decision Trees

Decision trees (or Classification and Regression Trees, CARTs) [52] are generation
tools that are successfully used in operations research and decision analysis. They
are usually represented by an oriented acyclic graph (see Figure 7). The root of
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the tree represents the starting point of the decision, each node contains a set of
conditions to evaluate, and arcs show the possible outcomes of these decisions.

B/A

B A

sf < T

sf >= T

B
A

ld < T1

ld >= T1

... ...

ld < T2

ld >= T2

... ...

ldp < T12

ldp >= T12

Fig. 7. Example of a part of the decision tree in the DA recognition domain: recognition
of Backchannels (B) and Accepts (A) by prosody, from [16]

In the case of DA recognition, the decisions usually concern utterance features.
Each decision compares the value of some feature with a threshold. For example,
in Figure 7, three different prosodic features (sf, ld and ldp) are shown with their
corresponding thresholds (T, T1, T2 and T12). sf is the pause type feature and ld
and ldp are the duration type features. Training of the decision tree is performed
automatically on the training corpus. The output of the CART is the probability
of the DA given the utterance features (lexical and prosodic), i.e., the posterior
probability P (C|W,F ). The main advantage of CARTs is that they can combine
different discrete and continuous features.

Wright uses in [5] 54 suprasegmental and duration prosodic features to train the
trees on the CART algorithm [52]. She achieves 63% of accuracy on the DCIEM
map task corpus with 12 DA classes. Shriberg et al. also use in [16] CARTs for DA
recognition with prosodic features. They use CARTs to recognize a few DAs only,
which are very difficult to recognize with lexical (and syntactic) features. These
DAs are recognized from prosody only. CARTs are used for example to distinguish
statements from questions because questions usually differ from statements by an
increasing final F0 curve. Therefore, this CART classifier is trained on statements
and questions data only. Levin et al. compare in [30] CARTs with other classifiers,
mainly Naive Bayes and MLP classifiers. They use binary grammatical features
for this comparison. They show that CARTs outperform the Naive Bayes classifier
and that they give comparable results with an MLP. The resulting DA recognition
accuracy is about 68% for English and about 66% for German on the NESPOLE
corpus.

4.3 Memory-Based Learning

Memory-Based Learning (MBL) [53] is an application of the memory-based reason-
ing theory in the field of machine learning. This theory is based on the assumption
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that it is possible to handle a new sample by matching it with stored representa-
tions of previous samples. Hence, in MBL, all known samples are stored in memory
for future reference, and any unknown sample is classified by comparing it with
all the stored samples. The main advantage of MBL compared to other machine
learning techniques is that it successfully manages exceptions and sub-regularities
in data. The main drawback of the method is its high memory and computational
requirements.

Several methods can be used to compare the stored and recognized samples.
The most popular one is the k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) [54]. It consists in defining
a distance measure between samples, and of retrieving the k stored samples that have
the smallest distance to the target one. These k samples are assumed to be similar
to the recognized one, and the recognized sample is classified into the dominant class
amongst these “neighbors”.

Rotaru uses in [55] MBLs in an automatic dialogue acts tagging task on the
Switchboard corpus [40] of spontaneous human-human telephone speech. The ut-
terance features are based on word bigrams computed on the whole training corpus.
These bigrams are hashed to a given number of features, whose optimal value is
found experimentally. The hash function uses the letters present in the bigrams
and the number of features. The author experiments a various number of neigh-
bors. The best performance is about 72% of accuracy with three neighbors. Levin
et al. exploit in [30] MBLs on the NESPOLE corpus. They use the same features
as described in the MLP case (see Section 4.1.1) on the IB1 algorithm [56] with
one neighbor. They achieve about 70% of accuracy for English and about 67% for
German. MBLs are also used in [57] with the IB1 algorithm. The authors obtain
an accuracy of about 74% with prosodic, lexical and context features on a corpus of
Dutch telephone dialogues between users and the Dutch train timetable information
system.

4.4 Transformation-Based Learning

The main idea of Transformation-Based Learning (TBL) [58] is to start from some
simple solution to the problem, and to apply transformations to obtain the final
result. Transformations are composed in a supervised way. Given a labeled training
corpus and a set of possible transformation templates on this corpus, all possible
transformations are generated from the templates, after what the transformations
are selected iteratively. The templates can be for example: if tag X is after tag Y
and/or N previous utterances contain word w, then change actual tag to Z. At
each step the “best” transformation (bringing the largest improvement to precision)
is selected and applied to the current solution. The algorithm stops when the se-
lected transformation does not modify the data enough, or when there are no more
transformations left.

The total number of all possible transformations can be very high. It is thus
often computationally expensive to test all transformations, especially since most of
them do not improve precision. A Monte-Carlo (MC) approach [59] can be used to
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tackle this issue: only a fixed number of transformations are selected randomly and
used in the next steps. Although this may exclude the best transformation from the
retained set, there are usually enough transformations left so that one of them still
brings a large improvement to precision.

TBL can be applied to most classification tasks, and has been proposed for au-
tomatic DA recognition and some related works. [60] use TBL with a Monte Carlo
strategy on the VERBMOBIL corpus. They use the following utterance features for
DA recognition: cue phrases, word n-grams, speaker identity, punctuation marks,
the preceding dialogue act, etc. The resulting DA accuracy is about 71% with 18
dialogue acts. Bosch et al. use in [61] TBLs on the corpus of Dutch telephone dia-
logues between users and the Dutch train timetable information system, with a very
limited DA tag-set. Question-answer pairs are represented by the following feature
vectors: six features represent the history of questions asked by the system, while the
following features represent the recognized user utterance, which is encoded as a se-
quence of bits, with 1 indicating that the ith word of the lexicon occurs at least one
time in the word graph. The last feature is used for each user utterance to indicate
whether this sentence gave rise to a communication problem or not, as requested by
the application, which final objective is to detect communication problems (incorrect
system understanding) between the user and the dialogue system. They achieve to
detect about 91% of all communication problems with the rule-induction algorithm
RIPPER [62]. The authors show that TBL outperforms MBL on this task. Lendvai
et al. also use in [57] TBLs with the RIPPER algorithm. They obtain an accuracy
of about 60% with prosodic, lexical and context features on the same Dutch corpus
as in the previous experiments.

4.5 Meta-Models

Model probabilities, such as the ones computed by the lexical n-gram previously
described, can also be used as features of a “meta-model”, whose role is to combine
different sources of information in order to disambiguate the utterance. Hidden
Markov Models are typically used for this purpose, as already described in Sec-
tion 3.3. Another solution exploits boosting and committee-based sampling tech-
niques, which can be used to compute tagging confidence measures, such as in [60],
or to recognize sub-tasks labels [63], where a sub-task is defined as a sequence of
DAs. Zimmermann compares in [64] n-gram, cue-phrases, maximum entropy and
boosting classifiers for dialogue act recognition on a meeting corpus. On the ICSI
MRDA meeting corpus, they obtain 23.3% of DA recognition accuracy with 5 DA
classes, by combining four individual DA classifiers: n-grams, cue phrases, maximum
entropy and boosting. Combination is realized with an MLP.

5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Automatic recognition of dialogue acts is an important yet still underestimated
component of Human-Machine Interaction dialogue architectures. As shown in this
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review, research in this area has made great progress during the last years. Hence
a few DA tag-sets have emerged as pseudo-standards and are more and more often
used in the community. Nevertheless, these tag-sets are nearly always manually
adapted to fit the specificities of each particular application, which points out a ma-
jor issue in this area that concerns the variability of dialogue acts definitions and
the consequent excessive costs and difficulty to port some previous work to a new
task.

Another interesting characteristic of the dialogue act recognition domain is the
fact that several different sources of information have to be combined to achieve
reasonably good performances. In particular, most of the works discussed in this
review show the importance of combining both lexical and prosodic information,
as well as higher-level knowledge such as the overall structure of the dialogue used
in the task, or semantic information such as named or task-related entities. This
confirms our intuition that dialogue act recognition is a rich research area that might
benefit from a better understanding of the dialogue processing, in particular with
regard to the context of the dialog. Hence, many contextual relevant information
are still not considered, for instance the social roles and relationships between the
users, the emotions of the speakers, the surrounding environment as well as the past
and recent history of interaction. All these information considerably influence the
course of a dialogue, but are also extremely difficult to model and thus to include
in our models. However, we have seen that the domain has progressively seen its
influence area grows and intersects more and more with other research areas: from
text to speech, from lexicon to prosody and semantic. We are convinced that this
progression should continue, and that the overlap with adjacent domains should keep
on enlarging, which is easier to achieve now thanks to the recent progress realized
in, for example, the fields of user modeling and collaborative filtering, or emotions
recognition, just to cite a few.
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Abstract— This paper deals with automatic dialogue acts
(DAs) recognition in Czech. Dialogue acts are sentence-level
labels that represent different states of a dialogue, such as
questions, hesitations, ... In our application, a multimodal
reservation system, four dialogue acts are considered: state-
ments, orders, yes/no questions and other questions. The
main contribution of this work is to propose and compare
several approaches that recognize dialogue acts based on
three types of information: lexical information, prosody and
word positions. These approaches are tested on a Czech
Railways corpus that contains human-human dialogues,
which are transcribed both manually and with an automatic
speech recognizer for comparison. The experimental results
confirm that every type of feature (lexical, prosodic and word
positions) bring relevant and somewhat complementary
information. The proposed methods that take into account
word positions are especially interesting, as they bring global
information about the structure of the sentence, at the
opposite of traditional n-gram models that only capture local
cues. When word sequences are estimated from a speech
recognizer, the resulting decrease of accuracy of all proposed
approaches is very small (about 3 %), which confirms the
capability of the proposed approaches to perform well in
real applications.

Index Terms— dialogue act, language model, prosody, sen-
tence structure, speech recognition

I. INTRODUCTION

This work deals with automatic dialogue act recogni-
tion from the speech signal. A dialogue act (DA) repre-
sents the meaning of an utterance at the level of illocution-
ary force [1]. For example, “question” and “answer” are
both possible dialogue acts. Automatically recognizing
such dialogue acts is of crucial importance to interpret
users’ talk and guarantee natural human-computer inter-
actions. For instance, this information might be used to
check whether the user is requesting some information
and is waiting for it, or to evaluate the feedback of the
user. Another application is to animate a talking head
that reproduces the speech of a speaker in real-time, by
giving it facial expressions that are relevant to the current
state of the discourse. In the following, a Czech train

This paper is based on “Automatic Dialog Acts Recognition based
on Sentence Structure,” by P. Král, C. Cerisara, and J. Klečková, which
appeared in the Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on
Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, Toulouse, France, May 14-19,
2006. c© 2006 IEEE.

ticket reservation application has been used to assess the
proposed methods.

As summarized in section II, two main types of features
are generally used in the literature to automatically recog-
nize dialogue acts: word sequences and prosody. A prob-
abilistic dialogue grammar is also often used as additional
stochastic information. Word sequences are most of the
time modeled by statistical n-gram models, which encode
the relationship between words and dialogue acts locally.
In this work, we investigate a new kind of information
for dialogue act recognition, that is the words position in
the utterance. In contrast to n-grams, this information is
global at the sentence level. Intuitively, this information
is quite important for this task, as for instance, the word
“who” is often at the beginning of sentences for ques-
tions, and at other positions for declarative sentences. A
standard approach that takes into account this information
consists in analyzing the sentence into a syntactic tree,
but such analyzers are also known to work poorly in
spontaneous speech. Hence, our approach is rather based
on statistical methods.

We have already studied this problem in [2], [3], and
proposed two approaches to solve it. In this work, we
shortly present again both methods in section III, and
further propose a third one that decouples the position
from the lexical models, with the objective of optimizing
the available training corpus. This paper also analyzes
the gain obtained by merging lexical information with
prosody, and discusses the combination of the proposed
dialogue act recognition approach with a state-of-the-
art speech recognizer, in order to deploy this system in
realistic speech-driven applications. Section IV evaluates
and compares these methods. In the last section, we
discuss the research results and propose some future
research directions.

II. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, there is very little
existing work on automatic modeling and recognition of
dialogue acts in the Czech language. Alternatively, a num-
ber of studies have been published for other languages,
and particularly for English and German.

Different sets of dialogue acts are defined in these
works, depending on the target application and the avail-
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able corpora. In [4], 42 dialogue acts classes are de-
fined for English, based on the Discourse Annotation
and Markup System of Labeling (DAMSL) tag-set [5].
Switchboard-DAMSL tag-set [6] (SWBD-DAMSL) is
an adaptation of DAMSL in the domain of telephone
conversation. The Meeting Recorder DA (MRDA) tag-
set [7] is another very popular tag-set, which is based
on the SWBD-DAMSL taxonomy. MRDA contains 11
general DA labels and 39 specific labels. Jekat [8] defines
for German and Japanese 42 DAs, with 18 DAs at the
illocutionary level, in the context of the VERBMOBIL
corpus.

These general sets are usually further reduced into a
much smaller number of broad classes, either because
some classes occur rarely, or because the target applica-
tion does not require such detailed classes. For instance,
a typical regrouping may be the following [9]:

• statements

• questions

• backchannels

• incomplete utterance

• agreements

• appreciations

• other

Automatic recognition of dialogue acts is usually
achieved using one of, or a combination of the three
following models:

1) DA-models of the words sequences

2) dialogue grammars that model sequences of DAs

3) DA-models based on the utterance prosody

The first class of models infers the DA from the words
sequences. These models are usually either probabilistic
models, such as n-gram language models [4], [10], or
knowledge-based approaches, such as semantic classifi-
cation trees [10].

The methods based on probabilistic language models
exploit the fact that different DAs use distinctive words.
Some cue words and phrases can serve as explicit indi-
cators of dialogue structure. For example, 88.4 % of the
trigrams ”<start> do you” occur in English in yes/no
questions [11].

Semantic classification trees are decision trees that
operate on words sequences with rule-based decision.
These rules can be either trained automatically on a
corpus, or manually coded.

A dialogue grammar is used to predict the most
probable next dialogue act based on the previous
ones. It can be modeled by Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) [4], Bayesian Networks [12], Discriminative
Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) [13], or n-gram
language models [14].

Prosodic models [9] can be used to provide additional
clues to classify sentences in terms of DAs. For instance,

some dialogue acts can be generally characterized by
prosody as follows [15]:

• a falling intonation for most statements

• a rising F0 contour for some questions (particularly
for declaratives and yes/no questions)

• a continuation-rising F0 contour characterizes a
(prosodic) clause boundaries, which is different from
the end of utterance

In [9], the duration, pause, fundamental frequency (F0),
energy and speaking rate prosodic attributes are modeled
by a CART-style decision trees classifier. In [16], prosody
is used to segment utterance. The duration, pause, F0-
contour and energy features are used in [17], [18]. In
both [17] and [18], several features are computed based
on these basic prosodic attributes, for example the max,
min, mean and standard deviation of F0, the mean and
standard deviation of the energy, the number of frames in
utterance and the number of voiced frames. The features
are computed on the whole sentence and also on the
last 200 ms of each sentence. The authors conclude that
the end of sentences carry the most important prosodic
information for DAs recognition. Furthermore, three dif-
ferent classifiers, hidden Markov models, classification
and regression trees and neural networks, are compared
and give similar DAs recognition accuracy.

Shriberg et al. show in [9] that it is better to use
prosody for DA recognition in three separate tasks,
namely question detection, incomplete utterance detection
and agreements detection, rather than for detecting all
DAs in one task.

Lexical and prosodic classifiers are combined in [4] as
follows:

P (W, F |C) = P (W |C).P (F |W, C) (1)

� P (W |C).P (F |C)

where C represents a dialogue act and W and F , which
respectively represent lexical and prosodic information,
are assumed independent.

III. LEXICAL POSITION FOR DIALOGUE ACT

RECOGNITION

Syntax information is often modeled by probabilistic
n-gram models. However, these n-grams usually model
local sentence structure only. Syntax parsing could be
used to associate sentence structures to particular dialogue
acts, but conceiving general grammars is still an open
issue, especially for spontaneous speech.

In our system we propose to include information related
to the position of the words within the sentence. This
method presents the advantage of introducing valuable in-
formation related to the global sentence structure, without
increasing the complexity of the overall system.
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A. Sentence structure model

The general problem of automatic DAs recognition is
to compute the probability that a sentence belongs to a
given dialogue act class, given the lexical and syntactic
information, i.e. the words sequence.

We simplify this problem by assuming that each word
is independent of the other words, but is dependent on its
position in the sentence, which is modeled by a random
variable p.

We can model our approach by a very simple Bayesian
network with three variables, as shown in Figure 1. In
this figure, C encodes the dialogue act class of the test
sentence, w represents a word and p its position in the
sentence.

w

C

(a)

p

w

C

(b)

Figure 1. Graphical model of our approaches: grayed nodes are hidden

In the left model of Figure 1, P (w|C, p) is assumed
independent of the position: P (w|C, p) � P (w|C). This
system only considers lexical information, and the prob-
ability over the whole sentence is given by equation 2.

P (w1, · · · , wT |C) =

T∏

i=1

P (wi|C) (2)

Dialogue act recognition then consists in finding the
dialogue act Ĉ that maximizes the a posteriori probability:

Ĉ = argmax
C

P (C|w1, · · · , wT )

= argmax
C

P (C)

T∏

i=1

P (wi|C) (3)

This system is referred to as the “unigram” or “Naive
Bayes” classifier [19].

On the right part of Figure 1, information about the
position of each word is included. Then, the following
issues have to be solved:

• Sentences have different length.

• The new variable p greatly reduces the ratio between
the size of the corpus and the number of free
parameters to train.

The first issue is solved by defining a fixed number
of positions Np: Np likelihoods P (wi|C, p) are thus
computed for each sentence. Let us call T the actual
number of words in the sentence. The T words are aligned
linearly with the Np positions. Two cases may occur:

• When T ≤ Np, the same word is repeated at several
positions.

• When T > Np, several words can be aligned with
one position. The likelihood at this position is the
average over the Ni aligned words (wi)Ni :

P (w|C, p) =
1

Ni

Ni∑

i

P (wi|C, p) (4)

We propose and compare three methods to solve
the second issue. The first multiscale position method
considers the relative positions in a multiscale tree to
smooth the models likelihoods. The second non-linear
merging method models the dependency between W and
p by a non-linear function that includes p. The third best
position method decouples the positions from the lexical
identities to maximize the available training corpus.

1) Multiscale position: In this approach, p can take a
different number of values depending on the scale. All
these scales can be represented on a tree, as shown in
Figure 2. At the root of the tree (coarse scale), p can take
only one value: the model is equivalent to unigrams. Then,
recursively, sentences are split into two parts of equal size
and the number of possible positions is doubled.

P (wi|C, p = 1
1 )

P (wi|C, p = 1
2 ) P (wi|C, p = 2

2 )

P (wi|C, 1
4 ) P (wi|C, 2

4 ) P (wi|C, 3
4 ) P (wi|C, 4

4 )

Figure 2. Multiscale position tree

For each word wi, a threshold is applied on its number
of occurrences and P (wi|C, p) for this word is computed
at the finest scale that contains that minimum number of
occurrences. This corresponds to the standard back-off
technique [20] to solve the problem of lack of data.

Classification is then realized based on the following
equation:

Ĉ = arg max
C

P (C|w1, · · · , wT , p1, · · · , pT )

= arg max
C

P (C)

T∏

i=1

P (wi|C, pi) (5)

where each likelihood is estimated at the finest scale
possible.

2) Non-linear merging: In this approach, unigram
probabilities are computed for each word and passed to a
muti-layer perceptron (MLP), where the position of each
word is encoded by its input index: the ith word in the
sentence is filled into the ith input of the MLP. The output
of the MLP corresponds to the a posteriori probabilities
P (C|w1, · · · , wT , p1, · · · , pT ) and the best class is simply
given by:

Ĉ = arg max
C

P (C|w1, · · · , wT , p1, · · · , pT ) (6)
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B. Best position approach

We now give a slightly different definition for p: for
any utterance W , let p be the best position amongst every
possible position, i.e. the position that minimizes the DA
recognition error rate.

Our objective is still to maximize:

P (C|W ) =
P (W |C)P (C)

P (W )
(7)

=
P (C)

∑
p P (W, p|C)

P (W )
(8)

=
P (C)

∑
p P (W |C, p)P (p|C)

P (W )
(9)

Now, once the best position p has been defined for a given
utterance, the decision about the winning DA class can be
taken based solely on this best position:

P (W |C, p) = P (wp|C)

where wp is the word of the current sentence at the best
position p. Hence,

P (C|W ) =
P (C)

∑
p P (wp|C)P (p|C)

P (W )
(10)

Finally, maximization gives:

Ĉ = arg max
C

P (C)
∑

p

P (wp|C)P (p|C) (11)

In this equation, the lexical likelihood
∏

i P (wi|C)
used so far is replaced by the weighted sum of each
word likelihood. The weights intuitively represent the
importance of each position, for a given DA class.

Compared to the previously proposed solutions that
take into account the global position of the words, this
alternative presents the advantage of decoupling the po-
sition model from the lexical model. The lexical models
P (wi|C) are thus still trained on the whole corpus, which
is not divided into position-relative clusters as in the
multiscale tree.

Two factors might be considered to compute these
weights: they can of course be trained on a labeled corpus,
but we can also use some expert knowledge to define
them. For instance, it is well-known that the words at
the beginning of a sentence are important to recognize
questions. This expert knowledge can be easily introduced
as an a priori probability.

A posteriori weights can also be obtained after training
on a development corpus. In the following experiments,
the weights are trained based on the minimum DA error
rate criterion, using a gradient-descent algorithm. The ini-
tial values of the weights are obtained by first evaluating
on the development corpus the DA recognition accuracy
when considering only the word at position p, for every
possible p. The position p that gives the best recognition
accuracy represents the most important position in the
sentence. The gradient descent procedure then starts from
this original position.

C. Prosody

Following the conclusions of previous studies [21],
only the two most important prosodic attributes are con-
sidered: F0 and energy. The F0 curve is computed from
the autocorrelation function. The F0 and energy values are
computed on every overlapping speech window. The F0
curve is completed by linear interpolation on the unvoiced
parts of the signal. Then, each sentence is decomposed
into 20 segments and the average values of F0 and energy
are computed within each segment. This number is chosen
experimentally [22]. We thus obtain 20 values of F0 and
20 values of energy per sentence. Let us call F the set of
prosodic features for one sentence.

Two models are trained on these features and compared.
The first one if a Muti-Layer Perceptron that outputs
P (C|F ). The best class is then:

Ĉ = arg max
C

P (C|F ) (12)

The second one is a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
that models P (F |C). The best class is then:

Ĉ = argmax
C

P (C|F ) = arg max
C

P (F |C)P (C) (13)

D. Combination

The outputs of the lexical, position and prosodic models
are normalized so that respectively approximate P (C|W ),
P (C|W, P ) and P (C|F ).

These probabilities are then combined with a Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP), as suggested in our previous
works [23].

IV. EVALUATION

A. LASER speech recognizer

The LASER (LICS Automatic Speech
Extraction/Recognition) software is currently under
development by the Laboratory of Intelligent
Communication Systems (LICS) at the University
of West Bohemia. The goal is to develop a set of
tools that would allow training of acoustic models and
recognition with task dependent grammars or more
general language models.

The architecture is based on a so called hybrid
framework that combines the advantages of the hidden
Markov model approach with those of artificial neural
networks. A typical hybrid system uses HMMs with state
emission probabilities computed from the output neuron
activations of a neural network (such as the multi layer
perceptron).

1) Neural network acoustic model: According to many
authors (see e.g. [24]) the use of a neural network
for the task of acoustic modeling has several potential
advantages over the conventional Gaussian mixtures seen
in today’s state-of-the-art recognition systems. Among the
most notable ones are its economy – a neural network
has been observed to require less trainable parameters
to achieve the same recognition accuracy as a Gaussian
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mixture model, and context sensitivity – the ability to
include features from several subsequent speech frames
and thus incorporate contextual information.

A three layer perceptron serves as an acoustic model
in the latest version of the recognizer. It has 117 input
neurons (there are 13 MFCC coefficients per speech frame
and 9 subsequent frames are used as features), 400 hidden
neurons and 36 output neurons corresponding to our
choice of 36 context independent phonetic units (which
roughly correspond to Czech phonemes). Experiments
with larger hidden layer sizes have been carried out
but the 400 hidden neurons were chosen as a good
trade-off between modeling accuracy and computational
requirements.

The incremental version of the back-propagation algo-
rithm has been found as the fastest converging training
strategy for this task. Also in order to further speed up
the convergence, the cross entropy error criterion is used
instead of the usual summed square error. Training this
multi layer perceptron requires the precise knowledge of
phoneme boundaries. These can be obtained via forced
Viterbi alignment from the transcriptions of the training
utterances. An already trained recognizer is necessary for
this process. It is also beneficial to generate a new set of
phonetic labels using the newly trained hybrid recognizer
and repeat the training process once more.

Similarly to other automatic speech recognition sys-
tems, three-states HMMs phonetic units are modeled.
However, all three states share the same emission proba-
bility computed from the activation value of one neuron
in the output layer of the MLP. This can be viewed as a
minimum phoneme duration constraint which, according
to our experiments, significantly increases recognition ac-
curacy. Because each state is tied to a neuron representing
one phonetic class, the outputs of a well trained MLP can
be interpreted as state posterior probabilities P (Sj |o)1,
which can be changed to state emission probabilities:

P (o|Sj) =
P (Sj |o) · P (o)

P (Sj)
. (14)

where Sj denotes the jth HMM state. The term P (o)
remains constant during the whole recognition process
and hence can be ignored. The emission likelihoods are
then computed by dividing the network outputs by the
class priors (relative frequencies of each class observed
in training data).

The HMM state transition probabilities are not
trained since their contribution to recognition accuracy is
negligible in speech recognition applications, according to
our experiments. Uniform distribution is assumed instead.

2) Language model: Training words n-gram language
models is not a good option in our case, because of the
small size of our corpus, which is composed of manual
transcriptions of a railway application (see Section IV-B).
The chosen solution has been to merge words into classes
and train an n-gram model based on those classes. This

1o represents the observation, i.e. in our case the feature vector

should compensate the lack of training data for infrequent
word n-grams.

The method tries to automatically cluster words into
classes according to their functional position in sentence.
The algorithm (see [25]) begins with assigning each word
into separate class and then starts merging two classes at
a time. The process is stopped when the desired number
of classes is reached. In the following experiments, the
number of classes has been empirically set to 100 classes,
and a trigram language model has been trained on these
classes.

B. Dialogue acts corpus

The Czech Railways corpus contains human-human
dialogues recorded in Czech, in the context of a train
ticket reservation application. The number of sentences
of this corpus is shown in column 2 of Table I.

The LASER recognizer is trained on 6234 sentences
(c.f. first part of Table I), while 2173 sentences pro-
nounced by different speakers (c.f. second part of Table I)
are used for testing. Sentences of the test corpus have
been manually labeled with the following dialogue acts:
statements (S), orders (O), yes/no questions (Q[y/n]) and
other questions (Q). The word transcription given by the
LASER recognizer is used to compare the performances
of DAs recognition experiments with the scores obtained
from manual word transcription.

All experiments for DAs recognition are realized using
a cross-validation procedure, where 10 % of the corpus is
reserved for the test, and another 10 % for the develop-
ment set. The resulting global accuracy has a confidence
interval of about ± 1 %.

DA No. Example English translation

1. Training part
Sent. 6234

2. Testing part (labeled by DAs)
S 566 Chtěl bych jet do

Pı́sku.
I would like to go to
Pı́sek.

O 125 Najdi dalšı́ vlak do
Plzně!

Look at for the next
train to Plzeň!

Q[y/n] 282 Řekl byste nám
dalšı́ spojenı́?

Do you say next con-
nection?

Q 1200 Jak se dostanu do
Šumperka?

How can I go to
Šumperk?

Sent. 2173

TABLE I.
COMPOSITION OF THE CZECH RAILWAYS CORPUS

C. Sentence structure experiments

1) Multiscale position: The multiscale position ap-
proach trains a model of P (wi|C, p) at different scales, as
shown in Figure 2. Recognition is then performed based
on equation 5.

Figure 3 shows the recognition accuracy of this method
in function of the minimum number of word occurrence
at each scale: this number defines the threshold used in
the multiscale tree to select the finest possible scale to
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estimate the observation likelihood. The depth of the tree
used in this experiment is 3, which defines 8 segments.
The unigram model recognition accuracy is also reported
on this figure for comparison.
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Figure 3. Dialogue acts recognition accuracy of the multiscale position
system. The X-axis represents the minimum number of words in the
tree, and the Y-axis plots the DA recognition accuracy

The recognition accuracy of each class is shown in
Table II.

These experimental results confirm that taking into
account the global position of each word improves
the recognition accuracy. Furthermore, the proposed
multiscale tree seems to be a reasonable solution to the
issue concerning the lack of training data.

2) Non-linear merging: In the second experiment, the
Non-linear model that merges lexical and position in-
formation is implemented by a Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP). The chosen MLP topology is composed of three
layers: 4 (for each DA class) times 8 (equal-size segments
of the sentence) input neurons, 12 neurons in the hidden
layer and 4 output neurons, which encode the a posteriori
class probability. The dialogue act class is given by
equation 6.

The recognition results of these methods are shown in
Table II, along with the results obtained with the baseline
unigram model.

3) Best position approach: The third position-based
approach proposed is the best-position method, which
recognizes dialogue acts based on equation 11. In this
method, the number of positions allowed is not limited
by the size of the training corpus. Hence, twenty po-
sitions (instead of eight positions for the two previous
approaches) are considered.

In order to compute the initial values of the weights
P (p|C), recognition is first performed on the development
corpus using only one position at a time:

P (p = i|C) = 1 and P (p �= i|C) = 0 for all C

where i is one of the twenty possible positions. This
experiment is repeated for every possible i, and the

recognition accuracies obtained with each i are shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. DA recognition accuracy on the development corpus when
only a single position is considered.

Based on this experiment, the initial values chosen for
the gradient descent algorithm are:

P (p = 1|C) = 1 and P (p > 1|C) = 0 for all C

After the gradient descent algorithm, the resulting
weights are shown in Figure 5.

0,00E+00

1,00E-01

2,00E-01
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5,00E-01

6,00E-01

7,00E-01
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S
O
Qy/n
Q

Figure 5. Weights obtained after the gradient-descent algorithm.

In this figure, it is clear that the most important
positions for all DA classes are close to the beginning of
the utterance. The last words of the utterance also have
some importance, especially for the “order” class. The
very first position is the most important for questions.
These results are conforming to our intuition.

Then, using the weights shown in Figure 5, recognition
is performed on the test corpus. The results are given in
the fifth section of Table II.

When considering lexical information only, the best
performance is obtained with the best position approach.

D. Prosody

The third section of Table II shows the recognition
accuracy obtained when only a prosodic model is used
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to classify dialogue acts. Two prosodic models are com-
pared: the GMM (equation 13) and the MLP (equa-
tion 12).

The best MLP topology uses three layers: 40 inputs, 18
neurons in hidden layer and 4 outputs. The best results
are obtained with the 3-mixtures GMM. It is difficult to
use more Gaussians, because of the lack of training data,
mainly for class O.

Although these recognition scores are much lower than
the ones obtained with lexical features, it is shown next
that prosody may nevertheless bring some relevant clues
that are not captured by lexical models.

E. Combination

The fourth part of Table II shows the recognition
accuracy when the prosodic GMM and the MLP-position
models are combined with another MLP (as described in
[23]).

One can conclude without loss of generality that the
combination of models gives better recognition accuracy
than both the lexical and prosodic models taken individu-
ally, which confirms that different sources of information
bring different important clues to classify DAs.

accuracy in [%]
Approach/
Classifier

S O Q[y/n] Q Global

1. Lexical information
1 Unigram 93.5 77.6 96.5 89.9 91.0

2. Sentence structure
2.1 Multiscale 94.7 70.4 96.1 95.3 93.8
2.2 Non-linear 90.3 83.2 91.1 98.8 94.7

3. Prosodic information
3.1 GMM 47.7 43.2 40.8 44.3 44.7
3.2 MLP 38.7 49.6 52.6 34.0 43.5

4. Combination of 2.2 and 3.1
MLP 91.5 85.6 94.0 98.7 95.7

5. Best position approach
Best position 93.6 95.2 97.2 94.3 95.8

TABLE II.
DIALOGUE ACTS RECOGNITION ACCURACY FOR DIFFERENT

APPROACHES/CLASSIFIERS AND THEIR COMBINATION WITH

MANUAL WORD TRANSCRIPTION

F. Recognition with LASER recognizer

Table III shows DAs recognition scores, when word
transcription is estimated by the LASER recognizer.
The results are obtained with word class based trigram
language model (see Section 4.2). Sentence recognition
accuracy is 39.78 % and word recognition accuracy is
83.36 %.

Table III structure is the same as Table II.
The errors in transcriptions induced by the automatic

speech recognizer do not have a strong impact on the
results presented so far: the final accuracy only decreases
from 95.7 % down to 93 %, and the ordering of the
methods’ accuracy is preserved. This validates the use
of the proposed approaches in human-computer speech-
based applications that use such a speech recognizer.

accuracy in [%]
Approach/
Classifier

S O Q[y/n] Q Global

1. Lexical information
1 Unigram 93.1 68.8 94.7 86.3 88.2

2. Sentence structure
2.1 Multiscale 93.8 63.2 92.9 92.9 91.4
2.2 Non-linear 85.5 72.0 86.8 98.0 91.8

3. Prosodic information
3.1 GMM 47.7 43.2 40.8 44.3 44.7
3.2 MLP 38.7 49.6 52.6 34.0 43.5

4. Combination of 2.2 and 3.1
MLP 88.5 77.6 90.4 97.3 93.0

5. Best position approach
Best position 92.1 86.4 95.3 92.2 93.6

TABLE III.
DIALOGUE ACTS RECOGNITION ACCURACY FOR DIFFERENT

APPROACHES/CLASSIFIERS AND THEIR COMBINATION WITH WORD

TRANSCRIPTION FROM LASER RECOGNIZER

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we studied the influence of word posi-
tions in a dialogue act recognition task. Two previously
proposed approaches and a third new one have been
described and compared, both in terms of their respective
theoretical advantages and drawbacks, and also experi-
mentally on a Czech corpus for a train ticket reservation.
It has thus been demonstrated that the global position of
the words in sentences is an important information that
improves automatic dialogue act recognition accuracy, at
least when the size of the training corpus is too limited
to train lexical n-gram models with a large n, which is
the most common situation in dialogue act recognition.

One of the systems that combines both lexical and
position information has then been enhanced by further
considering prosodic information. Yet, several prosodic
models have been compared, and the combined approach
still improves the results over the position and lexicon
approach alone.

Finally, the manual transcription has been replaced by
an automatic transcription obtained from a Czech speech
recognizer, in order to validate the use of the proposed
dialogue act recognition approach in realistic applications
that are often based on automatic speech recognition. The
resulting decrease in performances is very small, which
confirms the validity of the proposed approaches.

The focus of this work has been on modeling global
words position, but local statistical grammars have not
been largely exploited, mainly because of the lack of
training data. However, these grammars shall also bring
relevant information, and it would be quite advantageous
to further combine the proposed global model with such
local grammars. Another important information that has
not been taken into account in this work is a dialogue act
grammar, which models the most probable sequences of
dialogue acts. It is straightforward to use such a statistical
grammar with our system, but we have not yet done so
because it somehow masks the influence of the statistical
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and prosodic features we focus on in this work, and also in
order to keep the approach as general as possible. Indeed,
such a grammar certainly improves the recognition results
but is also often dependent on the target application.
We also plan to test these methods on another corpus
(broadcast news), another language (French) and with
more DA classes.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Definition

Modelling and automatically identifying the structure of spontaneous dialogues is

very important to better interpret and understand them. The precise modelling of

dialogues is still an open issue, but several specific characteristics of dialogues have

already been clearly identified. Dialogue Acts (DAs) are one of these characteristics.

Although the term ‘‘dialogue acts’’ that is commonly used nowadays has been

defined by Austin (1962), a number of other seminal works have proposed very

similar notions, including speech acts proposed by Searle (1969), conversational

game moves introduced by Power (1979), adjacency pairs proposed by Schegloff

(1968, Sacks et al. 1974) or acts of communication in the plan-based approaches to

understanding introduced by Litman et al. (1985), Kautz (1987), Carberry (1990).

The theory of the dialogue acts has been further developed by Bunt (1994). The

dialogue acts represent the meaning of an utterance in the context of a dialogue,

where the context is divided into several types, with both global and local views:

linguistic, semantic, physical, social and cognitive. Bunt also developed a

multidimensional taxonomy of the dialogue acts, while David R. Traum developed

the notion of speech acts in Traum (1999) with dialogue agents. A better overview

of the notion of dialogue acts can be found in Stolcke (2000).

In this work, the dialogue act is seen as a function of an utterance, or its part, in

the dialogue. For example, the function of a question is to request some information,

while an answer shall provide this information.

Table 1 illustrates the dialogue acts that may occur in a dialogue between the

passenger (P) and the agent (A) in a ticket reservation task. The corresponding

dialogue act labels are also shown. Each utterance is labelled with a unique dialogue

act. This example is taken from our Czech corpus (see Sect. 5.1).

Dialogue acts represent useful and relevant information for many applications,

such as dialogue systems, machine translation, automatic speech recognition, topic

tracking (Garner et al. 1996) or talking head animation. For instance, in dialogue

systems, dialogue acts might be used to recognize the intention of the user and thus

differentiate situations where the user is requesting some information from

situations where the user is simply giving some information or backchannels. In

Table 1 Example of a dialogue between the passenger (P) and the agent (A) in a ticket reservation task

with the English translation

Speaker DA Dialogue in Czech English translation

P Question Kdy pojede prvnı́ vlak do Prahy? When will the first train go to Prague?

A Question yes/no Chcete rychlı́k? Do you want the express train?

P Statement To je jedno I don’t care

A Statement V osm hodin At eight o’clock

P Order Dejte mi tedy jeden lı́stek, prosı́m Give me one ticket, please

A Statement Tady je Here it is
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the former case, the system has to react, while in the latter case, a system reaction

may be perceived as intrusive. In the machine translation domain, recognizing

dialogue acts may bring relevant cues to choose between alternative translations, as

the adequate syntactic structure may depend on the user intention. Automatic

recognition of dialogue acts may also be used to improve the word recognition

accuracy of automatic speech recognition systems, as proposed for instance in

Wright (1998), where a different language model is applied during recognition

depending on the dialogue act. Finally, dialogue act recognition is a fundamental

building block of any understanding system and typically completes semantic role

labelling and semantic frame inference.

The usefulness of dialogue act recognition has thus been demonstrated in a

number of large applicative systems, such as the VERBMOBIL (Alexandersson

et al. 1997), NESPOLE (Lavie et al. 2006) and C-STAR (Blanchon and Boitet 2000)

machine translation and dialogue systems that rely on dialogue act classification.

1.2 Objectives

The main objective of this work is to propose and investigate the usefulness of

syntactic features to improve dialogue act recognition in Czech. In previous works,

we have first designed a baseline dialogue act recognition system for the Czech

language that was based on generative models (Král et al. 2005). Although

reasonably good results have been obtained, this approach was limited because it

only exploits the local context around any given word of the utterance. We then

proposed in Král et al. (2006, 2007) several approaches to address this limitation

and include global features in the model that represent the sentence structure. One of

these approaches consists in modelling the word position in the sentence as a

random variable and integrating this variable in the generative model. Intuitively,

this information is important for dialogue act recognition, as for instance, the word

‘‘who’’ is often located at the beginning of sentences for questions and at other

positions for declarative sentences. In the following, we propose a different

approach to model such global information implicitly, via a conditional stochastic

model. The second and most important contribution of this work concerns the

design and exploitation of syntactic features for dialogue act recognition in Czech.

As summarized in Sect. 2, only a few types of features are generally used in the

literature to automatically recognize dialogue acts: lexical, part-of-speech (POS)

tags, dialogue history and prosody. Furthermore, word sequences are most of the

time modelled by statistical n-gram models, which encode the relationship between

words and dialogue acts only locally. While we have already shown the importance

of global information such as word position in the utterance for dialogue act

recognition, the current work goes beyond this type of information by investigating

whether the conditional distribution of the target dialogue act depends on the

syntactic structure of the utterance.

In the following section, we briefly review the state of the art about dialogue act

recognition, with a focus on how syntactic information has already been considered

for this task and for related tasks. In Sect. 3, we propose and describe new syntactic
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features. The proposed model is described in Sect. 4. The relative importance of

each of these features is evaluated on a Czech dialogue corpus in Sect. 5 In the last

section, we discuss these results and propose some future research directions.

2 Related work

We will now briefly review the standard definitions of dialogue acts, the different

types of models classically used for dialogue act recognition and the standard types

of information used in such models. Then, we review and discuss the previous

design of syntactic features for dialogue act recognition as well as in closely related

domains.

Some generic sets of domain-independent dialogue acts have been proposed in

the state-of-the-art and are now commonly used to create the baseline tag set for

most types of applications. Hence, in Stolcke (2000), 42 DAs classes are defined for

English, based on the discourse annotation and markup system of labelling

(DAMSL) tag-set (Allen and Core 1997). The switchboard–DAMSL tag-set

(Jurafsky et al. 1997) (SWBD–DAMSL) is an adaptation of DAMSL in the field of

telephone conversations. The meeting recorder dialogue act (MRDA) tag-set

(Dhillon and Carvey 2004) is another very popular tag-set, which is based on the

SWBD–DAMSL taxonomy. MRDA contains 11 general dialogue act labels and 39

specific labels. Finally, Jekat (1995) defines for German and Japanese 42 dialogue

acts, with 18 dialogue acts at the illocutionary level, in the context of the

VERBMOBIL corpus. The ISO standard 24617-2 for dialogue annotation has been

published in 2012. DIT??1 is a recent implementation of this standard. Because of

the limited size of the available corpus, as well as several other technical reasons,

these tag sets are frequently reduced by merging several tags together, so that the

number of final actual generic tags is often about 10. Part of such typical generic

dialogue acts, also referred to as speech acts, include for instance (Shriberg et al.

1998) statements, questions, backchannels, commands, agreements, appreciations as

well as a broad ‘‘miscellaneous’’ class. In addition to such generic tags, application-

specific tags may be defined, such as ‘‘request booking’’ for a hotel booking

application.

Manually annotating dialogue acts on every new corpus may be very costly and

efforts have been put into developing semi-automatic methods for dialogue act

tagging and discovery. Hence, the authors of Orkin and Roy (2010) propose a

predictive paradigm where dialogue act models are first trained on a small-size

corpus and used afterwards to predict future sentences or dialogue acts. In a related

vein, unsupervised dialogue act tagging of unlabelled text has recently raised a lot of

attention (Joty et al. 2011; Crook et al. 2009), but we will limit ourselves in the

following on supervised approaches.

The dialogue act recognition task is often considered jointly with the

segmentation task. We assume in our work that sentence segmentation is known,

because we rather prefer to concentrate on the challenge of designing relevant

1 http://dit.uvt.nl.
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syntactic features for dialogue act recognition. Yet, many related works propose

powerful solutions for the segmentation task as well. In particular, the work

described in Petukhova and Bunt (2011) considers the input text as a stream of

words and segments and tags it incrementally with a BayesNet model with lexical,

prosodic, timing and dialogue act-history features. Zimmermann et al. (2006)

successfully use in for joint DA segmentation and classification hidden-event

language models and a maximum entropy classifier. They use word sequence and

pause duration as features. The authors of Dielmann and Renals (2008) exploit a

Switching Dynamic Bayesian Network for segmentation, cascaded with a condi-

tional random field for dialogue act classification, while Quarteroni et al. (2011)

jointly segments and tags with a single model.

The dialogue act modelling schemes that are commonly used for dialogue act

recognition are traditionally chosen from the same set of general machine learning

methods used in most natural language processing tasks. These include Hidden

Markov Models (Stolcke 2000), Bayesian Networks (Keizer and Nijholt 2002),

Discriminative Dynamic Bayesian Networks (Ji and Bilmes 2005), BayesNet

(Petukhova and Bunt 2011), memory-based (Lendvai and van den Bosch 2003) and

transformation/based learning (Samuel et al. 1998), decision trees (Mast 1996),

neural networks (Levin et al. 2003), but also more advanced approaches such as

boosting (Tur et al. 2006), latent semantic analysis (Serafin and Di Eugenio 2004),

hidden backoff models (Bilmes 2005), maximum entropy models (Ang et al. 2005),

conditional random fields (CRFs) (Dielmann and Renals 2008; Quarteroni et al.

2011) and triangular-chain CRF (Jeong and Lee 2008).

Regarding features, most dialogue act recognition systems exploit both prosodic

and lexical features. The dialogue history is also often used as relevant information.

Some cue words and phrases can also serve as explicit indicators of dialogue

structure (Webb 2010). For example, 88.4 % of the trigrams ‘‘hstarti do you’’ occur

in English in yes/no questions (Jurafsky 1997).

Prosody is an important source of information for dialogue act recognition

(Shriberg et al. 1998). For instance, prosodic models may help to capture the

following typical features of some dialogue acts (Kompe 1997):

• a falling intonation for most statements

• a rising F0 contour for some questions (particularly for declaratives and yes/no

questions)

• a continuation-rising F0 contour characterizes (prosodic) clause boundaries,

which is different from the end of utterance

In Shriberg et al. (1998), the duration, pause, fundamental frequency (F0), energy

and speaking rate prosodic attributes are modelled by a CART-style decision trees

classifier. In Mast et al. (1996), prosody is used to segment utterances. The duration,

pause, F0-contour and energy features are used in Wright (1998) and Wright et al.

(1999). In both Wright (1998) and Wright et al. (1999), several features are

computed based on these basic prosodic attributes, for example the max, min, mean

and standard deviation of F0, the mean and standard deviation of the energy, the

number of frames in utterance and the number of voiced frames. The features are

computed on the whole sentence and also on the last 200 ms of each sentence. The
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authors conclude that the end of sentences carry the most important prosodic

information for dialogue act recognition. Shriberg et al. (1998) show that it is better

to use prosody for dialogue act recognition in three separate tasks, namely question

detection, incomplete utterance detection and agreements detection, rather than for

detecting all dialogue acts in one task.

Apart from prosodic and contextual lexical features, only a few works actually

exploit syntactic relationships between words for dialogue act recognition. Some

syntactic relations are captured by HMM word models, such as the widely-used

n-grams (Stolcke 2000), but these approaches only capture local syntactic relations,

while we consider next global syntactic trees. Most other works thus focus on

morphosyntactic tags, as demonstrated for instance in Verbree et al. (2006), where a

smart compression technique for feature selection is introduced. The authors use a

rich feature set with POS-tags included and obtain with a decision tree classifier an

accuracy of 89.27, 65.68 and 59.76 % respectively on the ICSI, Switchboard and on

a selection of the AMI corpus. But while POS-tags are indeed related to syntax, they

do not encode actual syntactic relations.

A very few number of works have nevertheless proposed some specific structured

syntactic features, such as for instance the subject of verb type (Andernach 1996).

The authors of Serafin and Di Eugenio (2004), Di Eugenio et al. (2010) exploit a

few global syntactic features, in particular POS-tags and the MapTask SRule

annotation that indicates the main structure of the utterance, i.e., declarative,

imperative, inverted or Wh-question, but without obtaining a clear gain from syntax

in their context, hence suggesting that further investigation is needed. Indeed,

syntax is a very rich source of information and the potential impact of syntactic

information highly depends on the chosen integration approach and experimental

setup. We thus propose in the next section other types of syntactic features and a

different model and show that syntax might indeed prove useful for dialogue act

recognition in the proposed context. But let us first support our hypothesis by briefly

reviewing a few other papers that also support the use of syntax for both dialogue

act recognition and closely related domains.

First, as already shown, word n-grams features, with n > 1, do implicitly encode

local syntactic relations and are used successfully in most dialogue act recognition

systems. But more importantly, a recent work (Klüwer et al. 1944) concludes that

both dialogue context and syntactic features dramatically improve dialogue act

recognition, compared to words only, more precisely from an accuracy of 48.1 % up

to 61.9 % when including context and 67.4 % when further including syntactic

features. They use in their experiments a Bayesian Network model and their

syntactic features are the syntactic class of the predicate, the list of arguments and

the presence of a negation. Although this work actually focuses on predicate-

argument structures, while our main objective is rather to exploit the full syntactic

tree without taking into account any semantic-level information for now, this work

supports our claim that syntactic information may prove important for dialogue act

recognition. In addition, Zhou et al. (2009) employ in three levels of features: (1)

word level (unigram, bigram and trigram), (2) syntax level [POS-tags and chunks

recognized as base noun phrase (BNP)] and (3) restraint information (word position,

utterance length, etc.). Syntactic and semantic relations are acquired by information
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extraction methods. They obtain 88 % of accuracy with a SVM classifier on a

Chinese corpus and 65 % on the SWBD corpus.

We further investigated closely related domains that have already explored this

research track in more depth. This is for instance the case of automatic classification

of rhetorical relations, as reviewed in Sporleder and Lascarides (2008). Another

very close task is punctuation recovery, which aims at generating punctuation marks

in raw words sequences, as typically obtained from speech recognition systems. In

particular, this implies to discriminate between questions (ending with a question

mark), orders (ending with an exclamation points) and statements (ending with a

period), which is a task that is obviously strongly correlated to dialogue act

recognition. Interestingly enough, a richer set of syntactic features have been

exploited in the punctuation recovery domain than in the dialogue act recognition

area. Hence, the authors of Favre et al. (2009) design several syntactic features

derived from the phrase structure trees and show that these features significantly

reduce the detection errors. This is in line with our own previous conclusions

published in Cerisara et al. (2011) regarding the use of syntactic features for

punctuation recovery, where a large improvement in performances is obtained

thanks to syntactic information derived from dependency trees. Similar gains are

obtained on a Chinese punctuation task (Guo et al. 2010), where including rich

syntactic features, such as the word grammatical function, its ancestors and

children, its head, the yield of the constituent or subtree border indicators, improve

the F-measure from 52.61 % up to 74.04 %.

Finally, we have shown that there is an increasing amount of work that

successfully exploits structural syntactic dependencies both for dialogue act

recognition and in related domains such as punctuation recovery. We further

believe that parsing of natural language utterances will constitute a fundamental

pre-processing step of most if not all subsequent NLP modules, although it has

probably not been as widely used as POS tagging for instance because of its

complexity and lack of robustness to ill-formed input. However, thanks to the

current progress in Bayesian approaches and feature-rich log-linear models, we

expect parsing to be more and more robust to automatic speech recognition errors in

the near future. Other recent reviews of the literature about dialogue act recognition

are realized in Geertzen (2009) and Webb (2010).

3 Syntax for automatic dialogue act recognition

In our previous work (Král et al. 2006a, b, 2007), we proposed to include in our DA

recognition approach information related to the position of the words within the

sentence. In this work, we propose a different approach that derives features from

the sentence parse tree and includes these features as input to a conditional random

field. The parse trees are defined within the dependency framework (Hajičová 2000)

and are automatically computed on the input sentences. We evaluate this approach

in two conditions, respectively when the input sentences are manually and

automatically transcribed.
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3.1 Features

We distinguish next two types of features, respectively the baseline and syntactic

features. The baseline features are:

• words inflected form

• lemmas

• part-of-speech tags

• pronoun or adverb at the beginning of the sentence

• verb at the beginning of the sentence

The syntactic features rely on a dependency parse tree:

• dependency label

• root position in the utterance

• unexpressed subjects

• basic composite pair (subject–verb inversion)

All these features are described in details next.

3.1.1 Baseline features

Words inflected form The word form is used as a baseline lexical feature in most modern

lexicalized natural language processing approaches (Stolcke 2000; Keizer and Nijholt

2002; Ji and Bilmes 2005; Jurafsky 1997). In our case, sentence segmentation is known

but capitalization of the first word of the sentence is removed, which decreases the total

number of features in our model without impacting accuracy, thanks to the insertion of a

special ‘‘start-of-utterance’’ word. Although word bigrams or trigrams are commonly

used in other systems, we only use word unigrams because of the limited size of the

training corpus. We rather compensate for this lack of local structural information by

investigating global syntactic dependencies. The word forms are obtained in our

experiments using both manual and automatic transcriptions of speech audio files.

Lemmas We used the lemma structure from the Prague Dependency Treebank

(PDT) 2.02 (Hajič et al. 2000) project, which is composed of two parts. The first part

is a unique identifier of the lexical item. Usually it is the base form (e.g., infinitive

for a verb) of the word, possibly followed by a digit to disambiguate different

lemmas with the same base forms. The second optional part contains additional

information about the lemma, such as semantic or derivational information.

Lemmas may in some circumstances bring additional information, notably by

removing irrelevant variability introduced by inflected forms. This may have some

importance in particular for rare words that may occur with different inflected forms

but still may have some impact on the dialogue act decision process. The lemmas

are obtained automatically in our experiment with a lemmatizer.

Part-of-speech (POS) tags The part-of-speech is a word linguistic category (or more

precisely lexical item), which can be defined by the syntactic or morphological

behaviour of the lexical item in question. There are ten POS categories defined in the

2 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt2.0/.
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PDT (Hajič et al. 2000) for the Czech language: nouns, adjectives, pronouns, numerals,

verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, particles and interjections. The part-of-

speech tags are inferred automatically in our experiment with a POS tagger.

Pronoun or adverb at the beginning of the sentence This boolean feature

indicates whether the utterance starts with a pronoun or an adverb. It can be

particularly useful for detecting Wh-questions, which usually start with a Pronoun
(POS-tag ‘‘P’’) or an Adverb (POS-tag ‘‘D’’), such as in: ‘‘Kdy přijdeš domů?’’

(When do you come home?) (Fig. 1).

Note that similar features that emphasize the importance of initial words in the

sentence have already been proposed, for instance in Ang et al. (2005), Webb

(2010), Jurafsky and Martin (2009).

Verb at the beginning of the sentence This feature is also a boolean indicator of

the presence of a verb as the first word of an utterance. It can be particularly useful

for the detection of Commands and Yes–no questions, which usually start with a

verb, such as in: ‘‘Jdi domů!’’ (Go home!) and ‘‘Půjdeš domů?’’ (Do you go home?)

(Fig. 2).

3.1.2 Syntactic features

All syntactic features are computed from the syntactic tree obtained after automatic

parsing of the target sentence: a detailed description of our automatic parser is given

in Sect. 5.2. We have chosen to represent the syntactic relations with dependencies,

as it is commonly done nowadays for many natural language processing tasks.

Furthermore, we have chosen the PDT to train our stochastic parser and our

annotation formalism thus follows the one used in the PDT.

An example of such a dependency tree is shown in Fig. 3, where the words

represent the nodes of the tree and the arcs the dependencies between words.

Dependencies are oriented, with each arrow pointing to the dependent word of the

relation. Each dependency is further labelled with the name of a syntactic relation,

such as Sb for subject, Pred for predicate, Atr for attribute, Obj for object, etc.

Dependency label The first generic feature derived from the parse tree is the label

of the dependency from the target word to its head. For example, the values taken by

this feature in Fig. 3 are, for each word: Atr, Sb, AuxP, Atr, Root, Pnom, Obj.

Fig. 1 Example of adverb as first word

Fig. 2 Example of verb as first word
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Root position in the utterance In theory, every utterance is parsed into a single

dependency tree. The position of the root of this tree is likely to depend on the type of

sentence and dialogue act. Hence, intuitively, the root tends to be positioned in the

middle of declarative sentences, as in Fig. 3, while it is more often located at the start of

utterances for commands/orders, such as in: ‘‘Zavři dveře!’’(Close the door!) (Fig. 4).

This feature is the absolute position of the root, after normalization of the

sentence length to 10 words. The normalization is realized with a standard binning

technique, eventually filling empty internal bins with virtual non-root words for

short sentences, so that the word at the middle of the sentence is in bin 5 and

recursively in the left and right halves of the sentence.

Unexpressed subject This feature is a boolean feature that is true if and only if a

subject dependency exists for the first verb in the sentence. Indeed, verbs without

subjects may intuitively occur more frequently in commands/orders than in

declarative sentences, as illustrated in the previous example. This is however not

always true, especially in the Czech language, where unexpressed subjects are quite

common and thus often occur in most dialogue acts, such as in: ‘‘Šel do kina.’’ (He

went to the cinema.) (Fig. 5).

Basic composite pair This feature is a boolean value that encodes the relative

position of each pair Subject and verb. When the verb precedes the subject, this is

often viewed as strong evidence in favour of detecting a question in many European

languages such as English and French. However, in the Czech language, this is not

always true because of two main factors:

Fig. 3 Example of an instance of a Czech statement dialogue act (two points out of six are worthy of
attention) with its parse tree

Fig. 4 Example of leftmost root position

Fig. 5 Example of unexpressed subject
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1. Subjects may be omitted, as explained in the previous section.

2. A statement can start with a Direct Object, followed by a Verb and its Subject,
such as in ‘‘Květiny dostala matka.’’ (The mother got flowers) (Fig. 6).

4 Dialogue act model

4.1 General principle

The general principle of our dialogue act recognition approach is to decompose the

problem of tagging a complete sentence into the (easier) problems of tagging

individual words. Our basic assumption is that every single word contributes to the

global dialogue act depending on its form, nature and global context. The proposed

approach thus assigns a single dialogue act tag to every word and then combines all

the dialogue act tags that contribute to the same sentence to infer a single dialogue

act tag for this sentence. The word-tagging process is implemented with a

conditional random field (CRF) while the sentence-tagging process is realized with

two simple combination models that are described next.

4.2 Training and pre-processing

Only the word-level CRF model is trained. The second combination stage is realized

by a non-parametric decision process and thus does not need any training.

The manually annotated dialogue act tag associated to each training utterance is first

duplicated and assigned to every word of the utterance. Then, these utterances are

automatically tagged with POS-tags and parsed with the Malt parser (Nivre et al. 2007)

to produce a dependency tree. A vector of lexical and syntactic features is then derived

from this parse tree for each word of the utterance. A special word is inserted before

every utterance, with a single feature that indicates the start of an utterance. This special

word is given the same dialogue act tag as the other words of the sentence. Finally, all

these feature vectors, along with their associated dialogue act tags are pooled together in

sequence and the CRF is trained on this corpus with the classical L-BFGS algorithm.

The data pre-processing procedure described above also applies to the test corpus.

4.3 Testing and dialogue act inference

During testing, both word-level and sentence-level models are involved to infer

dialogue acts. In the first step, the previously trained CRF is applied on the current

Fig. 6 Example of inverted subject
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words sequence and outputs one dialogue act tag for every word of the sentence.

Then, the sentence-level decision process converts this resulting sequence of

dialogue act tags into a single dialogue act tag per sentence.

Note that an alternative, single-stage strategy may have been to use a non-

stochastic global approach, for instance with a maximum entropy model and global

features. However, such an approach usually exploits a bag-of-word hypothesis or

otherwise implies to explicitly define sentence-global features. Although we have

already used with some success a similar approach in a previous work with words

position (Král et al. 2007), we rather investigate in the current work the proposed

two-stage strategy, which focuses on modelling the succession of word-level

dialogue act tags.

Hidden Markov Models, Maximum-Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs) and

CRFs are amongst the most common stochastic classifiers. We have chosen CRF

because Laferty et al. (2001) have shown that CRFs avoid the label bias problem, as

compared to MEMMs. Furthermore, CRFs are conditional models, and as such,

make a better use of their parameters than generative models such as HMMs to

model the target distribution of probability. They have also proven in recent years to

be superior to most variants of HMMs in many natural language processing tasks

and in particular in a punctuation generation application, which is closely related to

dialogue act recognition. Hence, Favre et al. (2009) compared three sequence

models: Hidden-Event Language Model (HELM), factored-HELM and CRFs for

comma prediction. They have shown that the best results are obtained with CRFs,

although CRFs may not scale easily to large databases.

We thus use CRFs to compute the conditional probability:

PðDAjFÞ ¼ Pðc0; c1; . . .; cnjf0; f1; . . .; fnÞ

¼
Yn

i¼0

Pðcijfi; c1; . . .; ci�1Þ
ð1Þ

where F ¼ hf0; f1; . . .; fni represents the sequence of features vectors, n is the

number of words in the utterance, f0 the initial start word and DA ¼ hc0; c1; . . .; cni
is the output sequence of dialogue acts.

4.4 Sentence-level combination and decision process

We investigate two approaches for the final decision process, which shall output a

single dialogue act tag for the whole utterance: majority voting and Naive Bayes

classification.

4.4.1 Majority voting

The final dialogue act tag is simply the tag with the highest frequency counts

amongst the n tags c1; . . .; cn. Ambiguous cases are resolved by choosing the tag

with the largest posterior probability.
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4.4.2 Naive Bayes classification

In the ‘‘Naive Bayes’’ classifier (Grau et al. 2004), every tag ci is assumed

independent from all others given the Markov assumption. Hence, the probability

over the whole utterance is given by Eq. 2:

PðcjFÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1

Pðci ¼ cjfi; ci�1Þ ð2Þ

where P(ci = c|fi,ci-1) is the word-level posterior probability returned by the first-

order CRF, when the CRF is constrained to follow the sub-optimal path

ðc0 ¼ c; c1 ¼ c; . . .; cn ¼ cÞ. Note that this tag sequence is different from the one

used in the ‘‘majority voting case’’, where the global optimal path returned by the

CRF is used.

The resulting dialogue act is the one that maximizes the a posteriori probability:

ĉ ¼ arg max
c

PðcjFÞ:

5 Evaluation

The proposed two-step model is evaluated on a Czech train reservation corpus and

compared with a unigram model and with a baseline CRF model that only exploits

lexical and morpho-syntactic features. The evaluation metric is the dialogue act

recognition accuracy. In the following, we first describe the Czech corpus, then the

two pieces of software that have been used to compute the morphosyntactic tags and

the parse tree and we finally discuss the experimental results.

5.1 Corpus

The corpus used to validate the proposed approaches is the Czech Railways corpus

that contains human–human dialogues. It was created at the University of West

Bohemia mainly by members of the Department of Computer Science and

Engineering in the context of a train ticket reservation dialogue expert system. The

whole corpus has been recorded in laboratory conditions and contains about 12 h of

audio recordings. The audio files have been both manually and automatically

transcribed. We thus evaluate our dialogue act recognition approach on both types

of transcriptions, in order to further assess its robustness to speech recognition

errors.

Automatic transcription has been realized with the jLASER (Pavelka and Ekštein

2007) recogniser, which has been developed in our LICS3 laboratory. It is based on

a so called hybrid framework that combines the advantages of the hidden Markov

model approach with those of artificial neural networks. We use HMMs with state

emission probabilities computed from the output neuron activations of a neural

network (such as the multi-layer perceptron). jLASER has been trained on 6,234

3 http://liks.fav.zcu.cz.
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sentences (about 9 h), while 2,173 sentences (about 3 h) pronounced by different

speakers are used for testing. Because of the size of the corpus, a class-based 3-g

language model has been used.

All sentences of this ‘‘test’’ corpus have been manually labelled by three different

annotators with the following dialogue acts: statements (S), orders (O), yes/no questions

[Q (y/n)] and other questions (Q). The DA corpus structure is reported in Table 2, where

the number of dialogue acts is shown in column 2. This choice of dialogue acts has been

done because our DA recognition module is designed to be used with a rule-based

dialogue system that only exploits these four types of information as an input. The

following dialogue act recognition experiments are realized on this labelled corpus using

a cross-validation procedure, where 10 % of the corpus is reserved for the test, another

10 % for the development set and 80 % for training of the CRF.

5.2 Tools

For lemmatization and POS-tagging, we use the mate-tools http://code.google.com/

p/mate-tools/. The lemmatizer and POS tagger models are trained on 5,853 sen-

tences (94,141 words) randomly taken from the Prague Dependency Tree Bank

(PDT 2.0) (Hajič et al. 2000) corpus. The PDT 2.0 is a collection of Czech news-

paper texts that are annotated on the three following layers: morphological (2

Table 2 Description of the Czech Railways DA corpus

DA corpus

DA No. Example English translation

S 566 Chtěl bych jet do Pı́sku I would like to go to Pı́sek

O 125 Najdi dalšı́ vlak do Plzně! Give me the next train to Plzeň!

Q [y/n] 282 Řekl byste nám dalšı́ spojenı́? Do you say next connection?

Q 1,200 Jak se dostanu do Šumperka? How can I go to Šumperk?

Sent. 2,173

Table 3 Tag-set description
Abbreviation Description

A Adjective

C Numeral

D Adverb

I Interjection

J Conjunction

N Noun

P Pronoun

V Verb

R Preposition

T Particle

Z Punctuation
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million words), syntactic (1.5 million words) and complex syntactic and semantic

layer (0.8 million words). In this work, only the syntactic dependencies of the

second layer are considered. The performance of the lemmatizer and POS tagger are

evaluated on a different set of 5,181 sentences (94,845 words) extracted from the

same corpus. The accuracy of the lemmatizer is 81.09 %, while the accuracy of our

POS tagger is 99.99 %. Our tag set contains 11 POS-tags as described in Table 3.

Our dependency parser is the Malt Parser v 1.3 trained on 32,616 sentences

(567,384 words) from PDT 2.0. The dependency set is thus: Adv, AdvAtr, Apos, Atr,
AtrAdv, AtrAtr, AtrObj, Atv, AtvV, AuxC, AuxG, AuxK, AuxO, AuxP, AuxR, AuxT,
AuxV, AuxX, AuxY, AuxZ, Coord, ExD, Obj, ObjAtr, Pnom, Pred, Sb. The Labelled

Attachment Score (LAS) of our parser is about 66 %.

Our CRF toolkit is based on the Stanford OpenNLP library,4 which has been

modified in order to include syntactic features. The resulting model has about 3,200

parameters.

5.3 Baseline rule-based system

Our claim in this work is that structured syntactic features, which cannot be simply

derived from word forms, bring relevant information that help a classifier to

discriminate between some dialogue acts, even in Czech, which is known to be a

free-word order language. We actually show next that despite the theoretical

linguistic constructions in Czech, which do not a priori strongly constrain the

grammatical structures with regard to word orders, common usage in Czech exhibits

statistical properties that are discriminative for the few dialogue acts considered

here. Furthermore, we show that such statistical properties cannot be captured with

simple deterministic rules, but that they must be considered instead in context

within a stochastic model like the proposed CRF that is trained on real data.

To illustrate this idea, let’s consider the particularly difficult case of yes–no

questions versus statement. Table 4 shows a typical example of such a case, which

cannot be captured by syntactic information in Czech.

However, despite such difficult theoretical constructions, we have automatically

parsed our Czech speech corpus and analyzed the relative frequency of subject

relations with the verb on the left of the subject (feature ‘‘Basic composite pair’’):

48 % of such inverted relations occur in statements, which corresponds to a pure

random ratio and complies with the free-word order property of Czech, while this ratio

goes up to 88 % in yes/no questions, which demonstrates that such a feature is indeed

informative in common usages of Czech. Nevertheless, we also show next that this

observation, in itself, is not enough to accurately discriminate between yes/no

questions and statements, and that it must be considered in context to be really useful.

In order to validate this claim, we build next a deterministic baseline model that

classifies the four proposed dialogue acts using hand-crafted rules that:

4 http://incubator.apache.org/opennlp.
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Table 4 Example of discrimination between yes/no question and statement that cannot be realized from

syntactic information in Czech

English Czech

Statement He loves her Miluješ ho

Yes/no question Does he love her Miluješ ho

Punctuation is not shown because it is not available at the output of speech recognizers and is thus not

used by our system

Table 5 Hand-crafted rules used in the deterministic baseline system

Rule Trigger DA Description

1. Lexical rules

R1 S Occurrence of a word in the list

‘‘bych’’: conditional form, first person singular

‘‘bychom’’: conditional form, first person plural

‘‘jsem’’: ‘‘to be’’, first person singular

‘‘jsme’’: ‘‘to be’’, first person plural

‘‘potřebuji’’, ‘‘potřebujeme’’

‘‘I need’’, ‘‘we need’’

‘‘chci’’, ‘‘chceme’’, ‘‘chtěl’’, ‘‘chtěla’’, ‘‘chtěli’’

‘‘I want’’, ‘‘we want’’, ‘‘he wanted’’, ‘‘she wanted’’, ‘‘they wanted’’

‘‘znát’’, ‘‘vědět’’ and ‘‘doptat’’

‘‘to know’’ and ‘‘to ask’’

R2 Q [y/n] The first word in the sentence is one of

‘‘můžu’’, ‘‘můžete’’, ‘‘můžeme’’

‘‘can you’’ in singular and in plural, ‘‘can we’’

‘‘má’’, ‘‘máte’’, ‘‘máme’’

‘‘do you have’’ in singular and in plural, ‘‘do we have’’

R3 Q ‘‘Wh*’’ word or a word from the list below is at the beginning

of the sentence

‘‘jak’’, ‘‘jakpak’’ and ‘‘kolik’’

‘‘how’’ and ‘‘how many’’

2. Morpho-syntactic rules

R4 O Verb with imperative form at the beginning of the sentence

Verb at the beginning of the sentence has a suffix amongst

‘‘ej’’, ‘‘me’’, ‘‘te’’

Suffix of imperative form for 2nd person singular, 1st person plural,

2nd person plural

3. Syntactic rules

R6 O The first word of the sentence is the syntactic root

R7 O A verb doesn’t have any subject

R8 Q [y/n] Subject–verb inversion

4. Default rule

R9 S When no previous rules apply, by default, the statement is chosen
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• Include common lexical knowledge, such as interrogative words.

• Use syntactic rules that match the proposed features described in Sect. 3.1.2,

such as the subject–verb inversion rule just described.

The set of rules is described in Table 5. When several rules apply on the same

sentence, the chosen dialogue act is decided with a majority vote. In case of

equality, the winner amongst competing dialogue acts is the one with the higher

prior probability on the corpus, i.e., in decreasing order: Q, S, Q [y/n], O.

The recognition accuracy of the rule-based system is shown in Table 6. We

evaluate two cases: manual word transcription and automatic transcription by jLASER

recognizer. Table 6 shows that errors from the speech recognizer don’t play an

important role for DA recognition, resulting in a decrease of accuracy of about 4 %.

The highest score for class O might result from the precision of the set of rules

defined for this class. Conversely, the lower score of class S may be due to the

difficulty to define a specific rule for this class. We thus only used a list of key-

words for S and sentences are mainly classified into this class when no rule from

another class is triggered.

5.4 Experiments

Two experiments are realized next. The first one performs dialogue act recognition

on manual word transcriptions and evaluates and compares the impact of the

proposed lexical and syntactic features and the relative performances of both

sentence-level combination models. The unigram model corresponds to a very basic

baseline approach that only exploits lexical unigram probabilities. We further

compare the proposed approach with more advanced baselines that are also based on

a CRF but with lexical and morphosyntactic features only (word forms, lemmas and

POS-tags). In the second experiment, the same set of models is applied on automatic

word transcriptions. This allows assessing the robustness of both our parsers and

feature sets to speech recognition errors.

5.4.1 Manual transcription evaluation

Table 7 shows the dialogue act recognition accuracies obtained with the different

proposed models. We have computed statistical significance of the difference

between two models with the McNemar test, as suggested in Gillick and Cox (1989)

for a similar classification task. The p value is in general below the traditional

threshold of 0.05. The p values of some important comparisons are for instance:

Table 6 Dialogue act recognition accuracy for the baseline rule-based system with manual and auto-

matic word transcription by jLASER recognizer

Transcription type S O Q [y/n] Q Global

Manual 67.3 95.2 92.2 87.9 83.5

jLASER 67.5 88.8 85.1 82.0 79.0
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• SyNB versus B3NB: p < 0.001.

• SyNB versus B4NB: p = 0.016.

• SyNB versus BANB: p = 0.002.

We can first observe that the Naive Bayes combination gives in general better results

than majority voting, which was expected, as Naive Bayes exploits the posteriors, which

are a richer source of information than just the knowledge of the winning class.

This table also shows relatively low recognition scores for the class O. This is

probably due to the relatively smaller amount of training data for this class. This

analysis is supported by the good recognition accuracy obtained by the baseline

rule-based system for this class, which does not depend on any training corpus. The

best recognition rate is for the class Q, which is both the most frequent class and

Table 7 Dialogue act recognition accuracy for different features/approaches with manual word

transcription

Features/approach Accuracy (%)

S O Q [y/n] Q Global

1. Unigram

B0 Words 93.5 77.6 96.5 89.9 91.0

2. Majority voting

B1MV Words 87.63 76.61 81.21 99.42 92.50

B2MV Words ? lemmas 87.63 76.61 82.27 99.42 92.82

B3MV Words ? POS-tags 87.63 72.58 81.21 99.50 92.50

B4MV Words ? pronoun at the beginning 90.28 76.61 95.39 99.33 95.17

B5MV Words ? verb at the beginning 87.63 79.03 95.04 99.42 94.61

BAMV Words ? all baseline features 88.87 84.68 94.68 99.42 95.21

S1MV Words ? dependency labels 87.81 74.19 88.30 99.42 93.51

S2MV Words ? root position 89.05 87.10 92.20 99.33 95.03

S3MV Words ? unexpressed subject 89.22 78.23 84.75 99.25 93.55

S4MV Words ? basic composite pair 88.34 78.23 84.75 99.33 93.37

SyMV All features 89.93 92.74 94.68 99.42 95.95

3. Naive Bayes classifier

B1NB Words 94.52 71.77 83.33 99.25 94.38

B2NB Words ? lemmas 94.88 87.90 91.13 99.42 96.50

B3NB Words ? POS-tags 95.05 80.65 88.30 99.00 95.53

B4NB Words ? pronoun at the beginning 96.47 83.06 94.68 99.33 97.05

B5NB Words ? verb at the beginning 88.87 48.39 94.33 99.00 92.86

BANB Words ? all baseline features 92.05 86.29 94.68 99.5 96.18

S1NB Words ? dependency labels 94.52 81.45 89.01 99.00 95.53

S2NB Words ? root position 90.11 85.48 93.62 99.00 95.21

S3NB Words ? unexpressed subject 93.11 85.48 85.82 99.08 95.03

S4NB Words ? basic composite pair 93.11 85.48 86.52 99.08 95.12

SyNB All features 95.23 95.16 96.81 99.33 97.70
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which is characterized by strong cues, especially concerning the influence of the

first word in the sentence (B4NB) as well as distinctive interrogative word forms

(B1NB, B2NB).

The most important remark is that the combination of all proposed syntactic and

baseline features significantly outperforms all baseline features, which confirms that

the proposed syntactic features bring complementary information. This result

supports our claim that structured syntactic information might prove useful for

dialogue act recognition.

5.4.2 Automatic transcription evaluation

Table 8 shows a similar evaluation to the one in Table 7, except that the textual

transcriptions are now obtained automatically with the jLASER speech recogniser.

Table 8 Dialogue act recognition accuracy for different features/approaches with automatic word

transcription using jLASER speech recogniser

Features/approach Accuracy (%)

S O Q (y/n) Q Global

1. Unigram

B0 Words 93.1 68.8 94.7 86.3 88.2

2. Majority voting

B1MV Words 82.69 29.84 62.06 99.25 86.14

B2MV Words ? lemmas 83.92 41.13 65.25 99.17 87.48

B3MV Words ? POS-tags 81.80 28.23 63.48 99.17 85.96

B4MV Words ? pronoun at the beginning 86.04 54.03 80.50 98.75 90.52

B5MV Words ? verb at the beginning 81.10 25.00 79.43 98.17 87.11

BAMV Words ? all baseline features 88.52 58.47 81.25 97.97 90.84

S1MV Words ? dependency labels 80.04 33.06 70.57 99.25 86.74

S2MV Words ? root position 83.39 50.00 79.08 98.33 89.18

S3MV Words ? unexpressed subject 81.63 33.87 61.35 99.33 86.05

S4MV Words ? basic composite pair 81.63 33.87 60.28 99.33 85.91

SyMV All features 84.28 71.77 82.98 98.17 91.07

3. Naive Bayes classifier

B1NB Words 88.16 29.84 79.79 99.17 89.83

B2NB Words ? lemmas 90.81 33.87 82.27 99.33 91.16

B3NB Words ? POS-tags 89.93 30.65 80.85 99.08 90.42

B4NB Words ? pronoun at the beginning 91.34 66.13 89.36 98.67 93.21

B5NB Words ? verb at the beginning 82.51 29.03 82.62 97.83 87.94

BANB Words ? all baseline features 88.34 68.55 87.59 97.67 92.27

S1NB Words ? dependency labels 87.99 33.06 81.56 99.25 90.24

S2NB Words ? root position 84.81 69.35 83.33 88.42 91.25

S3NB Words ? unexpressed subject 89.93 34.68 80.50 99.08 90.61

S4NB Words ? basic composite pair 89.75 33.06 80.14 99.17 90.47

SyNB All features 91.17 70.97 88.65 98.00 93.46
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Sentence recognition accuracy is 39.8 % and word recognition accuracy is 83.4 %.

The complete annotation process starts from these imperfect transcriptions,

including: lemmatization, POS-tagging, parsing and dialogue act recognition. This

experiment thus assess the robustness of the complete processing chain to speech

recognition errors, in order to match as closely as possible the actual use of the

proposed approach in realistic conditions.

We can first observe that the impact of speech recognition errors is moderately

large, but not dramatic and thus does not jeopardize the applicability of the

proposed approach in real conditions. Hence, while the dialogue act classification

errors increase by 30 % with the unigram model, they increase by 113 % with the

baseline CRF B3NB, which was expected because the CRF exploits the

correlation between successive words and tags, which may propagate errors

amongst words. However, despite its lower robustness, the CRF model still

performs better in absolute value than the unigram model. The increase in

classification error of the syntactic-aware model is about 183 %, which is due to

the greater sensibility of the processing chain for this model. Indeed, speech

recognition errors are known to have a large impact on POS-tagging and parsing

performances. The derived syntactic features are thus also largely impacted by

such errors. This also explains why the simple proposed baseline features, such as

B4NB, are also the most robust ones.

6 Conclusions

This work extends our previous works that tended to demonstrate the importance of

global structural information for dialogue act recognition by implicitly modelling

local constraints with CRFs and explicitly proposing global syntactic features derived

from automatic parsing of the sentence. Regarding the efficiency of syntactic features

for dialogue act recognition, we have provided a number of evidence to support our

claim that syntactic information might be important for dialogue act recognition and

that the main reason why they have not been widely used so far in this domain is due to

(1) the difficulty to reliably parse speech and dialogues; (2) the intrinsic complexity of

the syntactic material as compared to the classical lexical and morphosyntactic tags;

and (3) the lack of robustness of parsers to speech recognition errors. This claim is

based on a review of several companion works that show the importance of syntax for

both dialogue act recognition and closely related domains such as punctuation

generation. Second, we have proposed several simple as well as more complex

syntactic features that are derived from a full deep parsing of the sentence and have

shown that the use of such features indeed significantly improves the dialogue act

classification performance on our Czech corpus. Finally, we have studied the

robustness of the proposed system and have shown that, as expected, the most

complex syntactic features are also the most sensitive to speech recognition errors.

Hence, given the evidence collected in this work, we conclude that syntax

information might prove important for dialogue act recognition, as it has already

been shown relevant for many other natural language processing tasks. The main

challenge that remains is to increase its robustness to speech recognition errors, but
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we expect this challenge to be soon overcome, thanks to the great progresses

realized in the automatic parsing community in recent years.
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Abstract

Automatic speech transcripts can be made more readable and
useful for further processing by enriching them with punctua-
tion marks and other meta-linguistic information. We study in
this work how to improve automatic recovery of one of the most
difficult punctuation marks, commas, in French and in Czech.
We show that commas detection performances are largely im-
proved in both languages by integrating into our baseline Con-
ditional Random Field model syntactic features derived from
dependency structures. We further study the relative impact
of language-independent vs. specific features, and show that
a combination of both of them gives the largest improvement.
Robustness of these features to speech recognition errors is fi-
nally discussed.
Index Terms: Dependency parsing, punctuation detection,
commas recovery

1. Introduction and related works
Automatic speech transcripts are still difficult to read, because
of recognition errors, but also because of the missing structure
of the document, and in particular capitalization and punctua-
tion. We focus in this work on the task of recovering commas
in a given text, which may also help subsequent automatic pro-
cessing such as parsing and mining.

Punctuation recovery is often realized based on prosodic
(pauses, pitch contours, energy) and lexical (surrounding words,
n-grams) features, such as in [1], where full stops, commas and
question marks are recovered using a finite state approach that
combines lexical n-grams and prosodic features. Commas are
recovered with a Slot Error Rate (SER) of 81% on automati-
cally transcribed utterances of the Hub-4 English audio corpus.
Both prosodic and lexical features are also combined via a max-
imum entropy model in [2], where commas are recovered on the
Switchboard corpus with a F-score of 79% with lexical features
only, while prosody does not help at all. For English, both the
works reported in [3] and [4] (described next) show that syntac-
tic features are very important for punctuation recovery.

Punctuation recovery has also been studied in other lan-
guages than English: In [5], automatic capitalization is realized
along with automatic recovery of full stops and commas in Por-
tuguese. Both punctuation marks are detected with a maximum
entropy model that exploits acoustic and lexical features. Com-
mas are hence recovered on automatic speech transcripts with
an SER of 101%.

The authors of [6] exploit a hidden-event n-gram model
combined with a prosodic model to recover punctuation marks
on the Czech broadcast news corpus. F-scores of 66% and 68%
are reported for commas recovery with respectively the lexical
n-gram only and the lexical model combined with the decision

tree model for prosody. In both previous works, no syntactic
features are used.

In [7], a maximum entropy model is also exploited to re-
cover 14 punctuation marks from the Penn Chinese TreeBank.
For commas, the model exhibits a F-score of 81.14%. In order
to achieve such performances, syntactic features derived from
the manual syntactic annotations are used.

The authors of [4] focus on the study of comma prediction
in English with syntactic features. They have compared three
sequence models: Hidden-Event Language Model (HELM),
factored-HELM and Conditional Random Fields (CRF). They
report that the best results have been obtained with CRF, al-
though CRFs may not scale easily to large databases.

2. Commas recovery approach
We propose to extend the work of [4] in the following aspects:

• Design of new syntactic features dedicated to comma re-
covery and derived from dependency structures.

• Evaluation of these features on two new languages:
French and Czech.

In French and Czech, the available corpora are far from being
as large as in English, and scaling is not yet an issue. We have
thus decided to base our work on CRF models. Furthermore,
considering the relatively limited impact of prosodic features
for commas recovery as reported in the literature, only lexical
and syntactic features are exploited next. A CRF model is then
trained to classify every subsequent word into two classes: the
class of words that are followed by a comma, and the class of
words without comma. The CRF input features are only local
and derived from the current, previous and next words. These
features are then pushed in sequence, with special words in-
serted at sentence boundaries, into a feature stream that is used
to train the CRF model. The test corpus is processed in the same
way.

3. Syntactic features
3.1. French dependency features

3.1.1. Syntactic feature for coordination

In French, commas are commonly used to serve different
purposes [8]. One of their most common usage is as a
replacement of coordinations, such as “et” (and) and “ou” (or).
The following illustrates this usage of commas, for the nominal
group “The apples, pears and bananas”:

Copyright © 2011 ISCA 28-31 August 2011, Florence, Italy
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les pommes , les poires et les bananes
�de

t � co
or

d �de
t� de
pc

oo
rd� co

or
d

�de
t� de
pc

oo
rd

The dependency tree is represented on top of the words,
with oriented dependency arcs between the head word (circled
extremity of the arc) and its governed word. Dependencies
are labelled with grammatical functions, such as det for
determiner, coord for coordinator and depcoord for coor-
dination dependent. This example follows the annotation
guidelines of the French Treebank, in which commas have
an explicit role in the coordination structure. Our objec-
tive is to recover commas, which implies to remove them
from the corpus first. This is achieved by automatically
transforming the previous example tree into the follow-
ing one, in order to preserve the coordination structure:

les pommes les poires et les bananes
�de

t �de
t� co

or
d� co
or

d

�de
t� de
pc

oo
rd

We have designed a feature to capture this usage of commas
as follows: let wi be the ith word in the sentence. We want to
know whether a comma shall be put between wi and wi+1. We
then successively look at words wi+1, wi+2, · · · until we find
a word wi+n that is governed by a head word wi−m m ≥ 0
on the left of wi. The feature is then TRUE iff this dependency
label is ”coord”, otherwise, it is FALSE. This raw feature is
further modified according to the identity of the following word
wi+1. When wi+1 is one of the two coordination keywords
“et” (and) and “ou” (or), then the feature is set to FALSE. In
the previous example, this feature is, for each word: FALSE
(les), TRUE (pommes), TRUE (les), FALSE (poires), FALSE
(et), FALSE (les), FALSE (bananes).

This feature is hereafter called IsCoord.

3.1.2. Syntactic feature for modifiers

Another common usage is to separate the modifier group that is
before the verbal group, such as in “on Monday and Tuesday, I
will take the first train”:

lundi et mardi , je prendrai le premier train

�m
od� co

or
d� de

pc
oo

rd �po
nc

t �su
j �de

t �m
od� ob

j

We can note a few new dependencies in this example: mod
for modifier, ponct for punctuation marks that are not part of
a coordination structure, suj for subject and obj for object. In
this example, mardi (Tuesday) should be followed by a comma,
while premier (first) should not.

Intuitively, we will look at subtrees, or constituents, which
are modifiers of another following word in the sentence. Then,
commas may occur right after such constituents. This may be
inferred, for the target word wi, by looking for every subtree
for which wi is the rightmost word. Then, we check whether
this subtree is a modifier of another word wi+m m > 0 that
is anywhere in the sentence after wi. It is important to check

that wi is indeed the rightmost word of the modifier constituent,
because commas usually only occur right after the constituent,
and not within the constituent. Every time these conditions are
met, the feature is defined as the ”distance”, i.e. the number of
words between the head of this constituent and wi.

In the previous example, ”lundi” is the rightmost word of
a single subtree composed of a single node (itself). The head
of this subtree is thus also ”lundi”, which is indeed a modifier
of a word at its right (”prendrai”). So the value of this feature
for lundi is 0. Similarly, the feature value is 1 for ”et” and 2
for ”mardi”. It is then -1 for ”je”, ”prendrai” and ”le”, because
there is no modifier, and it is 0 for ”premier” and -1 for ”train”.

We hereafter refer to this feature as IsMod.

3.1.3. Syntactic feature for cross-dependencies

We propose here to generalize both previous features into a new
feature that encodes cross-dependency relations between both
parts of the sentence, before and after the target candidate word
wi. The intuitive idea behind this feature is that commas are
more likely to separate two weakly dependent chunks than to
occur within a chunk. This feature is computed as follows, for
the target word wi:

• We check whether the head of wi+1 is located before wi;
if so, then the corresponding dependency is crossing the
limit between wi and wi+1. The value of the feature is
then the label of this dependency.

• Otherwise, the same test is performed recursively for ev-
ery ancestor of wi+1, i.e., for the head of the head of
wi+1, and so on, until a crossing dependency is found or
until the root of the tree is reached.

• If the root of the tree is reached without finding any
crossing dependency, then we look recursively for a left-
to-right crossing dependency on top of wi, its head, etc.

In the previous example, the feature values are:
lundi(coord), et(depcoord), mardi(LEFTmod), je(LEFTsuj), prendrai(obj),
le(obj), premier(obj), train(NIL)

This feature is hereafter called DepCross. It is used next
both in French and Czech experiments.

3.2. Czech dependency features

3.2.1. Syntactic feature for coordination

In the Czech language, the usage of commas is much more
regular than in French, as described in [6], and commas most
frequently precede specific grammatical function words, such
as “protože” (because), “ale” (but), “který” (what), etc. This
regularity mainly explains the relatively high F-scores reported
in [6] and in our own experiments in Czech when using only
contextual lexical features.

Nevertheless, another usage of commas in Czech that might
be better recovered with syntactic features concerns, just like in
French, coordination constructs. In the Prague Treebank, com-
mas also play an explicit role in the syntactic tree, such as in “In
Prague, Brno, Ostrava, Pilsen”:

v Praze , Brně , Ostravě , Plzni

�A
tr �A

ux
X �A

tr �A
ux

X �A
tr

� C
oo

rd

� A
tr

As we did for French, such structures are thus automatically
transformed into:
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v Praze Brně Ostravě Plzni

�A
tr �A

tr �A
tr

� C
oo

rd

A new syntactic feature has been specifically designed for
this usage of commas in Czech. Intuitively, this feature aims at
detecting coordination occurrences that involve more than three
items. In such cases, just like in French, all items are usually
separated by commas, except for the last two items that are sep-
arated by a coordination word, such as “a” (and) and “nebo”
(or). The feature designed to detect this frequent pattern is com-
puted as follow, for the target word wi:

1. Recursively parse the tree branch from wi to the root of
the tree, i.e., the head of wi, the head of its head, etc.
until the root or a dependency ”coord” is found (Plzni in
the example).

2. When such a coordinator is found, list all of its direct
children and finds the dependency label that occurs the
most frequently amongst them (Atr). We assume this is
the dependency type between the coordinated items and
their common head.

3. The children with this dependency type are sorted
chronologically and all items that occur after the coor-
dination keyword are removed (none in the example).

4. For each remaining item, we check whether wi is the
right-most word of the corresponding subtree (always
true in the example, as every child is composed of a
single-word); if it is, then the chosen feature is the num-
ber of remaining items between this target group and the
coordination keyword (e.g., 2 for Praze).

5. The feature is set to -1 whenever any of the preceding
conditions do not hold.

This feature is hereafter called IsCoordCz.

3.2.2. Dependency type feature

Apart from the special case of coordination, we have further
used another generic feature derived from the parse tree, which
is the label of the dependency from the target word to its head.
This generic feature shall cover use cases for commas that are
neither handled by lexical information only, nor by a coordina-
tion structure. For example, in the previous utterance “v Praze
Brně Ostravě Plzni”, the features for each word are: Root, Atr,
Atr, Atr and Coord.

This feature is hereafter called DepLabel. Just like De-
pCross, DepLabel has been tested on both French and Czech
corpus, but it had no impact on the French F-score.

4. Experimental validation
4.1. Experimental set-up

The French Treebank (FTB) is composed of 12500 sentences
and 325 000 words [9]. It consists of articles from Le Monde
newspaper manually enriched with phrase structure annota-
tions, which are further automatically converted into syntac-
tic dependencies. The Prague Dependency Tree Bank (PDT
2.0) [10] is a collection of Czech newspaper texts that are an-
notated on the three following layers: morphological (2 mil-
lion words), syntactic (1.5 million words) and complex syntac-
tic and semantic layer (0.8 million words). In this work, only

the syntactic dependencies of the second layer are considered.
All experiments are realized in 10 folds cross-validation, where
9 tenths of the corpus is used to train the CRF model, and 1
tenth for testing.

We use a modified version of the Stanford CRF package ini-
tially developed for Named Entity Recognition [11] to train and
test CRFs. The main modification concerns the possibility to
complement the lexical and morphosyntactic features with the
syntactic features for training and testing the CRF. The basic
lexical features include (wi−1, c), (wi, c) and (wi+1, c) where
c ∈ {comma, nocomma} is the class of word wi. The mor-
phosyntactic features (POS-tags) include (pi−1, c), (pi, c) and
(pi+1, c).

Two evaluation metrics are used: the classical F-score and
the Slot Error Rate, as defined in [12].

4.2. Experimental results in French

Table 1 compares the performances of different feature sets for
recovering commas on the French Treebank corpus, respec-
tively with manual and automatic parses. The parsing is re-
alized with our French version of the Malt Parser [13]. This
parser has been trained on the very same 9 tenth of the corpus
also reserved for training the comma-CRF. The CRF is actually
always trained on the manual (gold) dependency trees of this 9
tenth corpus. Hence, automatic parsing is only used on the test
set. Although this is a convenient approach because it does not
require a double cross-validation procedure, it may be subop-
timal, because the comma CRF only uses perfect dependency
trees during training. On the other hand, the impact of parsing
errors in table 1 is so small than it does not justify to train the
CRF with parser errors.

Manual deps. Auto deps.
F-sc SER F-sc SER

Lexical 38.7 93.6 38.7 93.6
Lexical + POS 43.2 85.4 43.2 85.4
Lexical + POS + IsCoord 46.9 82.7 46.5 83.0
Lexical + POS + IsMod 48.4 79.5 47.7 80.2
Lexical + POS + DepCross 75.0 50.7 74.9 51.1
Lexical + POS + all Synt. 76.4 47.6 76.1 48.4

Table 1: Comparison of different feature sets on the French
Treebank. The confidence interval is ±1.35%.

First, we can note that our baseline results are comparable
to the baseline results of the state-of-the-art: hence our base-
line F-score of 43.2% (for French) is comparable to the F-score
of 46.9% (for English) obtained on the Gigaword corpus with
lexical features in [4]. Note that there is a very large differ-
ence in corpus size between [4] and this work: 300 Kwords vs.
500 Mwords, i.e., an order of magnitude of 1000.

Second, adding any of the syntactic features helps, and
their combination brings a dramatic improvement over the base-
line lexical+POS features: more than +30% in F-score. Fur-
thermore, despite parsing errors of about 15%, syntactic fea-
tures still improve commas detection with automatic depen-
dency parses by more than 30% absolute.

4.3. Experimental results in Czech

Table 2 compares different feature sets on the Prague Treebank,
respectively with manual and automatic parsing.
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Manual deps. Auto deps.
F-sc SER F-sc SER

Lexical 62.9 62.0 62.9 62.0
Lex. + POS 64.1 56.0 64.1 56.0
Lex. + POS + IsCoordCz 69.6 49.6 66.6 53.1
Lex. + POS + DepLabel 77.1 39.6 77.0 40.5
Lex. + POS + DepCross 79.6 36.3 78.2 38.1
Lex. + POS + AllSynt 91.2 16.8 85.5 27.0

Table 2: Comparison of different feature sets on the Prague
Treebank. The confidence interval is ±0.1%.

In Czech, the baseline performances are much higher than
in French, as already discussed in section 3.2. The syntactic
feature dedicated to handle coordination brings largely signifi-
cant improvements, about +2.5% absolute. The best feature in
Czech is DepCross (+14%), as in French experiments.

Despite parsing errors of about 34%, syntactic features
still improve commas detection F-score by +21.4% in absolute
value. This clearly confirms the effective importance of syntac-
tic features to recover commas.

5. Discussion
5.1. Feature dependency to the language

Our initial objective in this work was to design generic syntactic
features that could be applied to different languages, similarly
to the basic word form and part-of-speech tag features, which
are applied as is in most natural language processing tasks. This
objective has only been partially reached. Indeed, we have ob-
served that the most ”basic” syntactic features, such as DepLa-
bel, may be very effective in some languages but not on others.
We nevertheless proposed such a generic feature, DepCross,
which seems to work very well in both languages.

Aside from this quest for generic features, we also focused
our efforts towards addressing specific usages of commas, such
as coordination or modifiers, where syntactic information might
intuitively bring valuable information. This approach also gave
some improvement in both languages, at the cost of devising
and implementing much more complex syntactic features. Nev-
ertheless, such focused features might prove useful, as shown
in our experiments, because they address specific patterns that
may not be correctly handled by generic features only.

5.2. Robustness to speech recognition errors

Punctuation recovery is a typical language processing task that
can be applied to automatic speech transcriptions. One might
question the robustness of the proposed syntactic features to
speech recognition errors, because of the known limited per-
formances of syntactic parsers on automatic transcriptions. We
have not been able so far to test our system on such speech tran-
scriptions, because the French and Prague treebanks are both
written text corpora. Furthermore, testing our system on an-
other speech corpus, such as the ESTER corpus, would first re-
quire to develop an efficient parser on this type of data. Indeed,
domain adaptation of syntactic parsers is known to be extremely
difficult, as demonstrated in the CoNLL’2007 campaign, which
prevents a direct application of written-text parsers to such cor-
pora. Although we have recently made some progress in this
direction [13], there is still no satisfying existing parsing solu-
tion nor resources for French spoken data.

6. Conclusions and future work
This work extended previous works dedicated to commas recov-
ery, and in particular [4]. Two new languages are considered,
and syntactic features are derived from the dependency tree for
each of them. In both cases, the syntactic features improve the
performances largely above significance levels. This supports
the published conclusions on the importance of syntax for this
task and extends them to French and Czech. The next steps
will consist in extending this work to support automatic speech
recognition outputs, with the objective of enriching such tran-
scripts with punctuation. However, this requires first to solve
the weakness of nowadays French and Czech parsers, which
are not robust enough to recognition errors.
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Abstract. This paper is focused on automatic document classification. The re-
sults will be used to develop a real application for the Czech News Agency. The
main goal of this work is to propose new features based on the Named Enti-
ties (NEs) for this task. Five different approaches to employ NEs are suggested
and evaluated on a Czech newspaper corpus. We show that these features do not
improve significantly the score over the baseline word-based features. The clas-
sification error rate improvement is only about 0.42% when the best approach is
used.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the amount of electronic text documents and the size of the World Wide
Web are extremely rapidly growing. Therefore, automatic document classification is
particularly important for information organization, storage and retrieval.

This work is focused on a real application of the document classification for the
Czech News Agency (CTK).1 CTK produces daily about one thousand text documents,
which belong to different classes such as sport, culture, business, etc. In the current
application, documents are manually annotated. Unfortunately, the manual annotation
represents a very time consuming and expensive task. Moreover, this annotation is often
not sufficiently accurate. It is thus beneficial to propose and implement an automatic
document classification system.

Named Entity (NE) Recognition was identified as a main research topic for automatic
information retrieval around 1996 [1]. The objective is identification of expressions with
special meaning such as person names, organizations, times, monetary values, etc. The
named entities can be successfully used in many fields and applications, e.g. question
answering, information filtering, etc.

In this paper, we propose new features for document classification of the Czech news-
paper documents based on the named entities. We believe that NEs bring some addi-
tional information, which can improve the performance of our document classification
system. Our assumptions are supported by the following observations.

1 http://www.ctk.eu
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– NEs can be used to differentiate some similar words according to the context. For
example, “Bush” can be American president or popular British band. Using infor-
mation about the NE, the documents can be classified correctly to one of the two
different categories: politics or culture.

– It is possible to use named entities to discover synonyms, e.g. “USA” and “United
States” are two different words. However, the word-sense is similar and they
represent the same NE, the country. This additional information should help to
classify two different documents containing “USA” and “United States” words, re-
spectively, into the same category.

– Named entities shall be also used to identify and connect individual words in the
multiple-words entities to one token. For example, the words in the expression
“Mladá fronta dnes” (name of the Czech newspaper) do not have any sense. They
can, used separately, produce a mismatch in document classification because the
word “dnes” (today) is mostly used in the class weather. Using one token can avoid
this issue.

Five different approaches to employ this information are proposed and evaluated next.

1. add directly the named entities to the feature vector (which is composed of words
(or lemmas)) as new tokens

2. concatenate words related to multiple-word entities to one individual token
3. combine (1) and (2)
4. concatenate words and named entities to one individual token
5. replace words related to the named entities by their NEs

Note that, to the best of our knowledge, named entities were never used previously
as features for the document classification task of the Czech documents. Moreover, we
have not found another work which uses NEs similarly for document classification.

Section 2 presents a short review about the document classification approaches with
the particular focus on the use of the NE recognition in this field. Section 3 describes
our approaches of the integration of named entities to the feature vector. Section 4 deals
with the realized experiments on the CTK corpus. We also discuss the obtained results.
In the last section, we conclude the research results and propose some future research
directions.

2 Related Work

Document clustering is an unsupervised approach that aims at automatically grouping
raw documents into clusters based on their words similarity, while document classifi-
cation relies on supervised methods that exploit a manually annoted training corpus to
train a classifier, which in turn identifies the class of new unlabeled documents. Mixed
approaches have also been proposed, such as semi-supervised approaches, which aug-
ment labeled training corpus with unlabeled data [2], or methods that exploit partial
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labels to discover latent topics [3]. This work focuses on document classification based
on the Vector Space Model (VSM), which basically represents each document with
a vector of all occurring words weighted by their Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF).

Several classification algorithms have been successfully applied [4, 5], e.g. Bayesian
classifiers, decision trees, k-Nearest Neighbour (kNN), rule learning algorithms, neural
networks, fuzzy logic based algorithms, Maximum Entropy (ME) and Support Vector
Machines (SVMs). However, the main issue of this task is that the feature
space in VSM is highly dimensional which negatively affects the performance of the
classifiers.

Numerous feature selection/reduction approaches have been proposed [6] in order to
solve this problem. The successfully used feature selection approaches include Docu-
ment Frequency (DF), Mutual Information (MI), Information Gain (IG), Chi-square test
or Gallavotti, Sebastiani & Simi metric [7, 8]. Furthermore, a better document repre-
sentation may lead to decreasing the feature vector dimension, e.g. using lemmatization
or stemming [9]. More recently, advanced techniques based on Labeled Latent Dirich-
let Allocation (LDA) [10] or Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [11] incorporating
semantic concepts [12] have been introduced.

Multi-label document classification [13, 14]2 becomes a popular research field, be-
cause it corresponds usually better to the needs of the real applications than one class
document classification. Several methods have been proposed as presented for instance
in surveys [15, 16].

The most of the proposed approaches is focused on English and is usually evaluated
on the Reuters,3 TREC4 or OHSUMED5 databases.

Only little work is focused on the document classification in other languages.
Yaoyong et al. investigate in [17] learning algorithms for cross-language document clas-
sification and evaluate them on the Japanese-English NTCIR-3 patent retrieval test col-
lection.6 Olsson presents in [18] a Czech-English cross-language classification on the
MALACH7 data set. Wu et al. deals in [19] with a bilingual topic aspect classification
of English and Chinese news articles from the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT)8

collection.
Unfortunatelly, only few work about the classification of the Czech documents exits.

Hrala et al. proposes in [20] a precise representation of Czech documents (lemmatiza-
tion and Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging included) and shown that mutual information is
the most accurate feature selection method which gives with the maximum entropy or
support vector machines classifiers the best results in the single-label Czech document

2 One document is usually labeled with more than one label from a predefined set of labels.
3 http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/
testcollections/reuters21578

4 http://trec.nist.gov/data.html
5 http://davis.wpi.edu/xmdv/datasets/ohsumed.html
6 http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/permission/perm-en.html
7 http://www.clsp.jhu.edu/research/malach/
8 http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig//tests/tdt/
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classification task9. It was further shown [21] that the approach proposed by Zhu et al.
in [22] is the most effective one for multi-label classification of the Czech documents.

To the best of our knowledge, only little work on the use of the NEs for document
classification has been done. Therefore, we will focus on the use of the named entities
in the closely related tasks. Joint learning of named entities and document topics has
mainly been addressed so far in different tasks than document clustering. For instance,
the authors of [23] exploit both topics and named entity models for language model
adaptation in speech recognition, or [24] for new event detection. Topic models are also
used to improve named entity recognition systems in a number of works, including [25–
27], which is the inverse task to our proposed work. Joint entity-topic models have also
been proposed in the context of unsupervised learning, such as in [28] and [29].

The lack of related works that exploit named entity recognition to help document clas-
sification is mainly explained in [30], which has precisely studied the impact of several
NLP-derived features, including named entity recognition, for text classification, and
concluded negatively. Despite this very important study, we somehow temper this con-
clusion and show that our intuition that suggests us that named entity features cannot be
irrelevant in the context of document classification, might not be completely wrong. In-
deed, nowadays NLP tools have improved and may provide richer linguistic features, and
the authors of [30] only use a restricted definition of named entities, which are limited
to proper nouns, while we are exploiting more complex types of named entities.

3 Document Classification with Named Entities

3.1 Preprocessing, Feature Selection and Classification

The authors of [20] have shown that morphological analysis including lemmatization
and POS tagging with combination of the MI feature selection method significantly
improve the document classification accuracy. Therefore, we have used the same pre-
processing in our work.

Lemmatization is used in order to decrease the feature number by replacing a par-
ticular word form by its lemma (base form) without any negative impact to the classi-
fication score. The words that should not contribute to classification are further filter
out from the feature vector according to their POS tags. The words with approximately
uniform distribution among all document classes are removed from the feature vector.
Therefore, only the words having the POS tags noun, adjective or adverb remain in the
feature vector.

Note that the above described steps are very important, because irrelevant and redun-
dant features can degrade the classification accuracy and the algorithm speed.

In this work, we would like to evaluate the importance of new features. Absolute
value of the recognition accuracy thus does not play a crucial role. Therefore, we have
chosen the simple Naive Bayes classifier which has usually an inferior classification
score. However, it will be sufficient for our experiments to show whether new features
bring any supplementary information.

9 One document is assigned exactly to one label from a predefined set of labels.
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3.2 Named Entity Integration

For better understanding, the features obtained by the proposed approaches will be
demonstrated on the Czech simple sentence “Český prezident Miloš Zeman dnes navštı́vil
Spojené státy.” (The Czech president Miloš Zeman visited today the United States) (see
Table 1). The baseline features after lemmatization and POS-tag filtration are shown in
the first line of this table. The second line corresponds to the English translation and the
third line illustrates the recognized named entities.

Table 1. Examples of the NE-based features obtained by the five proposed approaches

Český Prezident Miloš Zeman dnes Spojené státy.
Czech president Miloš Zeman today United States
O O Figure-B Figure-I Datetime-B Country-B Country-I

1. Český Prezident Miloš Zeman Figure dnes Datetime Spojené státy Country
2. Český Prezident Miloš-Zeman dnes Spojené-státy
3. Český Prezident Miloš-Zeman Figure dnes Datetime Spojené-státy Country
4. Český Prezident Miloš-Zeman-Figure dnes-Datetime Spojené-státy-Country
5. Český Prezident Figure Datetime Country

Named Entities as New Tokens in the Feature Vector - (1). The baseline feature
vector is composed of words (lemmas in our case) and their values are calculated by
the TF-IDF approach. In this approach, we insert directly the named entity labels to the
feature vector as new tokens. The values of the NE features are calculated similarly as
the values of the word features using the TF-IDF method. One example of the resulting
features of this approach is shown in the first line of the second section of Table 1.

Note that the feature values in all following approaches will be also computed by the
TF-IDF weighting.

Concatenation of Words (lemmas) Related to Multiple-word Entities to One Indi-
vidual Token - (2). As mentioned previously, the individual words of the multiple-word
entities have usually the different meaning than connected to one single token. In this
approach, all words which create a multiple-word NE are connected together and the
NE labels are further discarded. The second line of the second section of Table 1 shows
the features created by this approach.

Combination of the Approach (1) and (2) - (3). We assume that the NE labels can
bring other information than the connected words of the multiple-word NEs. Therefore,
in this approach we combine both previously proposed methods as illustrated in the
third line of the second section of Table 1.

Concatenation of Words (lemmas) and Named Entities into One Individual Token
- (4). The concatenated words of the multiple-word NEs and their NE labels are used
in the previous approach as two separated tokens. In this approach, they are linked
together to create one token. This approach should play an important role for word
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sense disambiguation (e.g. “Bush-Figure” vs. “Bush-Organization”). One example of
the features obtained by this approach is shown in the fourth line of the second section
of Table 1.

Named Entities Instead of the Corresponding Words - (5). The previously proposed
approaches increase the size of the feature vector. In this last approach, the size of the
vector is reduced replacing the words corresponding to the named entities by their NE
labels. The last line of Table 1 shows the features created by this approach.

Weighting of the Named Entities. We assume that named entities represent the most
important words in the documents. Therefore, we further slightly modify the TF-IDF
weighting in order to increase the importance of the named entities. The original weight
is multiplied by K when named entity identified.

Note that we often use the term “words” in the text while in the experiment we use
rather their “lemmas” instead.

4 Experiments

4.1 Tools and Corpora

We used the mate-tools10 for lemmatization and POS tagging. The lemmatizer and POS
tagger were trained on 5853 sentences (94.141 words) randomly taken from the PDT
2.011 [31] corpus. The performance of the lemmatizer and POS tagger are evaluated on
a different set of 5181 sentences (94.845 words) extracted from the same corpus. The
accuracy of the lemmatizer is 81.09%, while the accuracy of our POS tagger is 99.99%.
Our tag set contains 10 POS tags as shown in Table 2.

We use the top scoring Czech NER system [32]. It is based on Conditional Random
Fields. The overall F-measure on the CoNLL format version of Czech Named Entity
Corpus 1.0 (CNEC) is 74.08%, which is the best result so far. We have used the model
trained on the private CTK Named Entity Corpus (CTKNEC). The F-measure obtained
on this corpus is about 65%.

For implementation of the classifier we used an adapted version of the MinorThird12

tool. It has been chosen mainly because of our experience with this system.
As already stated, the results of this work shall be used by the CTK. Therefore, for

the following experiments we used the Czech text documents provided by the CTK.
Table 2 shows the statistical information about the corpus. This corpus is available only
for research purposes for free at http://home.zcu.cz/˜pkral/sw/ or upon
request to the authors.

In all experiments, we used the five-folds cross validation procedure, where 20% of
the corpus is reserved for the test. All experiments are repeated 10 times with randomly
reshuffled documents in the corpus. The final result of the experiment is then a mean of

10 http://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/
11 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/pdt2.0/
12 http://sourceforge.net/apps/trac/minorthird
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Table 2. Corpus statistical information

Unit name Unit number Unit name Unit number

Document 11,955 Numeral 216,986
Category 60 Verb 366,246
Word 5,145,788 Adverb 140,726
Unique word 193,399 Preposition 346,690
Unique lemma 152,462 Conjunction 144,648
Noun 1,243,111 Particle 10,983
Adjective 349,932 Interjection 8
Pronoun 154,232

Table 3. NE tag-set and distribution in the CTK document corpus

NE No. NE No. NE No. NE No.

City 55,370 E-subject 5,447 Number 160,633 Religion 24
Country 56,081 Figure 133,317 Organization 119,021 Sport 12,524
Currency 25,429 Geography 7,418 Problematic 17 Sport-club 38,745
Datetime 108,594 Nationality 5,836 Region 14,988 Uknown 1,750

all obtained values. For evaluation of the classification accuracy, we used, as frequently
in some other studies, a standard Error Rate (ER) metric. The resulting error rate has a
confidence interval of < 0.5%.

Our NE tag-set is composed of 16 named entities (see Table 3). This table further
shows the numbers of the NE occurrences in the corpus. The total number of the NE
occurrences is about 700,000 which represents a significant part of the corpus (approx-
imately 13%).

Note that, this named entities have been identified fully-automatically. Some labeling
errors are thus available. This fact can influence the following experiments negatively.

4.2 Analysis of the Named Entity Distribution According to the Document
Classes and Classification with Only NEs

This experiment should support our assumption that named entities bring useful in-
formation for document classification. Therefore, we realize a statistical study of the
distribution of the named entities according to the document classes in the corpus (see
Figure 1). This figure shows that some NEs (e.g. E-subject, Region, Sport, etc.) are
clearly discriminant across the document classes. The analysis supports our assumption
that the NEs can have a positive impact to the document classification.

We further realize another experiment in order to show whether only named entities
(without the word features) are useful for the document classification. The results of
this experiment (see the first line of Table 4) shows that NEs bring some information
for document classification. However, their impact is small.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the named entities according to the document classes

4.3 Classification Results of the Proposed Approaches

The Table 4 further shows the recognition error rates of the proposed approaches. We
evaluate the NE weights K ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The greater weight values are not used because
the classification scores is decreasing according to this value in all experiments.

This table shows that the named entities help for document classification only slightly
and this improvement is unfortunately statistically not significant. The best score is ob-
tained by the second approach when the words are concatenated across the NEs and the
information about the NE labels is completely removed from the feature vector.

Table 4. Document classification error rates [in %] of the different implementations of the named
entity features (NE weights K ∈ {1, 2, 3})

NE weights
Approach 1 2 3

NEs only 84.25
Lemmas (baseline) 17.83

1. Lemmas + NEs 17.60 17.75 17.79
2. Concatenated lemmas 17.41 18.01 18.71
3. 1 + 2 together 17.48 18.02 18.61
4. Concatenated Lemmas + NEs as one token 17.54 18.20 18.59
5. NEs instead of the corresponding words 17.81 18.27 19.03
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4.4 Analysis of the Confusion Matrices

In this experiment, we analyze the confusion matrices in order to compare the errors
when the baseline word-bases features and the proposed features used (see Table 5).
This table illustrates the number of errors, number of different errors in absolute value
and in %, respectively. It is depicted that about 27% of errors (except the first proposed
method) is different. Therefore, this experiment confirms that named entities bring some
additional information. Unfortunately, this information is not sufficient to improve sig-
nificantly the document classification accuracy on the CTK document corpus.

Note that the error number of the baseline approach is 2,131.

Table 5. Analysis of the confusion matrices errors between the baseline and five proposed ap-
proaches

Baseline vs. Proposed Approach Error no. Diff. err. no. Diff. err. no [in %]
1. Lemmas + NEs 2,104 357 16.97
2. Concatenated lemmas 2,081 577 27.73
3. 1 + 2 together 2,089 581 27.81
4. Concatenated Lemmas + NEs as one token 2,097 569 27.13
5. NEs instead of the corresponding words 2,129 594 27.9

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed new features for the document classification based on
the named entities. We have introduced five different approaches to employ NEs in or-
der to improve the document classification accuracy. We have evaluated these methods
on the Czech CTK corpus of the newspaper text documents. The experimental results
have shown that these features do not improve significantly the score over the baseline
word-based features. The improvement of the classification error rate was only about
0.42% when the best approach is used. We have further analyzed and compared the
confusion matrices of the baseline approach with our proposed methods. This analysis
has shown that named entities bring some additional information for document clas-
sification. Unfortunately, this information is not sufficient to improve significantly the
document classification accuracy.

However, we assume that this information could play more important role on smaller
corpora with more unknown words in the testing part of the corpus. The first perspective
thus consists in evaluation of the proposed features on the other (smaller) corpora in-
cluding more European languages. Then, we would like to propose other sophisticated
features which introduce the semantic similarity of word-based features. These features
should be useful for example for word-sense disambiguation and can be created for
instance by the semantic spaces.
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Abstract. This paper deals with automatic multi-label document classification
in the context of a real application for the Czech News Agency. The main goal
of this work consists in proposing novel fully unsupervised features based on an
unsupervised stemmer, Latent Dirichlet Allocation and semantic spaces (HAL
and COALS). The proposed features are integrated into the document classifica-
tion task. Another interesting contribution is that these two semantic spaces have
never been used in the context of document classification before. The proposed
approaches are evaluated on a Czech newspaper corpus. We experimentally show
that almost all proposed features significantly improve the document classifica-
tion score. The corpus is freely available for research purposes.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, the amount of electronic text documents and the size of the World Wide
Web increase extremely rapidly. Therefore, automatic document classification (or cate-
gorization) becomes very important for information retrieval.

In this work, we focus on the multi-label document classification1 in the context
of a real application for the Czech News Agency (ČTK)2. ČTK produces daily about
one thousand of text documents. These documents belong to different categories such as
politics, sport, culture, business, etc. In the current application, documents are manually
annotated. Unfortunately, the manual labeling represents a very time consuming and

1 Multi-label document classification: one document is usually labeled with more than one la-
bel from a predefined set of labels vs. Single-label document classification: one document is
assigned exactly to one label.

2 http://www.ctk.eu
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expensive task. It is thus beneficial to propose and implement an automatic document
classification system.

One important issue in the document classification field is the high dimensionality
and insufficient precision of the feature vector. Several feature selection methods and
sophisticated language specific features have been proposed. The main drawback of
these methods is that they need a significant amount of the annotated data. Furthermore,
a complete re-annotation is necessary when the target language is modified.

In this work, we address these issues by proposing novel fully unsupervised features
based on an unsupervised stemmer, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and semantic
spaces (HAL and COALS). We further integrate these features into the document clas-
sification task.

The next scientific contribution is evaluating a new simple LDA model, called S-
LDA, which integrates stem features into the topic modeling. Another interesting con-
tribution is the use of semantic space models (i.e. HAL and COALS), because they have
not been used for the document classification yet. The last contribution consists in the
evaluation of the proposed approaches on Czech, as a representative of morphologically
rich language.

The paper structure is as follows. Section 2 introduces the document classification
approaches with a particular focus on the document representation. Section 3 describes
our proposed features and their integration into the document classification task. Sec-
tion 4 deals with the experiments on the ČTK corpus. In the last section, we discuss the
research results and we propose some future research directions.

2 Related Work

The today’s document classification relies usually on supervised machine learning meth-
ods that exploit a manually annotated training corpus to train a classifier, which in turn
identifies the class of new unlabeled documents. Most approaches are based on the Vec-
tor Space Models (VSMs), which mostly represent each document as a vector of all oc-
curring words usually weighted by their Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF).

Several classification algorithms have been successfully applied [3,7], e.g. Bayesian
classifiers, decision trees, k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN), rule learning algorithms, neural
networks, fuzzy logic based algorithms, Maximum Entropy (ME) and Support Vector
Machines (SVMs). However, one important issue of this task is that the feature space in
VSM has a high dimension which negatively affects the performance of the classifiers.

Numerous feature selection/reduction approaches have been proposed in order to
solve this problem. The successfully used feature selection methods include Document
Frequency (DF), Mutual Information (MI), Information Gain (IG), Chi-square test or
Gallavotti, Sebastiani & Simi metric [8,9].

In the last years, multi-label document classification becomes a popular research
field, because it corresponds usually better to the needs of the real applications than
the single-label document classification. One popular approach presented in [27] uses n
binary class/no class classifiers. A final classification is then given by an union of these
partial results. Another approach presented by the authors of [27] simplifies the multi-
label document classification task by replacing each different set of labels by a new
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single label. Then, a single-label document classifier is created on such data. Note that
this approach suffers by the data sparsity problem. Zhu et al. propose in [30] another
multi-label document classification approach. The same classifier as in the single-label
document classification task is created. The document is associated with a set of la-
bels based on an acceptance threshold. The other methods are presented for instance in
survey [26].

Furthermore, a better document representation may lead to decreasing the feature
vector dimension, e.g. using lexical and syntactic features as shown in [18]. Chan-
drasekar et al. further show in [6] that it is beneficial to use POS-tag filtration in order to
represent a document more accurate. The authors of [21] and [28] use a set of linguis-
tic features. Unfortunately, they do not show any impact to the document classification
task. However, they conclude that more complex linguistic features may improve the
classification score.

More recently, an advanced technique based on Labeled Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(L-LDA) [24] has been introduced. Unlike our approach, L-LDA incorporates supervi-
sion by constraining the topic model to use only those topics that correspond to doc-
ument labels. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [10] incorporating semantic con-
cepts [29] has been also successfully proposed for the document classification. Semi-
supervised approaches, which augment labeled training corpus with unlabeled data [22]
were also used.

The most of the proposed approaches is focused on English. Unfortunately, only little
work about the document classification in other non-mainstream languages, particularly
in Czech, exits. Hrala et al. [14] use lemmatization and POS-tag filtering for a precise
representation of the Czech documents. The authors further show the performance of
three multi-label classification approaches [13].

3 Document Classification

In the following sections we describe the proposed unsupervised features and classifi-
cation approaches.

3.1 Unsupervised Stemming

Stemming is a task to replace a particular (inflected) word form by its “stem” (an unique
label for all morphological forms of a word). It is used in many Natural Language
Processing (NLP) fields (e.g. information retrieval) to reduce the number of parameters
with a positive impact to the classification accuracy. Therefore, we assume that stems
should improve the results of the document classification.

We propose two approaches to integrate the stem features into the document clas-
sification. In the first approach, the stem occurrences are used directly as the features,
while in the second one, we use stems as a preprocessing step for LDA. We use an un-
supervised stemming algorithm called HPS [5] This stemmer have been already proved
to be very efficient in the NLP, see for example [12].

Note that this task is very similar to lemmatization. However, the main advantage
of our stemming approach is that it is fully unsupervised and thus it does not need any
annotated data (only plain text).
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3.2 Latent Dirichlet Allocation

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [2] is a popular topic model that assigns a topic to
each word in the document collection. In our first approach, we use a standard LDA
model as follows. We calculate the topic probabilities for each document. The proba-
bility of each topic t is given by the number of times the topic t occurs in a document
divided by the document size. These probabilities are used directly as new features for
a classifier.

In our second approach, we use stems instead of words. This concept is motivated
by the following assumptions. LDA is a bag-of-word model, thus the word role in a
sentence is inhibited. We assume that the morphosyntactic information in a document
is useless for inferring topics. Moreover, the word normalization (i.e. stemming in our
case) can reduce the data sparsity problem, which is particularly significant in the pro-
cessing of morphologically rich languages (e.g. Czech). The parameters of such model
should be better estimated than the parameters of the standard LDA. The features for
the classifier are calculated in the same way as for the word-based LDA. This model
will be hereafter called the S-LDA (Stem-based LDA).

3.3 Semantic Spaces

Semantic spaces represent words as high dimensional vectors. Semantically close words
should be represented by similar vectors and the vector space gives an opportunity to
use a clustering method to create word clusters.

The authors of [4] have proved that word clusters created by the semantic spaces
improve significantly language modeling. We assume that these models can play an im-
portant role for document classification. We use two semantic space models, namely:
HAL (Hyperspace Analogue to Language) [19] and COALS (Correlated Occurrence
Analogue to Lexical Semantic) [25]. The word clusters are created using Repeated bi-
section algorithm. The document is then represented as a bag of clusters and we use a
tf-idf weighting scheme for each cluster to create the features.

We assume that these models should reduce (analogically as in the previous case) the
data sparsity problem. It is worth of mentioning that these two semantic space models
have never been used in the context of document classification before.

3.4 Document Classification

For multi-label classification, we use (as presented in [27]) n binary classifiers Cn
i=1 :

d → l, ¬l (i.e. each binary classifier assigns the document d to the label l iff the label
is included in the document, ¬l otherwise). The classification result is given by the
following equation:

C(d) = ∪n
i=1: Ci(d) (1)

The Maximum Entropy (ME) [1] classifier is used. As a baseline, we use the tf-idf
weighting of the word features. Then, this set is progressively extended by the novel
unsupervised features. In order to facilitate the reading of the paper, all features are
summarized next.
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– Words (baseline) – Occurrence of a word in a document. Tf-idf weighting is used.
– Stems – Occurrence of a stem in a document. Tf-idf weighting is used.
– LDA – LDA topic probabilities for a document.
– S-LDA – S-LDA topic probabilities for a document.
– HAL – Occurrence of a HAL cluster in a document. Tf-idf weighting is used.
– COALS – Occurrence of a COALS cluster in a document. Tf-idf weighting is used.

4 Experiments

In our experiments we use LDA implementation from the MALLET [20] tool-kit. For
each experiment, we train LDA with 1,000 iterations of the Gibbs sampling. The hy-
perparameters of the Dirichlet distributions were (as proposed in [11]) initially set to
α = 50/K , where K is the number of topics and β = 0.1.

The S-Space package [15] is used for implementation of the HAL and COALS al-
gorithms. For each semantic space, we use a four-word context window (in both direc-
tions). HAL uses a matrix consisting of 50,000 columns. COALS uses a matrix with
14,000 columns (as suggested by the authors of the algorithm). SVD (Singular Value
Decomposition) was not used in our experiments.

We created the word clusters in the similar way as described in [4], i.e. by using
Repeated Bisection algorithm and cosine similarity metric. For clustering, we use an
implementation from the CLUTO software package [16]. For both semantic spaces, the
word vectors are clustered into four depths: 100, 500, 1,000, and 5,000 clusters.

For multi-label classification we use Brainy [17] implementation of Maximum En-
tropy classifier.

4.1 Corpus

As mentioned previously, the results of this work will be used by the ČTK. Therefore,
we use Czech document collection provided by the ČTK for the training of our models
(i.e. LDA, S-LDA, semantic spaces and multi-label classifier).

This corpus contains 2,974,040 words belonging to 11,955 documents annotated
from a set of 37 categories. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of the documents de-
pending on the number of labels. This corpus is freely available for research purposes
at http://home.zcu.cz/˜pkral/sw/.

In all experiments, we use the five-fold cross-validation procedure, where 20% of the
corpus is reserved for the test. For evaluation of the document classification accuracy,
we use the standard Precision (P ), Recall (R) and F-measure (Fm) metrics [23]. The
confidence interval of the experimental results is 0.6% at a confidence level of 0.95.

No feature selection has been done in our experiments to clearly show the impact of
the proposed features. In the following tables, the term words denotes the word features
and stems denotes the stem features.

4.2 Classification Results of the LDA and S-LDA Models

In this experiment, we would like to compare the classification results of the stand-
alone LDA and S-LDA model (see Table 1). This table shows that the larger number of
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the documents depending on the number of labels

Table 1. Results of stand-alone LDA and S-LDA models

topics
LDA S-LDA

P [%] R[%] Fm[%] P [%] R[%] Fm[%]

100 82.9 65.9 73.4 83.1 66.0 73.6
200 83.4 69.1 75.6 83.7 70.3 76.4
300 84.0 71.1 77.0 85.3 72.6 78.4
400 83.3 70.7 77.5 85.5 73.2 78.8
500 84.7 72.6 78.2 85.9 74.0 79.5

the topics is better for document classification. Moreover, the proposed S-LDA slightly
outperforms the stand-alone LDA model for all topic numbers.

4.3 Classification Results of the LDA and S-LDA Models with Baseline Word
Features

This experiment compares the classification results of the stand-alone LDA and S-LDA
models when the baseline word features are also used (see Table 2). Unlike the previous
experiment, the recognition score remains almost constant for every topic number and
both LDA models. The topic number and LDA type thus no longer play any role for
document classification.

Table 2. Results of LDA models with baseline word features

topics
Words+LDA Words+S-LDA

P [%] R[%] Fm[%] P [%] R[%] Fm[%]

100 89.0 74.0 80.8 88.9 74.0 80.8
200 88.9 73.8 80.7 88.9 73.6 80.5
300 88.9 73.6 80.6 89.0 73.6 80.6
400 88.8 73.7 80.5 88.8 73.7 80.5
500 88.8 73.7 80.5 88.8 73.5 80.4
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4.4 Classification Results of the Semantic Space Models

This experiment compares the classification results of the HAL and COALS models
(see Table 3). The table shows that with rising number of clusters the classification score
increases. At the level of 5,000 clusters the score is almost the same as for the baseline.
However, the number of the parameters in the classifier is significantly reduced.

In the case of COALS and 5,000 clusters the F-measure is slightly better than the
baseline. However, we believe this deviation is caused by a chance. In all these experi-
ments COALS outperforms the HAL model.

Table 3. Results of semantic space models

clusters
HAL COALS

P [%] R[%] Fm[%] P [%] R[%] Fm[%]

100 58.5 14.7 23.6 66.9 25.2 36.6
500 76.1 51.3 61.3 79.6 59.3 68.0
1000 80.2 62.0 70.0 81.6 64.8 72.2
5000 87.9 72.1 79.2 88.5 73.5 80.3

4.5 Classification Results of the Semantic Space Models with Baseline Word
Features

This experiment compares the classification results of the HAL and COALS models
when the baseline word features are also used. The results are reported in Table 4.
Unlike the previous experiment, the recognition score remains almost constant for all
clusters and for both semantic space models.

We can explain this behavior by the fact that the clusters from semantic spaces do
not bring any useful additional information compared to the baseline.

Table 4. Results of semantic space models with baseline word features

clusters
Words+HAL Words+COALS

P [%] R[%] Fm[%] P [%] R[%] Fm[%]

100 88.2 72.6 79.7 88.2 72.8 79.7
500 88.2 72.7 79.7 88.2 72.7 79.7
1000 88.3 72.8 79.8 88.2 72.7 79.7
5000 88.3 72.8 79.8 88.3 72.7 79.7

4.6 Classification Results of the Different Model Combinations

In this section we evaluate and compare several combinations of our models (see Ta-
ble 5). The best model configurations from the previous experiments are used. These
configurations are compared over the baseline “word” approach (first line in the table).
This experiment clearly shows that almost all proposed features significantly improve
the document classification accuracy. The F-measure improvement is 2.1% in the abso-
lute value when all proposed features are used. Only the semantic space models do not
have any significant impact to improve the classification score. Note that this behavior
has been already justified in the previous section.
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Table 5. Results of different model combinations. The term COALS denotes the combination
of all four COALS models (i.e. 100, 500, 1000, and 5000 clusters). The term HAL denotes the
combination of all HAL models. The term S-LDA means the combination of the S-LDA models
with 100 and 400 topics.

model P [%] R[%] Fm[%] impr. Fm[%]

words 88.1 72.7 79.7
stems 86.4 75.0 80.3 +0.7
words+stems 88.3 74.8 81.0 +1.3
words+HAL 88.4 72.8 79.9 +0.2
words+COALS 88.5 72.8 79.9 +0.2
words+S-LDA 89.2 74.6 81.2 +1.6
words+stems+S-LDA 88.8 75.5 81.6 +1.9
words+stems+S-LDA+COALS 89.0 75.6 81.7 +2.1

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we have proposed novel fully unsupervised features based on an unsu-
pervised stemmer HPS, Latent Dirichlet Allocation and semantic spaces (HAL and
COALS). These features were further integrated into the multi-label document clas-
sification task.

We have evaluated the proposed approaches on the ČTK corpus in Czech that is a
representative of morphologically rich languages.

We have experimentally shown that almost all proposed unsupervised features sig-
nificantly improve the document classification score. The F-measure improvement over
the baseline is 2.1% absolute, when all proposed features are used.

We plan to extend our work by experiments with different languages and language
families. Due to the unsupervised character of the proposed methods, no additional
annotations are required.
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